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Welcome earthlings. I , Imperial
Rudloe Manor and other bunkers.
Some have not left their details with
Commander Willian1s of the planet
Hovni welcome you to a conspiracy
me, and seemed reluctant to talk to
me for too long. I would urge those
packed edition of Truth Seekers
Review. We have been studying your
people to contact me again if they
planet for some time now and have
have any worthy information. I am
realised that there is a great lack of
a good listener, and can keep
"full on", as you earthlings say it,
if
conversations
confidential
required.
information on the UFO subject.
Very often the most juicy articles Ken Parso~ continues his
which form the backbone of
researchers ground material (and
investigations
eventually ends up in books anyhow),
between UFO'
is left out of publications. We wish to
re-address this with an article called
"The Krill Files". 'Crll' is allegedly
the name of an alien that was
captured from a downed saucer in the
United States. The alien survived
many years and ·
to the authorities
world
and
many
technologies. It is though that
anonymous author of the Krill files
may have chosen his pen-name from
the aliens name. Tlus article is
provided as was found, and we
understand that some of the
information may be a bit hard to
accept. We always suggest that the
reader makes their own minds up
about what they fmd in these types
of articles, as we only have our own
UJ..,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,
experiences to make us believe that
this sort of article could be a true ) ·
and computer sensing
....... software can take part. With few
representation of the ET situation.
astronomers or radio amateurs
I have been busy around the
taking part the project would have
country with my hobby of planet
taken 5000 years to complete, but
Earth bunker spotting and human
with 5000 taking part the latest
nlilitary investigation and these are
survey would only take one year. It
outlined in the articles Your Guide
is hoped that many enthusiasts with
To Bunker Spotting, and What is
the equipment to spare will take up
Aurora? It is strange because
the challenge. Anybody who wishes
recently I have been inundated with
to get further information on the
people supplying information on
project and exact specifications of

equipment may do so by writing to
The SETI League, PO Box 555,
Little Ferry, New Jersey, 07643 .
USA
So thanks for your support. We
are always happy for people to
support us further by subscribing.
Last but not least, we are always on
the look out for articles on your
research - and it doesn't have to be
UFO's or paranormal; cover-ups and
conspiracies, or just thoughts on life
are acceptable. We would like to
have feedback from you on any
subject covered in the magazine too.
So hope to hear from you soon.

Dean interview. I spent a
with Bob recently and took part
filming of a interview tape with
him. This tape is on sale at £12
approx. from UFOVISION Tel.
01275 - 544293. I don't get royalties
from this tape, so I only suggest your
purchasing one because it is very
informative, and very well produced
(all broadcast gear was used!). The
interview will give an insight into this
mans very interesting career, which
caused him to have knowledge of
through Above Top Secret
...v .............., he was privilege to.
Also we are hoping to return to
Rudloe to unearth more bunker facts.
Intelligence information we have
been leaked has told us of even more
sites of interest in the Rudloe/
Corsham
underground
town
complex.
Watch this space.
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UFOs a flight of fancy, says MoD

something. One can't help wondering why
that should be."

T11e following article appeared in the
Daily Mail on April 24th 1996.
Defence chiefs have broken decades of
silence with an unprecedented statement
dismissing the possible existence of UFOs.
Whitehall has fmally decreed that flying
saucers and visitors from distant worlds are
sin1ply a product of the imagination. The
announcement has astonished defence
analysts, who point out that the Ministry of
Defense has never before responded despite
thousands of reports of mysterious sightings.
The official statement - published in
RAF News - comes just a fortnight after a
television documentary claimed that the
highest levels of govemment had not
discounted the possibility of life on other
planets.
The BBC-2 program Secrets of the
Paranonnal revealed that an unnamed MoD
source had claimed that a Govenm1ent UFO
monitoring unit had confmned reports of
unidentified craft moving at impossible
speeds.
The source told UFO investigator Jenny
Randles: "We had radar reports of objects
traveling at 4, OOOmph across the north sea
into British airspace - objects as big as
battleships." But RAF News, the service's

official newspaper, responded by saying
there was "no evidence which might
substantiate
phenomena ".

the

existence

of

such

It was said to have been ordered to print
the article in a bid to quell public interest
which had escalated since the broadcast.
The statement - which described the
majority of sightings as being "very vague"
- also denied the existence of an official
UFO investigation mlit. It insisted that the
Govenunent only operated a two man team
known as the Secretariat (Air Stafl) 2A, who
provided adnlinistrative support for RAF
operations.
While adnlitting that the team receives
300 unexplained aerial sightings a year, it
said UFOs were "just one of a whole range
of responsibilities". Last 1light an MoD
insider said: "It's quite extraordinary. There
have been thousands of programs about
UFOs and only now the RAF decides to say

Regardless of the MoD's false
statement, there f1. evidence that clearly
substantiates the existence of "such
phenomena", as well as clearly showing
that the military has enough of an interest
in UFOs to send out two helicopters to
investigate sightings as they occur. This
happened at Shirebrook near Mansfield
on the evening of August 23rd 1994 and
the whole event was captured on video by
Darryl Keithspence of Mansfield.
His night time video, shown on an
episode of Schofeild's Quest in 1995,
shows a UFO hovering above the distant
city lights that is approached by two
helicopters after a few minutes. As the
helicopters move in closer to the UFO, it is
then seen to blink out, just like many other
UFOs appear to do in videos that have
been taken world-wide. In reply to a letter
from us inquiring about the incident, Kerry
Philpott from the MoD (Secretariat Air
Staff2A) had the following to say:
"As you clearly watched "Schofeilds
Quest" you will have seen that the MoD
gave a statement to the progran1
researchers, wllich was in fact shown
during the program. Although we did
receive a report of "two lights in the sky"
from a witness at Crick, Matlock, at
arom1d 2330 hrs on 23 Aug 94, we were
satisfied that ti1ere was no evidence to
suggest that the sighting represented a
matter of defense concern. T11ere was no
military air craft booked into Night Low
Flying trai1ling sector 3A on ti1e evening in
question. As you are aware, if there is no
evidence which indicates a matter of
defence significance there is no
requirement, and we are not resourced, to
undertake investigations to establish ti1e
precise nature of every seenlingly
inexplicable sight in the sky."
Once again we have this classic
situation where the MoD, even though
they say that they haven't investigated
UFOs to find out what they are, and what
they represent, automatically know that
the UFO seen is of no defence
significance. As well as ti1is fuey deny
ti1at the two helicopters seen on the video
are of a military origin. Perhaps the sound
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of the helicopters on ti1e video could be
analysed to find out what type of helicopters
they were? If Ulis is possible then we could
find out for sure if the helicopters were of a
nlilitary origin. Maybe the helicopters
themselves were of defence significance,
that is ifti1ey aren't ours!
Left At East Gate
RAF Bentwaters UFO eyewitness Larry
Warren and independent researcher Peter
Robbins have at last obtained a deal for their
book "Left At East Gate". After ahnost 1line
years of putting ti1e story togeti1er for a book
and getting nUlllerous knock backs from
American and British publishers, they
fmally got a book deal with a New York
publisher Marlowe & Co. Witi1 a bit of luck
"Left At East Gate" will be out in America
before Christmas tllis year, witl1 a
possibility
of it
being
released
simultaneously in the U.K. The book will
surely be an eye opener for anyone
interested in what went on around the twin
U.S. Air bases of Bentwaters and
Woodbridge in Suffolk in December 1980.

New Budd Hopkins Book
Anoti1er book to look out for later Ulis
year is Budd Hopkins' awaited book on fue
New York Linda Cortile abduction case.
It's due to be released in August or
September titled: "Witnessed: T11e True
Story of the Brooklyn Bridge UFO
Abductions", and is published by
Pocketbooks. Anyone who has followed ti1e
case since it frrst hit the news within UFO
circles will know that it will certainly be a
landmark book in Ufology. Budd has
discovered over 20 people who witnessed
Linda being abducted from her 12th story
apartment in New York in the early hours of
November 30til 1989.

American "Science" Programme
Misleads People On Abductions

Earlier tlus year an episode of the
American "Science" series called "Nova",
featured a progranune on the abduction
phenomena titled "Kidnapped by UFOs".
Unfortunately tl1e progranune's producer I
writer I director Deruse Dilamu chose to
ignore all the strong evidence for abductions
and UFOs tl1at was provided by researchers
such as Budd Hopkins, and instead
produced a progranune which outrageously
distorted the UFO phenomenon and the
work of the researchers involved. Carl
Sagan was featured on the progranm1e
stating that he believed that all abduction
accounts are delusions or hallucinations,
regardless of the fact that he has yet to
investigate even one abduction claim and
has absolutely no evidence or research to
back up his uninfonned opinion.

mostly silver and copper and some
impurities. There seem to be raised lines
on tl1e very tl1in material as well. These
tests certainly provide no reason for
clain1ing that tl1e specimen is ofET origin.
However, they do rule out conventional
iron, alunllnium, nickel, alloys, etc.
I have been in touch witl1 the museum
and provided a paper about what to do
witl1 a possible ET artifact. Rule # 1 is
don't go to a University . DO go to a
licensed commercial testing lab with
experience at performing a very wide
range of tests, and substantial involvement
in forensic testing especially in court cases
involving failure of expensive systems.
Universities often won't let names be
used, usually can't keep secrets and are
much less experienced tl1m1 commercial
labs at fmding out important practical
properties such as strength, hardness,
properties at high temperatures etc.

Budd Hopkins has written a paper in
reply to the progranune, which may end up
being shown on British TV at some time, so
anyone wishing to receive a copy of his
paper titled: A Response To Nova's
Progranm1e On The UFO Abduction
Phenomenon or Science Is Not Always What
Science Programs Do, can do so by
contacting us at Truth Seekers.

It appears that testing will be done at a
top lab in the near future. No sign to date
that tire material is very flexible hard or
very strong. The press coverage to date has
been without much "giggle factor"
altlrough it is not always accurate. Tune in
next month for more progress and
hopefully a photo.

Stanton ET Sample?

SAGAN Strikes again

An individual provided a small metallic
specimen to tire Intemational UFO Musemn
and Research Center in Roswell,NM. He
claimed tl1at he was given it by another party
who had been given it by a soldier who had
picked it up at a crash site near Roswell.
The nuddle man is afraid of being killed.
The original collector of tire specimen has

Another individual who has made a
host of extraordinary unsubstantiated
claims is Carl Sagan. For over 30 years he
has claimed tlrat there is intelligent life all
over the galaxy, that the use of radio
telescopes is the way to find tl1em, and that
there is no evidence that Earth is being
visited by ETs. He has never studied tl1e

about UFOs m1d then proceeds to use the
teclmiques of pseudoscience to attack UFOs,
nusrepresenting the facts in tl1e Betty m1d
Barney Hill case, in tl1e Roswell and MJ-12
stories, about abductions, etc. Rather than
referencing the many scientific studies, his
primary source, believe it or not, is the
tabloid "Weekly World News"!
I wrote a detailed critique of the book as
a last minute addition to my new book
"TOP SECRET/MAliC" due out soon and
will publish more. I also intend to renew my
challenge to Carl to a UFO debate which I
made after tire October 1, 1994 Larry King
show, (but did not press after I found Carl
was getting bone marrow transplants). Now
tlmt Carl, my classmate for 3 years at the
U. of Clucago, is apparently much better, I
will step up tire challenge. Almost never has
Carl agreed to appear with somebody who is
ready to challenge him. Anybody want to
sponsor a debate between us?
[Stanton Friedman can be contacted at
his home address: 79 Pembroke Crescent,
Frederickton, New Bnmswick, CANADA,
E3B 2VJ. -ED}

Regular talks by investigators &
esearchers. We also investisate an
report on UFO sightings m the
Staffordshire area.

Contact: Irene Batt,
11 Sandy Lane, Rougeley,
Staffordshire.
Tel 01889 576771

not been interviewed and may not be alive,
so no direct link has been established
between a crash and the small sample which
had been kept in a frllille m1der glass.

huge amount of readily available evidence
indicating that SOME UFOs are indeed of
ET origin and that the subject is a kind of
Cosnuc Watergate.

A very preliminary test done at a NM
university established that it contained

His new book "The Demon Ham1ted
World" attacks pseudoscientific claims

"'
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A report by
Matthew Williams

or some time now there has been
speculation in the UFO research
world as to the existence of a new spy
plane called Aurora. The theories range
from this being some form of fast flying
delta (triangular) winged fast flying
aircraft to it being a levitating disk
powered by Alien propulsion systems.
The name Aurora was first discovered in
a budget document which was released by
mistake which listed the project Aurora
next to budget spending for the SR-71
Blackbird aircraft. The Blackbird was
and still is used as a spy plane and may be
the fastest serving aircraft the USAF
have at their disposal - this is if the
Aurora hasn't taken it's place. Nobody
knows for certain if the Aurora is a real
plane, as no leaks have appeared to
confirm it existence as a real plane.

F

However there was one report in 1990 of
a new style delta winged aircraft being
spotted by a worker on board a North Sea
Oil Rig. The aircraft was being refuelled by
a tanker aircraft and escorted by two F 14
Tomcat's. Based on the drawings that were
made by the oil worker much has been
speculated as to this being a new form of
aircraft which is in secret development or
perhaps now in active service. I would say
that whilst there is a possibility for error in
the drawings of one witness and over
speculation on behalf of aircraft joumalists
we will have to wait for clearer evidence
before stating that this must be Aurora.
Other reports of strange aircraft include
a "Bat" winged design which has been
dubbed as The "Black Manta". This aircraft
seems to use a completely different wing
design, which may be part of a Stealth
(invisibility to radar) project. There have
been blmTed photos and even video footage
which allege to show tilis aircraft in action.

It has never been observed that ti1is

aircraft has any fast flying or lligh altitude
characteristics, so we will again have to
wait and see what tile future holds for tilis
aircraft's purpose.
And what of the name Aurora. The
dictionary lists Aurora as the Roman
goddess of tile dawn, and also as tile rosy
red in ti1e sky before ti1e sun rises or an
orange red colour. Would ti1e use of this
name suggest ti1e dawn of a new type of
aircraft or perhaps it's paint colour? Is it
also possible ti1at unlike aircraft that have
gone before it does use some new type of
propulsion system which is brighter ti1ru1
average ru1d required a nrune tilat reflects
this observation? If tile entimsiasts ru1d
aircraft joumalists are correct and the
Aurora is a new type of aircraft which is
shaped like a disk ru1d flies on advanced
power systems, ti1en it may be giving off
light sinlilar to ti1e UFO' s tilat are spotted
by many and tilis may be tile reason it has
been labelled Aurora. Many reported
UFO' s are orange-red sometime orangeyellow in colour so tilis is certainly
someti1ing to bear in mind.
The only trouble is witil the
speculation as to Aurora being a UFO disk
shape is tilat ti1ere again is little evidence
to back tilis up. There have been many
sightings of disks over all parts of the
world true, and tilere have also been many
sightings of lights observed over secret
testing areas such as Area 5lin Nevada.
Still how can we draw ti1e conclusion that
the two are connected. If we are looking
for first hand witness evidence of tilese
craft being real tilere is only one man Bob Lazar who has come forward to say
that he has directly worked on such craft
wllilst out at Papoose lake, part of Area
51. There is no other infonnation or
leaking docmnentary evidence to say that
such craft exist. This again does not meru1
tilat tiley do not exist!
If we look back into tile past ru1d study
tile development and production of secret
stealth aircraft we can see ti1at it is
possible to create such aircraft in a
completely secure ru1d secret environment.
No proper leaks were ever brought forth
about the U2 or Blackbird aircraft.
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Alti10ugh people were seeing tilese aircraft
flying ru1d reporting tilese facts, nobody was
able to say that tilese spy planes existed
until proper disclosures were made. In ti1e
case of tile U2 a disclosure was made after a
diplomatic incident occurred when Francis
Gary Powers was shot down over the Soviet
Union wllilst on a spying mission for tile US
in a U2. Later again disclosures were made
about the Blackbird aircraft, but not until it
had enjoyed 10 years of perfect secrecy.
Whilst the SR71 Blackbird was in
production, design was already starting on
tile B2 and Fll7A Stealtil planes. The F117
was flying in 1975 and only got rolled out
for tile public to see in it's F117A fom1 in
1987. One can now see how ti1e pattem of at
least 10 years of secret operation before
public disclosure is given. If we project this
forward then ru1d say tllat we have had no
new aircraft disclosures since 1987, then
ti1ere must be new and better aircraft flying
wllich overtake ru1d supersede these older
designs, perhaps only to be admitted to by
1997. One cru1 only speculate what tile fmal
disclosures on such aircraft would be and if
Aurora is included runongst tilem. It is an
interesting choice of date for a disclosure of
1997 as tilis is tile year that many of ti1e
Roswell documents would have come to be
released ru1d a year tilat some believe will
signify much in tile way of UFO disclosure
by the Govemment en masse.

speed of Mach 3 last November, according
to 'The Scotsman' newspaper last week.
Anoilier witness heard rn1 extremely loud jet
noise near the base around the srnne time. In
the USA, highly supersonic aircraft believed
to be operating from North Scotland, have
been detected and tracked by seismological
sensors installed by ilie Geological Service
(USGS). TI1e booms were frrst recorded in
June last year.

One ti1ing is for certain, the goal of the
aircraft designers of today and tomorrow are
for faster and higher flying aircraft. There
are no limits on how far the designers will
want to take the craft, and ti1ere are new
confmned designs for engines which will
work with new forn1s of fuel and with
energies such as microwaves and
magnetism. In this researchers estimation it
has long been the goal of designers to create
a plane which can take off from a normal
runway and get all the way out into space.
This is known as single stage to orbit or
SSTO for short. In the UK, British
Aerospace (BAe) have had a design on ti1e
drawing board for a few years for an aircraft
known as HOTOL, which is a SSTO aircraft
- it would allow travel from Heatirrow to
Sydney in 1 hour! The only thing which has
stopped it production is funding, but tius
may be on it' s way soon.
I tlunk that nlilitary have had this
technology for some time. They required
tills ability to get out into space quickly and
easily in order to service ilie many lnmdreds
of satellites iliat orbit our globe. It has also
been nm1oured tl1at the US already have
orbiting space stations in place, exactly the
same as the Russians have. When President
Bush armounced a return to space and
projects wllich would put a pennanently
manned space station into orbit, he may
have been econonlic wiili the truth and
should have said that his plan was for a
public space station, and tl1at tl1e nlilitary
already had theirs. Certainly tlus move back
into space with a secret developed SSTO
aircraft would explain a lot tl1at has gone on
with ilie scaling down of the Space Shuttle

progran1 - for many years now funding has
been reduced to NASA, and tills may be
because tl1e military already have their
own ability to get into space.
Such a super secret space project may
be being developed in an area of Australia
known as Pine Gap. Tius huge facility is
joint run by British, Australian and US
nlilitary and is rumoured to be a space
latmch centre. Nobody knows for certain
what goes on there, but whatever it is it
has been going on in perfect secrecy for
ilie last 20 years! Strange also that ilie
security perimeter for Pine Gap is 1000
square nules. What could our joint forces
want to be doing together under the
official guise of a space centre out in the
nuddle of Australia. It certainly asks a few
questions, but unfortunately I don' t have
tl1e answers. What I will speculate though
iliat Aurora is infact a SSTO aircraft and is
being flown to service such space stations
and maintain satellites. Time will tell if
there is to be a disclosure of tills project in
a few years time.

"Mystery contact may be Aurora"
by: Bill Sweetman
Mounting evidence suggests iliat the
US Govenm1ent has secretly developed
deployed a hypersonic recom1aissance
aircraft, probably as a replacement ilie
SR-71.
A Royal Air Force air traffic controller
tracked a target leaving the RAF base at
Machrihrnush, Scotlrn1d at rn1 estimated

Machrihrn1ish in one of ilie most remote
bases in Europe, located near the tip of ilie
Kintyre peninsula in Western Scotlrn1d.
Recent base modernisation rumoured
association with the F-117 Stealili Fighter
lend credence to the reports.
Mern1while, the Califonlia booms are
tl1e first substantial corroborated evidence of
unidentified supersonic aircraft operating
over tl1e USA. On at least four occasions,
s01uc booms have registered on some of the
sensors across Souiliern Califonlia, from the
Los Angeles basin to the East edge of ilie
Mojave desert, according to Jim Mori, a
USGS seismologist at Califonlia Institute of
Technology. The incidents were recorded in
June October, November, and late January.
The seismologists estimate iliat the targets
were flying at speeds between Mach 3 and
Mach4.
So far all the tracks have been headed
north and east over the Los Angeles basin,
pointing directly to southern Nevada, 500
km away. Most secret US Air Force
activities, including ilie large flight test base
at Groom Lake, are witllin ilie Nellis range
in Nevada. Since ilie range is only 8 nlin
from Los Angeles at such speeds, tl1e targets
were presumably decelerating as tl1ey
crossed t11e coast.
The USGS first noticed iliat its
seismographs could detect s01uc booms iliey
registered space shuttle landings at Edwards
AFB, Califonlia. Mori says ilie wave-fonns
detected in tl1e latest incidents are character
of a smaller vehicle Ulan tl1e 37 m long
shuttle orbiter. Neiilier the shuttle nor ilie
single SR-71B -which NASA maintains in
flight status - were in operation on the days
the booms were detected.
Reports that USAF is developing
hypersonic aircraft in undisclosed 'black
progranunes date back to tl1e nlid-1980s.In
early 1988, the New York Times reported
that a Mach 6 stealtl1y reconnaissrn1ce
aircraft called Aurora was developed to
replace tl1e SR-71, wluch was retired in
early 1990. More recently witnesses in
Nevada and California have reported
hearing extremely loud or 'pulsing' noises
caused by unidentified aircraft.
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By
Kenneth John Parsons
yards away. I ask you!

This article was prompted by a report
sent into B.E.A.M.S, (The British, Earth
& Aerial Mysteries Society), by fellow
seeker-of-the-truth David Coleman,
founder
of Lothian
Unexplained
Phenomena Research. The information
relayed to me by David has coincided
with a long-running investigation that I
have been conducting into Geo.-magnetic
field energies and ancient site mysteries.
TI1e weight of David's infommtion is,
you could say "what caused this particular
donkey to buckaroo". Enough was enoughthis data just had to be published forthwith,
albeit in an abridged form ...
TI1e focus of attention spotlights firstly,
on an ancient sacred ceremonial grom1d and
burial cairn deep in tl1e Bathgate Hills,
Scotland.
DISFIGURED
Saturated in legend - tllis previously
treasured place has, over tl1e past couple of
decades, seen a decline in its popularity as a
tourist attraction. Now disfigured by a huge,
satellite dish-smothered telecommmlications
mast and control buildings (just 500 yards
away), "Cairnpapple", as the locals of
Bathgate arid Linlithgow know it, is j nst one
exan1ple out of many hundreds that I could
mention, of a rather disturbing ancientlllitech siting partnership trend tl1at I wish to
spotlight. (Here I am referring to solitary,
lonely sites, 'tl1ey' certainly wouldn't set
tongues-a-wagging by operating too close to
world famous heritage sites such as
Stonehenge or Avebury!).

Now, "m1scientific" or not, we must
begin to explore matters in the paranonnal realm, for every wllich-way one
turns in these parts, tales of the weird and
wonderful cannot be escaped. Apart from
it's cairn, and m1sightly modem bedfellow,
this ground is also "special" for another
reason. Numerous researchers, along with
our friend David Coleman, have
pinpointed healthy Geo.magnetic energy flows through this
area by dowsing (see "Caimpapple Area
Leys" details).
Altl10ugh
fm1damentally
not
uncommon, tl1ese h1Visible, "telluric" (of
the earth) streams are curiously marked
solely by lines of ancient structures, such
as Caimpapple and some latter-day
religious constructions as well (many
"modem" places of worship were built
over pagan sites). TI1ese alig~m1ents are
said to criss-cross the world in nearperfect straits.
Tilis fact alone raises the question:
How did early man, without any
sopllisticated monitoring equipment such
as magnetometers, know about these
imperceptible forces? Could ancient man
in fact Dowse?
Some say that our ancestors not only
knew about these natural flows of energy,
now tenned "Ley Lines", but that tl1ey
utilised these Geo.-grid emissions in some

TI1e megalitllic memorial itself dates
back some 4,500 years, and as a place of
llistorical importance, it's archaeological
llistory is well chronicled. Caimpapple has
been called a "Scottish Stonehenge" by
some, and is obviously a valuable site, so
why was tl1is enviromnental vandalism
allowed to take place - and anyway, if this
elevated spot was of such vital importance
for tl1e siting of this particular aerial system,
then why so close to tl1e cairn - some 500
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way. (Aside from these Geo.-magnetic
anomalies, it has also been discovered tl1at
our planet has its own natural radio
frequency! "Space Station Earth" can be
fom1d between 1kHz and 1OkHz using VLF
equipment.)
DEFIES LOGICAL EXPLANATION
I wonder if either, or both of these
anomalies could be the lRUE reason why so
many liste11ing and transmission bases are
now being located in close proximity to
remotely- placed, former pagan sites of
worsllip? Our Scottish example alone defies
logical explanation, because just one look at
an Ordinance Survey map will inform t11e
reader that there were many other more
suitable !ugh-points on which to erect the
offending transmission tower, rather than
smack-bang right next to a significant
archaeological site as tllis.
I
But that, by no means is all.
mentioned the paranormal a wllile back;
Well, tl1ings from this point become just
about as exotic as they could get. TI1e
events wllich follow are confined to witllin a
six-nlile radius of Cairnpapple. Amongst
the strange developments which have
transpired recently is a close encom1ter in
the Batl1gate Hills region, by David and his
wife, with a 6ft tall, "hwnanoid" or "silver
being".
David tells it in his own words, and if
anytlling (from what I have learnt regarding
this case), underplays tl1e situation, ratl1er
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jungle feline-like creature seen roannng
U1ese parts, plus some pretty spectacular
UFO observations, including:
"Blazing wlnte, orange and green lights
in ilie sky which pulsate and hover at
different levels; The classic flying saucer
sometimes made up oftwo saucers joined at
the rin1; Triangular-shaped objects moving
in the sky surrounded by bright white
lights". The area ofBmmybridge, wlnch also
comes within our radius of investigation,
has been called "the world's UFO capital",
and at it's peak had some 800 UFO reports
in ilie space of two years. (See diagram of
one example from this category).
h1cidentally, another point of interest in tlns
enquiry is iliat witch-covens are, and always
have been, operating in these parts, I have
been infonned.

-- .. -..
---.::.·-

~~-·~--

Recently fresh infom1ation has come to
light. "When," I asked David jokingly, "was
tlns case ever going to be concluded?"
"Hwnan remains, weird burial rituals
and a devilish map reference number",
screamed tl1e headlines in the Lotlnan
Courier newspaper back in 1987 (20. 2. 87
to be precise).

U1an resorting to exaggeration:
"At approximately 2200 hrs. I was
travelling on ilie road which runs adjacent to
an area known as Knock Forest. As I
approached a dangerous bend in U1e road,
my attention was drawn to my right by a
sudden burst of movement. What had
caught my eye was a rwming figure of a
humanoid shape. The figure appeared to be
moving at such a speed U1at I was left with
only a frozen image, as if suspended in my
minds eye. It was approximately 6 feet tall,
and appeared extremely unhappy that we
had disturbed it.

FELINE-LIKE CREATURE
Since this statement was written,
David has indeed met with another couple
who have had a comparable experience in
tins same area. David also discovered
legends concerning a large, jet-black,

Courier reporter Dave Cowan w1earths
some strange facts on West Lotlnan's Graves
Knowes Cist Cemetery. "A mysterious Dark
Ages graveyard, with I 00 stone coffms,
some contailling half-buried skeletons, was
found in Livingston, last century; At tl1e
devilish map reference point NT 041 666.
(tlns is just a few nnles away from tl1e
Batl1gate hills and Caimpapple . .. and
location of the famous "Livingstone
Encow1ter" at Declunont Law, some years
back, in winch forest worker Bob Taylor
chanced upon a landed alien "spacecraft"
and two "robot like creatures" winch tried

It's appearance was that of a bright
negative against the dark background of the
forest. It had a human-like face contorted in
a snarl which was directed back at us as it
sped effortlessly through the trees. The
estimated speed of ilie figure was between
50 and 70 mph. The encounter only lasted a
few seconds, but has left an indelible image
with me iliat I find difficult to erase. I
would be interested In hearing from anyone
who has had a similar encounter involving
great speed and the appearance ofhwnanoid
negative types. Signed D.Coleman".

.
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"to force him into said craft" ... (yes, I know
that the world of unidentified flying objects
draws it's share of cranks, egotists and
charlatans, but I am confident, judging by all
that I have seen and read about tilis case,
ti1at Mr Taylor did not fit into any of these
classifications. His was a genuine brush
witi1 sometiling ti1at mere textbook science
is unable to account for).
TI1e site now shows no sign of what was
found ti1ere between ti1e early l8ti1 century
and around 1844. h1deed none of West
Loti1ian's history books even mention ti1e
ancient graveyard. But when Lothian
Region subnlitted plans for tile building of a
teclmical college on Adam Brae,
Almondvale West, ti1e truti1 can1e to light.

STONE COFFINS
The
Livingston
Development
Corporation decided to check that the
building work would not destroy anytlling of
archaeological interest.
It was the
Organisation they consulted, the Scottish
Urban Archaeological trust, that brought
Graves KI1owes and its secrets to public
notice for the first time since tile late 1890's.
TI1e Trust found timt back ti1en, surveyors
for the National Monuments Record of
Scotlm1d were told ti1at cists or stone coffins
were found in four small llillocks
comprising Admns Brae.
However, locals maintained ti1ey were
actually found on a flat piece of ground on
ti1e site. Given ti1at infonuation, ti1e Trust
suspect ti1at Adam Brae could be an
extension of Graves KI10wes.
Although much of tilis plot dates back to
Bronze Age, it is written ti1at many of the
coffins dated from the 5th century, and were
mainly empty, but the contents of some have
given rise to another mystery. Whoever
exhumed ti1e graves at the time noted ti1at:
"The remains were evidently those of people
of greater size than today", some 7ft tall,
(discovered witi1 ti1eir legs broken and bent
backwards).
TI1e skeletons had been
partially bumt from the abdomen
downwards, and mm1y had their skulls
smashed in.
Leys, ancient lines markers, possible
superior beings, strm1ge apparitions and
UFO's... what is ti1e link? All of the
evidence suggests ti1at ti1ere is available, a
detectable, usable, but little talked about
earth energy flux. Tilis is a power ti1at our
ancestors may have once cherished,
nourished m1d utilised, a sacred art winch
appears, on ti1e face of it, to have been lost
... or has it?
Mm1y researchers involved in the study

of dowsing, earth magic and the world's
Geo./electromagnetic grid system, are now
of tl1e belief that tl1e secrets of tllis ancient
science have not been completely lost, as
one nlight be inclined to imagine, but
rather, handed down to selected
individuals.
TI1is would have been occurring
tirroughout tile ages, Keys, known only to
a limited number of students in
clandestine societies, passed orally, or by
mati1ematical codes and ciphers, to
successive generations of initiates.
According to this idea, ti1e metrology of
the mounds and circles, along witi1 ti1e
geomm1cy of ti1e positioning of
antediluvian power centres,- and their
interrelation to one anoti1er, (expressed by
a harmony of numbers, along witi1 the
ham10nic values of all elements; Studies in
light, colour and sound and geometric
fonnulae only fully understood by tile
"lllunlinated Ones") contains the hidden
secret to the basic operations of the
umverse.
But far from only being embodied in
tl1e British works of Megalitilic man, tilis
sacred instruction can be found enslrrined
in the measurements of major ancient
building constructions world-wide, (such
as the Great Pyranlids ofCllina & Egypt)Coming forward in time., ti1is learning was
furti1er expressed in ti1e Masonic geometry
of many abbeys, churches and catl1edrals.
Although it is not an easily
discoverable fact, ... even "today", ti1is
sacrosanct wisdom, m1d lligher leaming is
being employed in important mati1ematics,
is still used in contemporary architecture;
From the US president's offices - The
Wllite House to St Paul' s Cathedral ...
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Harking back to tllis m1cientlhi-tech sitesharing phenomenon mentioned earlier,
could it possibly be that ti1e powers
presently in control of tile nations
conunw1ications and defences have
rediscovered, re-leamt these ancient secrets
and are building ti1eir sites accordingly?
And if tllis is correct, then why are we being
kept in ti1e dark about tilis lligher learning, a
knowledge that in effect, should belong to
"ti1e people" as opposed to just the top-brass
m1d secret societies of tllis planet.
Of course, when pressed, the
aforementioned "big--boys" will deny all of
tllis, - then ti1ey would, wouldn't they? So
why have I boti1ered to write tllis article at
all? Well, I guess that I was naive enough at
the opening to believe that truti1 would be
ti1e victor. I held tilis crazy notion that when
all of tile lies and double-talk had been
spoken,
and
inevitable
character
assassination completed, these startling
facts would remain to speak for
ti1emselves ... Of course like many who have
trodden ti1e smne pati1, I would be deluding
myself if I were to t11ink for a moment that
just one bucket of clean water poured into
an ocem1 of impurities is going make m1y
difference... It is an upllill battle. But still
we must try.
ANXIOUS
h1 reality, us work-weary m1d debt-laden
"ordinary" folk are faced witl1 a "no-win"
situation. TI10se who hold the key know
that generally, although we are anxious for
explm1ations, .. '-,TI1e public does not have
tile tin1e or resources to pursue ti1ese matters
properly. Basically we are supposed to do
as we are told, m1d believe what we are
taught. We say: "Life is too short" to argue,

Torphichen Preceptory.
Knoll 987709 also lies 2 leagues from
ti1e river mouth of the A von at
Grangemouth, on a line tlrrough fort 9774,
crossing the Avon close to fue Nunnery
(9776). Woodcockdale (9776) represents an
intersection with ti1e Duncolm true East
line, which goes through trig. point 185m
(square 8276) and fort 1575. Duncolm is an
important site cmmecting Ben Lomond and
the Glasgow area.

'.'·

'
.:,

.

.

Anoti1er line of interest connects
Cairnpapple tlrrough Bilmy Craig (0473)
and Cran1ond Island ( 1978) to North
Berwick, Law.

and so we go, sheep-like "with the flow".
And if we do stumble upon some hidden
truths, as seems to be the case with tilis
enquiry, such knowledge is worse ti1an
useless witi10ut any adnlissions from ti1e
ace-holding authorities concemed.
Cotmtered by a stony wall of silence,
shifty looks, and nwnerous dead-brain
excuses, ti1e type of altemati ve research
detailed in tilis paper is automatically
relegated to being viewed as just another
one of ti10se danm cranky conspiracy
ti1eories. And, although many top-name
researchers are well aware of what I been
talking about, they will not risk losing ti1ere
credibility by publicly speaking on such a
deep argument. Think about it for a
moment. Have you ever heard a top-selling
UFO investigator seriously discuss ti1e eartl1
mysteries subject openly?
Nine times-out-of-ten you see ti1em, pofaced as always, with ti1at "sold out" look in,
their eyes, on television (usually plugging
ti1eir latest book) fostering belief in E.T.
visitation, "giving em what ti1ey want to
hear" .
With ti1e odd exception, these people
always steer well clear of anytlling to do
with Ley lines and such esotericism. (unless
it is to say something derisory of course) I
wonder why?

Avon. The main prellistoric site is
Cairnpapple (Grid Reference NS 988717)
and ti1e highest ground is ti1e trig. point
(312m) at Knock, (NS 988712).
1l1e site of Cairnpapple gives extensive
views across the central belt. The main
Ley is possibly ti1e line joining Beirm hue
(NN 255085), Ben Lomond (NN 367029)
and Scald Law (NT 192611) which is the
llighest point of ti1e Pentiands. Beinn hue
is 51 nliles (15 Scottish leagues or 4 5
Scottish miles) from Cairnpapple.
This line passes through Caimpapple
bearing 2971117° grid and includes the
following intem1ediate points to the NW
on O.S. map sheet 65 (Falkirk):
Bonnybridge (church at canal bridge in
square 8280 witi1 ti1e trig point 200m off
ti1e line)
Knolls (hillcocks) at 858784, 866780,
880773, Blackbraes 912756,
Blackbrige spot height 193m 924750.
Torphicen (minor cross-roads 968727)
Knoll 974724 and Cairnpapple
To ti1e S.E., ti1ere are two lines of interest.
The Scald Law line continues tirrough the
oti1er tip of Lochan 991715 to Livingstone
(Ladywell) to Mid Calder, Lawheads,
House-o-Muir, Wester Bravelaw, side of
Hare Hill and Scald Law.

Rainbows End
Enligntening books,
C~stals, Essential Oils, Music
American Indian &Visiona~ arts &crafts.
21 Ynysmeurig Road
Abercynon
Mid Glamorgan
CF454YS
Tel (01443) 742417
A meeting place for healers and
people interested in all things spiritual.

EMUFORL\
East Midlands UFO Research Association

UFO Reports Hotlines
Tony - 0115 927 5623
Steve- 0115 974 8772

An altemative line aligns Dechmont Law

Ke1meti1 Jolm Parsons, Chaim1an/Fow1der
ofB.E.A.M.S

CAIRNPAPPLE AREA LEYS
The area is bounded on ti1e Nortl1 by the
Forth estuary; on the SE by the River
Almond and the Pentlands beyond; on ti1e
SW side by ti1e !ugh grow1d of the Cant
Hills around Shotts; to ti1e NW ti1e River

and Black hill , passing tirrough East
Calder.
Local to Cairnpapple ti1ere is an alignment
of Forts for a distance of 3 Scotnliles (1
league):
Fort 9774 - Cockleroy 9874 -Fort 0374.
A line of ti1e same lengti1 joins fort
0374 to knoll 987709. Tllis knoll is also 4
leagues from fort 8285 on a line tlrrough
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the Whitehouse, and that the political
system was founded on and run by Masons.
It's just their nice way of saying "screw you,
ignorant people" really! Now tili.s is what
most, if not all people nli.ss; The pyranlid
left standing below the eye now becomes a
trapezoid, wlli.ch is symbol of ultimate evil
· as used by the satanic cults (which c01mect
:to 33rd degree and higher Freemasonry!).
Oti1er points to look for in the
Washington design is ti1at tile city linli.ts are
bounded by a square - another Freemasonic
· symbol. The Dollar shows us an eagle
· which has 32 feathers on one wing and 33
on ti1e other. This sigilifies 32 degree and 33
degree Freemasonry- 33rd degree being ti1e
floating pyran1id leap to all knowing
illumination. Above ti1e eagle floats ti1e Seal
. of Solomon, or Star of David. This Masonic

~=:.:;;;:;;;;J~f;@J.~~;i;;;)£;2k~i~~~~§j~;§Lrr:i~~~~;§· symbol

can also be found on the British
twenty pound note!

L

he influence of Freemasonry is
strong all over the world. To it's
initiates there are facts and secrets which
are supposed to be known only to them.
Thanks to astute researchers and leaks
from lodge members certain facts have
come to light. The conspiracies will be
discussed in future issues of Truthseekers
magazine.

T

One obvious cover-up has been the
involvement of Fremasons in the creation of
artificial tension in America which led to the
civil wars and declaration of independence.
To quote David Icke from Ius book, ... and
the tmth shall set you free, " ... historian
Mrumly P Hall, says ti1at of the fifty so men
who
signed
ti1e
Declaration
of
Independence, nearly fifty were known to be
Freemasons". Tllis influence goes almost
wmoticed w1til you cru1 spot the clues that
Masons have left bellind, such as the design
ofWaslli..nton DC for exrunple.
The symbol of ru1 inverted triangle or

Freemasonic statement. T11e use of the
pyranli.d in ti1e Dollar is to sigility ti1e
power and strength of the class pyrru1lid
system, but that rule and oversight is made
by "the all seeing eye" - which is removed
from the top of the pyran1id ru1d floats
above. The sigilificance of the removal of
ti1e top part of ti1e pyrru1lid is that there are
people who are above all others in power
and knowledge. T11ese people are termed
as being "illunli.nated" (given occult
knowledge) and see themselves as all
powerful ru1d separate from us.
So to is the pyrru1lid in the street plan
of Washington floating. Interesting also
ti1at in Lafayette park ti1ere is a flowerbed
wlli.ch has an interesting arrru1gement; It
cru1 be seen from the air to be "the all
seeing eye" . Lafayette, who the park was
nruned after, was a prominent Freemasonic
General (pictured top nliddle ). Above the
tip of the floating pyranlid can be seen the
Whitehouse, so to sig11ify timt all roads
ru1d power of the freemasons go towards

pyrrunid can be seen in ti1e dead ,..--....,.--=-"""""=:---=--=.,.====:::;:::::::=;;::;:::==central position of Washington DC.
The walkways ru1d chambers of a real
pyrrunid are represented also in the
street-plan.
Street nrunes
are
connected to frunous Freemasons. The
pyramid is also symbolised in the
Dollar note, wlli.ch shows the "Great
Seal" wlli.ch is an obvious
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The Washington monwnent was also a
Freemasonic symbol and if properly
completed would have included a mas01li.c
temple undemeati1. T11e Pentagon building
was desig11ed by Freemasons to confom1 to a
pentagram wlli.ch is another occult symbol.
All in all, you could say ti1at the
statement wlli.ch is made evident by ti1e
actions of the Freemasons is that ti1ey are in
control. With over 1 nlillion members in the
UK (1 in 20 males are Freemasons) and
witi1many more in tile U.S. you can see how
ti1e world has been duped! What occult
plans they are working to is anybody's
guess. Food for thought.

THE KRILL ARCHIVES
CONFIDENTIAL
A SITUATION REPORT ON OUR ACQUISITION
OF ~~V~~CED TECHNOLOGY ~~
INTERACTION WITH ALIEN CULTURES
JANUARY 1988
BY
O.H. KRILL (Real Name Unknown)
ABSTRACT

•
•
•
•

•

Throughout the forty year period when UFO have been
actively observed in our civilisation, a lot of data has been
gathered - data which has often pointed to aspects of the
phenomena that have been suppressed. As a result of the
suppression and compartmentalisation of the information, our
culture has been fragmented into several levels of "reality"
which both co-exist and oppose each other. Part of our culture
does not or will not believe in the existence of other species; part
of our culture acknowledges their existence or the probability of
their existence; part of our culture is actually interacting with
the other species. These simultaneous realities contribute to the
condition of extreme confusion in which we find ourselves.

•
•
•

•

sources within this dimension.
Early U.S. government efforts at acquiring alien technology
were successful.
The U.S. government has had live alien hostages at some point
in time.
The govemment has conducted autopsies on alien cadavers.
U.S. intelligence agencies, security agencies, and public
agencies are involved in the cover-up offacts pertaining to the
situation.
People have been and are currently abducted, mutilated,
murdered and kidnapped as a result of the UFO situation.
There is a current active alien presence on this planet among us
that controls difference elements of our society.
Alien forces maintain bases on Earth and on the Moon.
The U.S. govemment has had a working relationship with alien
forces for some time, with the express purpose of gaining
technology in gravitational propulsion, beam weaponry and
mind control.
Millions of cattle have been killed in the process of acquiring
biological materials.

Research into UFO's follows a similar pattern. Some view the
matter in a completely empirical perspective; others search for
patterns and functional relationships in events; still others go out
and ask the right questions at the right time and get answers. Some
of those answers that have appeared are, to some people, quite
disturbing and fantastic.
All in all, we are dealing with new concepts in physics, new
concepts in psychology, and the gradually growing awareness that
we are not only not alone here, but we have never been alone here.
As if that were not enough, it turns out that factions of our society
have known this, and apparently have been interacting with some of
these alien species for quite a while.
The bottom line is that all along, humanity has been led down a
false path, a patl1 that has been plagued by layer upon layer of
conspiracies and disinfonnation. Teclmological knowledge and
absolute power have been tl1e motives on the human side. Survival
has been the motive on tl1e alien side, or at least as far as the
predominant alien visitors are concerned.
The intent of tllis paper is to bring much of the details regarding
tllis into the open. You are not being asked to believe it, but to
consider it in the light of~hat has happened, what is happening, and
what may be developing right w1der our very noses. If you find that
you caru1ot stomach such tl10ughts, or that you cannot deal with it,
read no further.
It is quite evident, or it should be, tl1at the UFO situation is both
complex and dangerous. TI1e UFO problem is a multi-situational
and multi-dimensional phenomena. We have established the
following as having a basis in fact:

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Both aliens and the U.S. govemment are responsible for
mutilations, but for different reasons.
We live in a multi-dimensional world that is overlapped and
visited by entities from other dimensions. Many of these entities
are hostile. Many are not hostile.
The basis of our genetic development and religions lies in
intervention by non-terrestrial and terrestrial forces.
Actual technology far exceeds that perceived by the public.
The United States space program is a cover operation that exists
for public relations purposes.
People are being actively killed in order to suppress the facts
about the situation. The CIA and the NSA are involved so deeply
that exposure would cause collapse of their overt structure.
Facts indicate alien overt presence within five to ten years.
Our civilisation is one of many that have existed in the last
billion years.
ANIMAL MUTILATIONS AND UFOS

General Chronology
•
•

Craft from other worlds Jiave crashed on Earth.
Alien craft are from both ultra-dimensional sources and

In the middle of 1963, a series of livestock attacks occurred in
Haskell County, Texas. In a typical case, an Angus bull was fow1d
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with its throat slashed and a saucer-sized wound in its stomach. TI1e
citizenry attributed the attacks to a wild beast of some sort, a
"vanishing varmint." As it continued its fm1ive forays through the
Haskell Com1ty outback, ti1e bloodluster assmned somewhat more
mythic proportions and a new name was destined to endure: The
Haskell Rascal.
Tirroughout the following decade, there would be sporadic
reports of similar attacks on livestock. TI1ese attacks were
occasionally described as "mutilations." TI1e most prominent of
ti1ese infrequent reports was the mutilation death of "Snippy" ti1e
horse in southem Colorado in 1967, accompanied by area UFO
sightings, a Condon Conunittee investigation and world-wide press
coverage.
It was in 1973 that the modem animal mutilation wave can be
said to have begun in eamest. That year is generally ti10ught of as
ti1e year of the last concerted UFO flap, alU10ugh ti1ere may be
reason to question ti1at contention, given ti1e events of two years
later.
In 1973 and 1974 the majority of ti1e classic mutilation reports
originated in ti1e central United States.
In 1975, an m1precedented onslaught spread across the westem
two-tilirds of ti1e United States. Mutilation reports peaked in ti1at
year, accompanied by accounts of UFOs and unidentified
helicopters. In 1978, the attacks increased.
By 1979, nlllUerous livestock mutilations were occurring in
Canada, primarily in Alberta and Saskatchewan. Attacks in ti1e
United States levelled off. h1 1980, there was an increase in activity
in the United States. Mutilations have been reported less frequently
since tl1at year, tl10ugh tlus may be due in part to an increased
reluctance to report mutilations on the part of ranchers and fanners.
The mutilations still continue. Over ten tl10usand animals have died
in the Uruted States; although tl1e mutilations have been occurring
world-wide, the same circumstances are always present.

General Observations
Any investigation which intends to probe the systematic
occurrence of the mutilation attacks upon livestock and oti1er
animals must include witiun its purview certain factors wluch may
or may not be directly related to the acts of mutilation themselves.
These mutilations - the killing and furtive removal of extemal or
intemal parts - have been directed at literally thousands of animals
(primarily livestock) since tl1e 1960s. TI1e surgery on these ruumals
is primarily conducted witi1 m1crumy precision, suggesting the use of
highly soplusticated implements ru1d techruques. TI1e nmnbing ru1d
persistent regularity of ilie mutilations and the seemingly casual
disposal of the useless carcasses all llint at extreme confidence even arrogance - of ilie mutilators. It is an arrogru1ce wluch appears

to be justified by ilie freedom ru1d impunity with which these acts
have been carried out.
The pertinence of a specific element of ti1e problem is shortly
revealed in the course of any thorough investigation into the
mutilations. I refer to tl1e appearru1ce of munarked and otherwise
mudentified helicopters wiiliin a spatial aild temporal proxinlity of
aruma! mutilation sites. TI1e occurrence of ilie two has been
persistent enough to supersede coincidence.
TI1ese mystery helicopters are almost always without identifYing
markings, or markings may appear to have been painted over or
covered with sometiling. The helicopters are frequently reported
flying at abnonnal, unsafe or illegal altitudes. They may shy away if
witnesses of law officers try to approach.
There are several accom1ts of aggressive behaviour on the part of
tl1e helicopter occupants, witi1 witnesses chased, "buzzed," hovered
over or even frred upon. At tirues these choppers appear very near
mutilation sites, even hovering over a pasture where a mutilated
carcass is later found. TI1ey may be observed shortly before or after
mutilations occur - or witiun days of a mutilation. The intention here
is merely to stress that the "mystery helicopter" element is a part of
ti1e issue wluch deserves scrutiny.
TI1e idea of "mystery helicopters" did not develop concurrently
with the animal mutilations themselves. Such helicopters umnarked, flying at low levels, soundless (or sounding like
helicopters)- have been reported for years, and have been linked to
an even more widespread phenomenon- ilie "phantom" (fixed wing)
aircraft. TI1e helicopters tl1emselves have been seen in area where
UFOs were reported, in many countries. In some of ilie more
interesting accounts, ilie mystery helicopters were seen wiili UFOs,
or shortly after ti1e UFOs were sighted.
TI1e most apt case I can ti1ink of, but certainly not the most
isolated, is a case described by Virgil Armstrong in lus lecture on
"What NASA Didn't Tell Us About ilie Moon." He discusses
helicopters ru1d UFOs in general. Annstrong describes a friend of
lus t11at had invented a special crunera arrangement witi1 ilie idea
that it would increase ilie chances of getting good pictures of UFOs.
The can1era was mounted on a gunstock along wiili a laser. TI1e idea
was to frre the laser at t11e UFO, if one appeared, and hopefully ilie
UFO would come to a halt, enabling him to take some quality
pictures.
Not too long after iliey were set up in ilie desert, a UFO did in
fact appear, and iliey frred ilie laser and ti1e disk stopped in a
hovering mode. They took quite a few good pictures of it. Shortly
tl1ereafter, tl1e disk flew away. Within nunutes, iliey heard ti1e
umnistakable sound of helicopters coming their way. The
helicopters lru1ded strategically arom1d ti1eir group, ru1d out of ilie
choppers came a croup of Black Berets, which are strategic Air
Force security forces. TI1e conunru1der of the Berets walked up to tl1e
group and said, "What are you doing here?" "Obviously, we are
photographing flying objects, ru1d we just saw a flying saucer and we
got some very good pictures of it." The conunander ilien asked tl1e
leader of ti1e group if he knew where he was. The group leader
replied "No." TI1e conunander ilien said, "We suggest you get out of
here right now!" The group leader tl1en asked, "What right do you
have to tell us to get out of here? Is tlus govenunent land?" TI1e
conunander oftl1e Black Berets replied, "Indeed it is. It is Andrews
Air Force Base, ru1d if you are not out of here in ten minutes, you are
m1der arrest." Willi iliat, the Berets removed the film from tl1e
camera, and the group left.
Not only does this illustrate one kind of instance where UFOs
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are seen in relationship to helicopters, but it also illustrates the fact
that either some of the disks are ours, or we have a military/
govenunent relationship with those who fly them. TI1e helicopters
mentioned above are not the mystery ones, but were United States
military ones.
Another case of military helicopters and United States-owned
disks comes from the book "UFO Crash at Aztec," by Wendell
Stevens. h1 the book he relates the incident where an illdian was
backpacking in the mountains in the vicinity of Area 51 , Groom
Lake, on the Nellis AFB range north of Las Vegas. He heard
approaching helicopters and hid out of sight. TI1e helicopters were
broadcasting a wanung over public address systems for anyone in
the area to show themselves because they were going to conduct a
" dangerous military test. " The h1dian maintained his hidden
posture, and the helicopters flew overhead and back down toward
the Groom Lake facility. Minutes later, two helicopters were seen
flying up the canyon with a black disk flying between them and
slightly above them. TI1ey flew overhead and tl1en the helicopters
tumed around and flew back towards the base, followed shortly
afterward by the disk. TI1e individual' s name and how to contact
lum for further details is given in the book.

hw1ter advanced toward ti1e seven, he waved and shouted congenial
greetings. It was then ti1at he realised ti1ere was something about the
men-they were all Oriental. TI1ey had slm1ted eyes a11d olive skin
a11d were jabbering muong themselves in some indecipherable
language. TI1ey wore "everyday" cloti1es, not wuforms. Suddenly
they begm1 to retum to the helicopter. TI1e hw1ter, still waving and
shouting friendly greetings, started after fuem. The Orientals
quickened their pace. When the hw1ter approached within five or six
feet, they broke into a dead run, crowded into the chopper and took
off.
ill a documented " mystery helicopter" wave in England,
accow1ts place Oriental-appearing occupants in ail unidentified
chopper. Slm1t-eyed, olive ski..tmed, Oriental-seenling occupants
have been a staple at the heart a11d at tl1e periphery of UFO accounts
for years. Significant nwnbers of the infmnous "men-in-black"
(MIB) have a sii1ular appearm1ce, but very often tl1ey are seen as
very pale and gaw1t men who are sensitive to light.
ill STIGMATA No. 5 (Fall-Wii1ter 1978) Tom Ada!ns outlined
ti1e most prominent speculative explanations accounting for the
mutilation/helicopter link, includii1g the following:

•
The Mystery Choppers

•
Situations involving the mystery helicopters appear to be a little
more insidious. A good exan1ple is an event wluch occurred in
Madison County, Montana, between June and October of 1976.
Twenty-two confmned cattle mutilations had occurred during that
period, and tl1ey were accompmued by reports throughout the county
of silent, umnarked, jet-black helicopters, flashing or steady
anomalous lights in the air and near tl1e ground, umnarked fixedwing aircraft and wlute VailS in remote a11d previously inaccessible
areas.
Toward tl1e latter part of this period, in early autunm of 1976, a
hunter from Bozeman, Montana, was out alone around 3:00pm one
day in the Red Mountain area near Norris. He watched as a black

•
•

The helicopters are themselves UFOs, disguised to appear as
terrestrial craft.
The choppers originate from within the U.S. government/
militaty and are directly involved in conducting the actual
mutilations.
The helicopters are government/military and are not involved in
the mutilations but are investigating them.
The helicopters are government/military, and they know about
the identity and motives of the mutilators and by their presence,
they are trying to divert attention to the possibility of
involvement by the military.

The answer, as far as Tom Ada!ns is concemed, could be a
combination of the above explanations. There also has been
speculation that they are involved ii1 biological experiments witi1
chenucal or biological warfare or the geobotanical pursuit of
petrolewn and nlineral deposits. On one occasion, an army staildardtype scalpel was found at a mutilation site. Since ti1e disks have
been mostly involved with the mutilations, it is tl10ught that tlus was
a diversionary event.
These events, or the discussion of tl1em, is just the precursor to
the actual revelations of what is behii1d tl1e mutilations: alien
acquisition of biological materials for their own use. To discuss this
in a logical and sequential ma!lller, we must review what has been
really happe11ing right m1der our noses: direct i..t1teraction with
extraterrestrial biological entities (EBE' s). To discuss that,
however, we must attempt to start at tl1e beginning with what we
now know to be true.
The Saga Begins

helicopter without markings flew overhead and disappeared below a
small lull. TI1e curious hunter climbed to tl1e top of tl1e hill. TI1ere
was the black chopper (a Bell Jet Ranger, he thought) on the ground,
the engine still mmung. Seven men had apparently exited from the
craft and were walking up the lull toward the observer. As the

It seenungly all began tl10usands of years ago, but for tl1e
purposes of this discussion, let's start witl1 some events tl1at we all
are familiar witl1. h1 1947, two years after we set off the first nuclear
explosion that our current civilisation detonated, ca!lle the Mm1tell
episode, where we had the first recorded ii1cident of a military
confrontation with extraterrestrials that resulted in the deatl1 of a
nulitary pilot. It is quite evident now that our govenm1ent did not
known quite how to handle the situation. ill 1952, the nation' s
capital was overflown by a series of disks. It was this event wluch
led to the involvement of U1uted States security forces (CIA, NSA,
DIA, FBI) to try to keep tl1e situation w1der control m1til they could
m1derstand what was happening.
During this period, the
govemment established a workii1g group, known as Majestic Twelve
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(MJ-12). The original members were:

• CIA Office of Scientific brtelligence (CIA-OS!)
• NSA Office Of Scie11tific I11telligence (NSA-OSI)

Admiral Roscoe R Hillenkoetter, Dr. Vannevar Bush,
Secretary James Forrestal, General Nathan P. Twining,
General Hoyt S. Vandenburg, Dr. Detlev Bronk, Dr. Jerome
Hunsaker, Mr. Sidney W. Souers, Mr. Gordon Gray, Dr.
Donald Menzel, General Robert M. Montague, and Dr. Lloyd V.
Berkner.
The MJ-12 group has been a continuously existing group since it
was created, with new members replacing others that die. For
example, when Secretary Forrestal was upset at seeing the United
States sold out in World War II, he wound up being sent to a Naval
hospital for emotional strain. Before relatives could get to him, he
"jumped out a 16th story window." Most persons close to him
consider his suicide contrived. When Forrestal died, he was replaced

by General Walter B. Smith.

12

In December of 1947, Project Sign was created to acquire as
much infonnation as possible about UFOs, their performance
characteristics and their purposes. In order to preserve security,
liaison between Project Sign and MJ-12 was limited to two
individuals within the intelligence division of the Air Materiel
Cormnand whose role it was to pass along certain types of
infonnation through chrumels. Project Sign evolved into Project
Grudge in December, 1948. Project Grudge had an over civilian
cmmterpart naJ.Ued Project Bluebook, with which we are all familiar.
Only "safe" reports were passed to Bluebook. In 1949, MJ-12
evolved an initial plru1 of contingency called MJ-1949-04P/78 that
was to make allowru1ce for public disclosure of some data should the
necessity present itself.
Majestic Twelve was originally orgrulised by General George C.
Marshall in July, 1947, to study the Roswell-Magdalena UFO crash
recovery and debris. Admiral Hillenkoetter, director of the CIA from
May I , 1947, until September, 1950, decided to activate the
"Robertson Panel," wllich was designed to monitor civiliru1 UFO
study groups that were appearing all over the country. He also joined
NICAP in 1956 and was chosen as a member of its board of
directors. It was from tilis position that he was able to act as ti1e
MJ-12 "mole," along with Ius teaJ.U of other covert experts. They
were able to steer NICAP in any direction they wanted to go. With
ti1e "Flying Saucer Progrrun" under complete control of MJ-12 ru1d
witi1 the physical evidence hidden away, General Marshall felt more
at ease witi1 fuis very bizarre situation. These men aJ.ld their
successors have most successfully kept most of the public fooled for
39 years, including much of ti1e westem world, by setting up false
experts aJ.ld tlrrowing ti1eir influence bellind ti1em to make their plan
work, witi1 considerable success. Until now.
Within six monti1s of ti1e Roswell crash on 2 July 194 7 aJ.ld tile
finding of another crashed UFO at San Augustine Flats near
Magdalena, New Mexico, on 3 July 1947, a great deal of
reorgaJ.lisation of agencies ru1d shuffiing of people took place. The
main thrust bellind ti1e original "security lid," and the very reason
for its construction, was ti1e analysis ru1d attempted duplication of
tile technologies of ti1e disks. That activity is headed up by ti1e
following groups:
• Tire Research and Development Board (R&D B)
• Air Force Research and Del•elopment (AFRD)
• Tire Office of Naval Research (ONR)
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No single one of ti1ese groups was supposed to know the whole
story. Each group was to know only the parts fuat MJ-12 allowed
ti1em to know. MJ-12 also operates tirrough ti1e various civilian
intelligence aJ.ld investigative groups. The CIA and the FBI are
mru1ipulated by MJ-12 to carry out ti1eir purposes. The NSA was
created in ti1e first place to protect the secret of ti1e recovered flying
disks, ru1d eventually got complete control over all commwlications
intelligence.
This control allows ti1e NSA to morlitor any individual through
mail, telephone, telexes, telegrams, and now through online
computers, morlitoring private aJ.ld personal commwlications as they
choose. In fact, the present-day NSA is the current main extension of
MJ-12 pertaining to the "Flying Saucer Program. " Vast aJ.Uounts of
disinfonnation are spread tirroughout the UFO research field. Any
witnesses to any aspect ofti1e progran1 have ti1eir lives monitored in
every detail, for each has signed a security oath. For people who
have worked in the program, including military members, breaking
that oath could have any on of ti1e following direct consequences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A verbal waming accompanied by a review of the security oath.
A stronger waming, sometimes accompanied by a brow-beating
and intimidation.
Psychologically working on an individual to bring on
depression that will lead to suicide.
Murder of the person made to appear as a suicide or accident.
Strange and sudden accidents, always fatal.
Confinement in special "detention centres. "
Confinement in "insane asylums" where they are "treated" by
mind-control and deprogramming techniques. Individuals are
released with changed personalities, identities, and altered
memories.
Bringing the individual into
the "inside, " where he is
employed and works for
"them, "and where he can be
watched. This is usually in
closed facilities with little
contact with the outside
world. Underground
facilities are the usual place
for this.

Any individual who they
perceive to be "too close to the
truth" will be treated in ti1e saJ.Ue
marmer. MJ-12 will go to any
length to preserve aJ.ld protect the
ultimate secret. As we will see
later, ti1e characteristics of what
this ultimate secret would tum
out to be would change
drastically, for it was sometiling
even MJ-12 could not predict- actual contact wifu alien groups.
How ti1e actual contact between the govemment and aliens was
initially made is not known, but ti1e govemment was made aware
that it could be done by a civilian using ti1e right equipment. Dr.
Paul Bennewitz, civilian scientist, did so using computer equipment
and informed the govenunent he had done so, not realising that by
ti1en, in 1983, that ti1e govenunent was in truti1 as deep into dealing
witi1 fue aliens as his conrrmmications with fuem revealed. Dr.
Bennewitz lives next to Mru1zano Weapons Storage Area in

Albuquerque, New Mexico. He observed UFOs constantly over tl1e
area and initially decided that tl1ey were a tlrreat to tl1e installation.
He proceeded to figure out a coding system and attempted and was
successful in conununicating witl1 tl1e aliens tl1at were flying over
tl1at area. What he found out is tl1at after initial contacts wifu tl1e
aliens years ago, we agreed to provide tl1em witl1 bases underground
in tl1e United States in return for certain teclmological secrets which
tl1e aliens would reveal to us. The alens would also be allowed to
carry out certain operations, abductions, and mutilations wifuout
intervention.
The original contact between tl1e goverrunent and the
extraterrestrial biological entities, who are grey in colour and about
3.5 to 4.5 feet high (hereafter referred to as the Greys), was achieved
between 194 7 and 19 51. We knew fuat tl1e Greys were instfll111ental
in perfonning tl1e mutilations of a11in1als (and some hmnans) and
fuat tl1ey were using fue glandular substances derived from fuese
materials for food (absorbed tlrrough tl1e skin) and to clone more
Greys in their m1derground laboratories. The govenunent was also
aware tl1at fue Greys perfonned some of the abductions to secure
genetic materials. The goverrunent insisted tl1at fue Greys provide
them wifu a list fuat would be presented to fue National Security
Council.
Tlrrough all tllis, tl1e goverrunent thought tl1at tl1e Greys were
basically tolerable creatures, although a bit distasteful. They
presmned at tl1e time fuat it was not umeasonable to assun1e tl1at tl1e
public would and could get used to tl1eir presence. Between 1968
and 1969 a plan was fornmlated to make tl1e public aware of fueir
existence over tl1e succeeding twenty years. This time period would
culminate with a series of docun1entaries tl1at would explain fue
history and intentions of fue Greys.
The Greys assured us tl1at tl1e real purpose oftl1e abductions was
for mmlitoring of our civilisation, and when we learned tl1at fue
abductions were a lot more frequent and insidious tlum we were led
to believe, the goven1fl1ent became concerned. Their concern was
also based on additional information regarding tl1e purposes for fue
abductions:

•
•

within the next two to five years.
Genetic crossbreeding between the Greys and human beings.
Insertion of discoid monitoring devices into the muscle tissue of
the abductees. Presence oftlzese has been verified by x-ray.

By tl1e time we had found out tl1e trufu about fue intentions of
tl1e Greys (fuey intend to stay here and stay in control of our world)
it was too late. We had already "sold out" h1llllanity. Not fuat it
would have made any difference, because fuey were here doing what
tl1ey were doing anyway.
In 1983, a story was outlined by govenunent sources fuat said
tl1at tl1e Greys are responsible for our biological evolution tlrrough
mrulipulation of fue DNA of already evolving primates on tl1is
planet. Various time intervals of fue DNA manipulation were
specified for 25,000, 15,000, 5,000, and 2,500 years ago.
Originally, fue goverrunent tl10ught fuat the Greys meant us no
hann, but today, in 1988, fue picture that is emerging is exactly tl1e
opposite. The story now is one of great deception at several different
levels: fue Greys Trojru1 Horse-style manipulation ru1d lying which
allied MJ-12 forces with fuem four decades ago; tl1e goverrunent's
disinformation of the subject of UFOs in order to perpetuate tl1e
agreement wifu fue Greys free of public scrutiny; fue lies to tl1e
abductees; fue Greys on-going abduction of people and mutilation of
anin1als in order to harvest enzymes, blood and oilier tissues for
tl1eir own survival needs; and a genetic blend of tl1e Grey race ru1d a
tall Nordic race to enable Grey interface witl1 hun1ans to be done
wifu greater ease.
Infonnation from a source at a Soutl1west Anny base reveals tl1at
tl1ese multiple levels of deception are true. It is also indicated tl1at
tl1e goal of SDI (Star Wars) is actually to follow tlrrough wifu an
attack, proposed by tl1e Greys, on tl1e Nordics when tl1ey arrive en
masse between now ru1d 1992. This time schedule seems to match
wifu fue post-hypnotic progrrum1ling of many abductees for actions
between fue next two to five years.
Tllis same source sees tl1e world dominated and controlled by
tl1e Greys in a way similar to tl1at portrayed in fue "V" television
series-they are concerned only for tl1eir own survival agenda, and
tllis agenda requires biological substances from other life forms on
our planet.
T11e apparent reasoning for tl1e Grey preoccupation wifu tllis is
due to tl1eir lack of a fonnal digestive tract and the fact fuat tl1ey
absorb nutrients ru1d excrete waste directly tlrrough fue skin. Tl1e
substances fuat tl1ey acquire are nlixed witl1 hydrogen peroxide and
"painted" on their skin, allowing absorption of fue required
nutrients. It is construed from tllis tl1at some weaponry against tl1em
might be geared in tllis direction.
Observations by a Visiting Nordic

In October, 1987, UFO researcher George Andrews was
successfully able to contact one of tl1e Nordics not associated wifu
fue Greys, tlrrough a woman in Califonlia. What follows are tl1e
conm1ents made by tl1e alien:

•
•

Insertion of a Jmm spherical biological monitoring device
through the nasal cavity into the brain of the abductee.
Implementing subliminal post-hypnotic suggestions that would
compel the abductee to peiform some specific act at a time to be

.

"Were you a culture about to invade, you would not do it with a
flourish of ships showing up in fue heavens and undergo risk of
being fired upon. T11at's fue type of warfare slightly less evolved
beings get into. You would create intense confusion and
disagreement witl1 only inferences to your presence-inferences
wllich would [in turn] cause controversial disagreement.
"T11e Greys are insidious little fiends. They did exactly [to us]
what fuey're doing here [to you]. You are not on fue verge of an
invasion. You are not in fue nliddle of ru1 invasion. The invasion has
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already taken place. It' s merely in its final stages.
"What would you invade? [Here he describes the operational
plan of the Greys from the beginning.] You would go to the most
secret of cmmntuli.ties within a society. In the case of the United
States, you would go and infiltrate the CIA. You would take over
some of them and you would take over part of the KGB.
"You would create great dissension and disagreement between
factions of the public at large-some groups saying they have seen
UFOs, others saying 'No, no, this is not possible.' You would
involve two major countries in an on-going idiotic philosophical
disagreement so that wlli.le the Soviet Utli.on and the United States
constantly battle back and forth about who has which piece of
territory or whether one invades Iran or whether one invades
Afghanistan or whatever... whether one dismantles one nuclear
warhead or the other dismantles another group of warheads-you
would sit back and laugh if you had the capacity to laugh.
"You would present yourself indeed to some in a group who
would protect you [CIA or MJ-12] tilinking they had a secret more
secret and more perfect knowledge of something than anyone else on
ti1is planet had, and they would covet you and you would trust their
own greed and you would trust their own mass stupidity to trap
them. And you' d do it on both sides.
"You' d show yourself to some of ti1e mass populace to further
involve [factions of] the govermnent in an attempt to shut them up,
to keep ti1em even more busy quieting them and trying to ' stop more
inforn1ation about UFOs from getting out. ' You'd have ilie mass
populace to a state where iliey distrusted the government. ' Oh, why
don' t they believe us? Why can't tltey understand tl1at tl1ese iliings
are really happening? We're not crazy! '
"So you would have battles constantly about whether UFOs
exist or they don't exist. You would have the public and the
govenunent at each other' s throats. You would set two major
superpowers at each other' s throats. And you would have set up
groups like 'haves' -ilie wealthy but contented-and the 'havenots.' You would plant the seeds of massive discontent.
"Eventually you might have some show of slli.ps landing in the
1990s. One or two. By the time tl1ey have landed, be assured they
will be in complete control. You will start doing crossbreeds and
more crossbreeds, generation after generation.
"You bribe the govermnent with a few titbits-a Star Wars
system. You tease and tempt ti1e Soviet Union wiili a laser system
far fmer than any of their own scientists could tlli.nk of. And you
always have that subtle inference-just on the borderline of
consciousness so that UFOs don't seem to believable, yet you keep
it couched in secrecy and make it seem quite so insane that no one
would believe them. On top of it, you would unleash forces that
would want to kill iliem [UFO contactees] if they disclosed that the
CIA is dealing with the exact same things the [contact victim] is.
"Maybe one or two hundred years from now, some of ilie Greys
will even physically nlingle and you may have some creatures
walking around who are pretty much hybrids between Greys and
your own race. For now, anything iliat walks around will look much
like yourselves. It' s sin1pler. It holds down on mass panic.
"Everyone who has experiences with them [Greys] will be at
odds with the government. To add to that, we will go into a complete
phased of earthquake after earthquake and upheaval after upheaval.
"The inner core oftlte CIA is deeply controlled by the Greys.The
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CIA sees interaction witi1 ti1e Greys as a path to greater scientific
achievement.
"One reason you are seeing so many different kinds of UFOs is
that oilier cultures are watching wiili extreme interest. Scientists
from oilier cultures arrive to watch. The Greys have not only taken
over the intelligence agencies, tl1ey have also taken over what those
agencies call 'lunatic fringe groups."'
Well, that's what they Nordic had to say. The source of this also
makes the following conunentary:
"The ultimate evil is that masked form of psychological
complacency that leads one to adhere to a group philosophy rather
titan eke out one' s own horizons. As soon as you acquire an
awareness of being a so-called 'chosen special group,' you are on
the way to a fall. That is the seed of destruction in any society and
any culture and it leaves it vuirlerable. It will be the eventual
undoing of the Greys as well. They see not tl1eir error- it is the very
weakness they seize upon t11at is their own inllerent weakness. To
try and change a Grey, or a cultish type of ' Star Person,' or a CIA
member is futile. It will happen, but all in its own good time ... it is
tl1e spirit tl1at makes anyone stand up and disagree witl1 something
that is untrue and incorrect that will be the thorn in ilie side of the
Greys, and the other forces that have allied wiili iliem."
During the occupation of the Greys, they have established quite
a number of tu1derground bases all over tl1e world, especially in ilie
United States. One such base (among otl1ers in tl1e same state) is
under Archuleta Mesa, which is about 2.5 miles north-west of
Dulce, New Mexico. Details about tl1at base have come across by
way of two sources. The first source is by way of an abduction of a
woman and her son who witnessed tlte pickup of a calf for extraction
of biological materials.
"h1 May, 1980, a most interesting case occurred in northern New
Mexico. A motl1er and her son were driving on a rural highway near
Cimarron when ti1ey observed two craft in the process of abducting
a calf. Boti1 of ti1em were then abducted and taken on separate craft
to the underground installation, where ilie woman witnessed the
mutilation of the calf. It was alleged ti1at she also observed vats
containing cattle body parts floating in a liquid, and another vat
contailling the body of a male htunan. The woman was subjected to
an exam and it was furfuer alleged that small metallic objects were
implanted into her body as well as into her son's body. More than
one source has informed us that "catscans" have conflrnted ti1e
presence of these implants."
The above extract is from a transcript of a conversation between
Jim McCampbell and Dr. Paul Betmewitz on July 13, 1984.
Betmewitz reports that through regressive hypnosis of the moilier
and child (required only in about 30% of abduction cases) and his
own follow-up investigation (including cmmntuli.cations receive via
his computer tenninal, which are ostensibly from a UFO-related
source), he was able to detennine tl1e location of the underground
facility: a kilometre undergrotuld beneatl1 Archuleta Mesa on ilie
Jicarilla Apache h1dian Reservation near Dulce, New Mexico (since
1976, one of the area of the U.S. hardest llit by mutilations).
Bennewitz' illfonnation is tl1at iliis installation is operated jointly as
part of an on-going program of co-operation between the U.S.
government and EBEs.
There are also underground bases at Kirtland AFB and
Holloman AFB, as well as at scores of other bases arotu1d ti1e world,
including Bentwaters, England. Back to tl1e base under discussion ....
After Bennewitz briefed Air Force officials on what he had found, a
trip to the area revealed tl1e following data:

The base is 2.5 miles north-west of Dulce, and almost overlooks
the town. There is a level highway 36 feet wide going into the area.
It is a govenunent road. One can see telemetry trailers and buildings
that are five-sided with a dome. Next to the domes, a black
limousine was noted- a CIA vehicle. 1l1ese ' limos' will run you off
the road if you try to get into the area. To the north there is a launch
site. There are two wrecked ships there; they are 36 feet long with
wings, and one can see oxygen and hydrogen tanks. 1l1e ships that
we got out of the trade are atomic-powered with plutonium pellets.
Refuelling of the plutonium is accomplished at Los Alamos. The
base has been there since 1948.
Some of the disks are piloted by the NSA. The base is 4,000 feet
long and helicopters are going in and out of there all the tin1e. When
it becan1e known that Bennewitz was familiar with this, the
mutilations in the area stopped. h1 1979, something happened and
the base was temporarily closed. 1l1ere was an argument over
weapons and our people were chased out. 1l1e aliens killed 66 of our
people, and 44 got away.
One of the people who in fact got away was a CIA agent who,
before leaving, made some notes, photos, and videotapes, and went
into hiding. He has been in hiding ever since, and every six months
he contacts each of five people he left copies of the material with.
His instructions were that if he missed four successive contacts, the
people could do whatever they want with the material.
Tilis agent calls an individual known to MUFON. Somehow, a
description of the "Dulce Papers" was issued, and was received in
December, 1987, by many researchers. 1l1e "Dulce Papers" were
composed of 25 black and wllite photos, a videotape with no
dialogue and a set of papers that included teclulical infonnation
regarding the jointly occupied (U.S.-Alien) facility one kilometre
beneath the Archuleta Mesa near Dulce, New Mexico. 1l1e facility
still exists and is currently operational. It is believed tl1at there are
four additional facilities of tl1e same type, one being located a few
nliles to the south-east of Groom Lake, Nevada. Note - MUFON is
tl1e Mutual UFO Network. A very large network of people
interested in exactly what you are reading about.
"A general description of what ti1ese papers contain is that they
contain documents that discuss copper and molybdenmn, and papers
that discuss magnesium and potassium, but mostly papers about
copper. Sheets of paper with charts and strange diagran1s. Papers
that discuss UV light and gamma rays. 1l1ese papers tell what tl1e
aliens are after and how the blood (taken from cattle) is used. The
aliens seem to absorb atoms to eat. 1l1ey put their hands in blood,
sort of like a sponge, for nourislunent. It' s not just food they want;
the DNA in cattle and humans is being altered. The ' Type One'
creature is a lab mlimal. 1l1ey know how to change the atoms to
create a temporary ' almost hmnan being. ' It is made witi1 m1imal
tissue and depends on a computer to simulate memory, a memory
ti1e computer has witi1drawn from m10tl1er human. Clones. TI1e
'almost hmnan being' is slow and clmnsy. Real humans are used for
training, to experiment witl1 and to breed with these ' almost
hmnans. ' Some humans are kidnapped and used completely. Some
are kept in large tubes, and are kept alive in an amber liquid.
"Some humm1s are brainwashed and used to distort the trutl1.
"Certain male hmnans have a !ugh spenn com1t and are kept
alive. 1l1eir spenn is used to alter tl1e DNA and create a non-gender
being called ' Type Two.' 1l1at spenn is grown in some way and
altered again, put in wombs. They resemble ' ugly humans' when
growing but look nonnal when fully grown, wllich only takes a few
montl1s from foetus-size.

"1l1ey have a short life span, less than a year. Some female
hmnans are used for breeding. Cow1tless women have had a sudden
miscarriage after about tlrree montl1s' pregnancy. Some never know
they were pregnant, otl1ers remember contact some way. The foetus
is used to nlix the DNA in types one and two. The atonlic makeup in
that foetus is half hmnan, half ' almost human,' and would not
survive in tl1e mother' s womb. It is taken at tlrree months and grown
elsewhere."
Obviously, tilis is all rather bizarre from a certain point of
view-m1y point of view, in fact. Nevertheless, material tl1at is
supported by years of descriptions and multitudes of corroboration' s
must mean something, especially when bumped against what is seen
to be going on.
It is apparent from iliis and otl1er data that has been accumulated
over the years, that tl1ere are underground bases and tu1mel
complexes all over tl1e world, and tl1at more are being constructed
all the time. Many of you may recall the "Shaver" mysteries and
i1mer-earth city stories. Well, all that is true. 1l1ere are cities down
tl1ere, amongst other things, and some of them have notlling to do
with tl1e main subject of tllis paper. 1l1ey' ve been there for a long
time.
Let's change direction for a moment. One individual by the
name of Lew Tery has been working on some ideas regarding UFOs
and geomagnetic anomalies. I will go into what he has discovered
(although the concept of tl1e relationsllip is not new) and let you
judge that for yourself.
After purchasing aeromagnetic and gravitational anomaly maps
from the U11ited States Geological Survey, it becomes evident tl1at
tl1ere was indeed a valid cOimection between these areas and UFOs.
Mr. Tery gave a lecture in Arizona about tl1at relationsllip, and was
subsequently harassed by the FBI, and told that the infonnation is
"sensitive." Mr. Tery took t11e hint and declined to talk publicly
about it to tl1e degree tl1at he had been doing.
Both the aeromagnetic and gravitational (Bougier Gravity) maps
indicate basic field strengtl1, as well as areas of lligh and low field
strength. mterestingl y enough, the areas of maximum and nlinimum
field strength have ti1e following:

•
•
•

All have frequent UFO sightings.
All are either on Indian Reservations, govemment land, or the
govemment is trying to buy up the land.
Many of them, especially where several are clustered together,
are suspected bases areas and/or areas where mutilations and
abductions have historically taken place.

ill these observations, Mr. Tery has gone far, but he has gone a
little farther in noting tl1at tl1ere are times when the UFOs are seen
in tl1ese areas. Tirrough painstaking research, Mr. Tery found tl1at
t11e sightings, as well as many abductions and mutilations, occur:

•
•
•

On the new moon or within two days before the new moon.
On the full moon or within two days before the full moon.
At the perihelion (moon closest to earth) or within two days
before the perihelion.

A glance at the nearest fanners' ahnanac wiii give you tl1e
infonnation you require as far as tl1e days for iliis year or any other
one. There seems to be no concrete explanation for tl1e coincidence
of the times and the events, but it is true.
The Men in Black
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All things considered, UFO research has become pretty much of
a circus today, and the most intriguing and controversial side-show
skirting the edges is the question of the "silencers," or the
mysterious "Men in Black."
There is a strong subliminal
appeal in these accounts of visits
by mysterious
dark-suited
figures (I have been visited
myself, as have others I've
known) attempting to silence
UFO witnesses. A typical
situation would be that a witness
has a UFO sighting or UFOrelated experience. Shortly
thereafter he is visited by one or
more "odd"-looking men who
relate to him the minutest details
of his experience, even tl10ugh
he has as yet told no one for fear
of ridicule or otl1er reasons.
The men warn him about
spreading the story of his
expenence
around
and
sometimes even tlrreaten him
personally, sometimes obliquely,
sometimes
directly.
Any
evidence, if it exists, is
confiscated in one way or
anotl1er. Sometimes tl1e visit is
for some totally meaningless reason and the subject of UFOs is
hardly mentioned, if at all. But again, the men all seem to look alike.
We actually seem to find ourselves in close proximity to beings
who obviously must be directly connected in some way with the
objects themselves or tl1e source behind them, yet they seem to be
fw1ctioning unobtrusively within the fran1ework of our own
everyday existence.
The classic conception of an MIB is a man of indefmite age,
medium height and dressed completely in black. He always has a
black hat and often a black turtleneck sweater. They present an
appearance often described as "strange" or "odd." They speak in a
dull monotone voice, "like a computer," and are dark-complexion
with high cheekbones, thin lips, pointed chin, and eyes tl1at are
mildly slanted.
The visitors tl1emselves are often on absurd missions. l11ey have
reportedly posed as salesmen, telephone repaim1en or
representatives from official or w1official organisations. Their mode
of transportation is usually large and expensive cars- Buicks or
Lincolns, sometimes Cadillacs, all black, of course.

Jersey, was visited by an wmsually large man whose pants legs
hiked up when he sat down, revealing a green wire grafted onto his
skin and rwming up his leg.
There are oilier cases of MIB
appearing on the otl1er side of a
wet, muddy field after a heavy
rain, but having no mud whatever
on ilieir brightly shined shoes and
in ilie bitter cold, out of nowhere,
wearing only a tilin coat. Their
shoes and wallets all seem new
and hardly broken in. l11ey are
not alone. They seem to have
faceless conspirators in ilie
nation's post offices and phone
companies. Researchers and
witnesses often report ti1eir mail
going astray at an wmsually high
rate and being bothered by
bizarre phone calls where iliey
are spoken to by metallic,
ur1hwnan-sow1ding voices.
Unusual noises on ti1e phone,
intensifying whenever UFOs are
mentioned, and voices breaking
in on conversations, have all led
many people to suspect iliat ilieir
phones are being tapped. One
can't discuss ti1e MIB for long
wiiliout mentioning ti1e name of John A Keel, an auti10r who has
written much about iliem. Keel has done more ilian any oti1er writer
to publicise tllis bizarre aspect of ti1e UFO situation. Keel suggests
ti1at ilie UFO are part of ti1e enviromnent itself and come from
anoilier tin1e-space continua; that most of ilie UFO phenomena is
psychic and psychological rati1er ti1an physical. Well, I personally
would not defme it ti1at way, aliliough iliose two components are
certainly deeply involved in what's going on.
The frrst noted appearance of ti1e MIB was in 194 7, at ti1e scene
of the Maury Island incident, where some debris was ejected from a
disk, and subsequently recovered by officials, who loaded them on
an Army bomber wllich crashed on takeoff. To illustrate a little how
bizarre some of the incidents are regarding the MIB, I have
assembled a short list of some of t11e more interesting factors in
some cases:
•
•
•

I might note at this point tlmt tl1eir physical appearance also has
included beings tlmt have pale-greyish skin, and that some of them
have been seen to have blond hair, yet they wear the clotl1ing and
drive the cars previously described. Their cars often operate with the
headlights off, but ghostly purple or greenish glows ilhuninate t11e
interior. Unusual insignia have been seen emblazoned on tl1e doors
and ilie license plates are always wlidentifiable or w1traceable.
The fabric of their doilies has been described as strangely
"shiny" or tllin, but not silky-almost as if iliey have been cut from
a new type of fabric. ll1eir often mechanical behaviour has caused
tl1em to be described by some as being like robots or androids (think
back to ilie Dulce lab). A lot of descriptions of some of tl1ese "folks"
are pretty bizarre. A businessman's fanlily in Wildwood, New
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•
•
•
•

•

An ex-Air Force man is gassed and interrogated by MIB after he
has learned classified NASA secrets.
Close-up photos of UFOs were seized from a teenager who is
also directly threatened by MIB.
MIB sighted in the lobby of the U.S. State Department leave a
mysterious artefact.
MIB pose as Air Force officers to silence witnesses.
MIB tries to buy before-hours Coke and sings to birds in trees.
MIB disintegrates a coin in a witness' hand and tells him that
his heart will do the same if he talks.
Throughout all this information, I have neglected to mention
some aspects of the psychology of the Greys. Dr. Paul
Bennewitz, in his original report to the government entitled
"Project Beta, "goes into some detail, which I will now discuss:
The alien, either through evolvement or because the humanoid
types are "made, " will exhibit tendencies for bad logic. They
appear to have more frailties and weaknesses than the nomwl
Homo Sapien.

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

They are not to be tmsted.
Because of the aliens' apparent logic system, a key decision
cannot be made without higher clearance. All are under control
of what they call "The Keeper, " yet it would appear that even
this is not the final authority. Delays as long as 12-15 hours can
occur for a decision.
Because of this apparent control, individual instantaneous
decision-making by the alien is limited. If the "plan" goes even
slightly out of balance or context, they become confused. Faced
with this, possibly, the humanoids would be the first to nm.
Psychologically their morale is near disintegration.
There is pronounced dissension in the ranks-even with the
humanoids.
Because of their own intemal vulnerability mind-wise to each
other, there is a basic lack of tmst between them.
They appear to be totally death-oriented, and because of this,
absolutely death-fear oriented. This is a psychological
advantage.
The prime, and weakest area discovered, probed and tested is
exactly what they have used, thinking it their key strength- that
being the manipulation of and control of the mind. Manipulated
in reverse-psychology they face a situation where they have a
vulnerable, integrated weakness.
They totally respect force.

Grey Physiology and Anatomy
The approximate height of most specimens is between 3.5 and
4.5 feet. TI1e head, by hmnan standards, is large in comparison with
the body. Facial features show a pair of eyes described as large,
sunken or deeply set, far apart or distended more than the hmnan,
and slightly slanted as Oriental or Mongoloid. No ear lobes or
apertures on the side of the head were seen. The nose is vague. One
or tow holes have been mentioned. TI1e mouth area is described as a
small slit or fissure . In some cases there is no mouth at all. It
appears not to function as a means for conmmnication or for food.
TI1e neck area is described as being thin, in some instances not
being visible at all because of the tightly-knit garment. Most
observers describe these humanoids as being hairless. Some of the
bodies recovered have a slight hair-patch atop the head. Others have
what appears to be like a silver skullcap. TI1ere were no breathing
attaclunents or cmmnmlications devices. TI1is suggests telepathy
with higher intelligence. In one instance there was an opening in the
right frontal lobe area, revealing a crystalline network. This network
in1plies the development of a third brain.
The arms are described as long and thin, reaching down to the
knee section. The hangers each contain four fmgers, with no thmnbs.
Tirree fingers are longer than the other. Some are very long. Some
are very long. Others are very short. No description is available of
the legs and feet. Some pathologists indicate that that section of the
body was not developed as we would anticipate, showing that some
of these beings were adapted to life in the water. There was a
webbing effect between the fingers on most of the specimens.
According to most observers, the skin is grey. Some claim it is
beige, tan or pinkish-grey. No reproductive organs or capabilities
were discovered. No phallus. No womb. Confirms cloning
mentioned by other sources. TI1e htm1anoids appear to be from a
mould, sharing identical racial and biological characteristics. TI1ere
is no blood as we know it, but there is a fluid which is greyish in
colour.

Real Esoterica-Sirius and the MIB
Let's regress for a moment back to the MID. According to Jolm

Keel, the MID often state that they are representatives of the
"Nation of the Third Eye. " Based on some of the info we have
already researched, it is apparent that Sirius has been in contact with
us for a long time. According to George Hunt Willian1son (one of
the early contactees) inllis book "Other Tongues, Other Flesh," the
earth allies of Sirius, i.e., the secret societies, use the Eye of Horus
as an insignia. This symbol has also been seen on the MID. Secret
societies believe that there is a Great White Lodge on earth. They
call it Shan1balla-and consider it to be the spiritual centre of the
world. Now, theosopllists such as Alice Bailey say that the Great
White Lodge is on Sirius. If the All-Seeing-Eye is a symbol of
Sirius' earth-allies and the MID wear that symbol, and if Shamballa
represents the Great White Lodge on earth-then the MID are
enlissaries of Shamballa. Sirius and Shamballa are two sides of the
same coin. This is verified in the book "TI1e Undiscovered Country,"
by Stephen Jenkins. Jenkins was told by Buddhist priests that
Shamballa was located in the constellation of Orion.
TI1e entrance to Shan1balla on earth is usually placed in the
trans-Himalayan region. Some assert it is in the heart of the Gobi
Desert (where there have been allegations of crashed disks and
bases). According to the explorer Nicholas Roerich, there are caves
in the Himalayan foothills that have subterranean passages. In one
of the these passages, there is a stone door that has never been
opened, because the time for its opening has not yet arrived. In
1930, Dorea! founded the Brotherhood of the Wllite Temple. He
says that the entrance to Shamballa is far undergrom1d. he goes on to
say that space bends arom1d Shan1balla, and that there is a warp
which leads into another mliverse.
Let's get back to some tiling we can have more of a direct handle
on. Many times psychics have been called upon by investigative
authorities to evaluate situations, and in many cases what tl1ey have
contributed has been very helpful. Tins was done in the case of
animal mutilations back in 1980 by Peter Jordan, who engaged
several psychics to render their impressions from photos and maps
of mutilations and mutilation areas. W11at follows is a condensation
of what was fom1d during this exercise.

Name of Psychic: Ronald Mangravite
• This aninlal has been dead a few days.
• Some parts are decaying faster than others.
• There is an overload of electrolytes in tl1e body possibly due to
injection of a citrate.
• Something wrong with blood. Picking up higher portion of
plasma which may be lymphatic fluid.
• Two men working on the rulin1al. Very sharp surgical knives.
• Men dressed in black. Jump-suits. Shiny black nylon.
• Winch line conling down from chopper.
• Men are skilled ex-nlilitary.
• Something is going to be done with the tissue.
• Flurometry cmmection. Spectrophotometers.
• Choppers are brown or grey.
• Undergrom1d implications.
• Experin1entation with different ru1alytical techniques.
Name of Psychic: Elisabeth Lerner
• Parru1lilitary forces.
• A serious invasion of American privacy.
• Non-American Indians part of secret project.
• The word "Annide."
• The word "Cannine" or "Kan1line."
• The symbol "dk."
• A new wave of mutilations will strike near south-west New
Mexico.
• The Hobart Company is involved in this.(Refrigeration
equipment?)
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lbree huge, doughnut-shaped objects will be seen in
conjunction with these new mutilations.
Breakthrough in research.
Muscle relaxant injections.
Someone with the name "Empeda."
TI1is is a Mexican operation.
Names "Kielman" and "Kelman."
Institution with many Lincoln Continentals and Cadillacs.
Laboratory w1derground.
Lilly Pharmaceuticals.
Roman numerals IVIIT [sic].
Name "Stephano."
Thenwnber " l714."
Last name "Audler."
First name "Mase."
Last name "Audli. "
Jet rocket labs nearby.
Domes above the ground.
Vehicle ID # MP 1936. Small jeeps.
Last name "Plento."
Initials "C.B.P." heads operation. Wears brown military shoes.
Army.
Nwnber "1161."
Around an oil field.
Place where oil crosses in an "X" pattem.
Chemical engineering cmmections.
Mustard.
Periscope device on bottom of craft. Chopper called "TI1e
Shark."
Man with blond hair. English features. High forehead. Wears
square ring. Insignia reads "C.B.P." Has something to do with
ammunition. Colonel.
Name of Psychic: Nancy Fuchs
Dusk scene. Men talking about some animal' s throat.
Something missing.
Cylindrical object.
Long thick object inserted into jugular vein.
Powerful energy flow emanating from device used to kill cattle.
Feeling of tremendous anger and hostility.
Research implication. Minerals needed for research.
Intimidation of rancher Gomez.
Embryos.
TI10usands of samples needed for this breeding effect.
Crossbreeding.
Anin1al dies in seconds.
Jolts of electricity through animal.
Breeding and genetics involved.
Army background.
Liquid-filled shoes leave no prints.
Marshall. Army. Cap with black rim and gold braid. Pompous.
White-haired. Very influential. Walks into Pentagon whenever
he pleases. Conmlission given 15-18 years ago for mutilation
project when he was overseas. Grand Marshall. Friend of
General MacArthur. Lives in Dakotas. Money invested. Highpriority issue. Tall. Heavyset. Only 17 people know of tllis.
Project with $2.5 million allocated early in game for breeding
experin1entation. Late 1960s tlrrough Pentagon. More and more
money invested every year.
Land wanted. Want to destroy ranchers prime source of income.
Jolm Mitchell cmmected to this.
Howard Hughes.
Urrulium connection.
Picture complex. Faction-ridden.
Interest in speeding up growth of cattle.
lnlportance of pancreas.
Among ilie great heaps of neglected and ignored UFO data, we
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find hundreds of "nli11ipeople" accounts. These are very rarely
published anywhere because they tend to be so w1believable. Most
of them are identical to tl1e fairy and gnome stories of yesteryear.
Witnesses to tl1ese events can experience conjunctivitis, akinesia
(paralysis), rurmesia, and tl1e otl1er effects often noted by witnesses
to more conventional events. One notable event is one tl1at occurred
in Seattle, Wasllington, in the latter part of August, 1965. A woman
awoke arow1d 2 a.m. and discovered she could not move a muscle or
make a sound. Her window was open, ru1d suddenly a tiny, footballsized dull-grey object floated through tl1e window and hovered over
the carpet near her bed. lbree legs lowered from the object ru1d it
settled to the floor. A small ramp extended from it and five or six
tiny people clrunbered out ru1d seemed to work on some kind of
repairs on the object. TI1ey wore tight-fitting clothing. When they
were fnlished, they got in and tl1e object took off and sailed out the
window. At that point, she was able to move. The case as
investigated by J. Russell Jenkins of Seattle.
You can readily see why almost none of these kinds of stories
ever appear in print, except in occult-oriented literature.
Nevertheless, if we hope to assess the true UFO situation, we must
exa!11i.ne all these stories. We can leam nothing by considering only
those incidents wllich are emotionally ru1d intellectually acceptable
to us.
TIME is one of the most important aspects of the UFO thing. It
plays a strange but significant role. Part of the ru1swer may not lie in
the stars but in the clock ticking on your frreplace.
Our world exists in tlrree dimensions. We can move in many
directions witllin tl1ese dimensions. Space does not exist except
when we make it exist. To us, the distance between atoms in our
matter is so minute that it cru1 only be calculated with hypothetical
measurements. Yet, if we lived on an atom, and our size was relative
to its size, the distru1ce to tl1e next atom would seem awesome.
There is anotl1er mru1-made measurement called tin1e. Unlike
tl1e other three din1ensions, time has us seemingly trapped. Time
becomes very real to us, and it appears tl1at we couldn' t live witl10ut
it. Yet tin1e doesn't really exist at all. This moment exists to us.
Does this mean the same moment is being shared by other planets?
The UFO phenomenon does seem to be controlled. It does
follow intelligent pattems. If the objects themselves are
mrulifestations of higher energies, tl1en some tiling has to mrulipulate
those energies somehow and reduce them to the visible frequencies .
Not only do they enter tl1e visible frequencies, but they take fonns
which seem physical ru1d real to us, and tl1ey carry out actions which
seem to be intelligent.
Tims we arrive at the source. The source has to be a fonn of
intelligent energy operating at tl1e llighest possible point of tl1e
frequency spectrum. If such ru1 energy exists at all, it might
penneate tl1e wli verse and maintain equal control of each component
part. Because of its very high frequency, so high that tl1e energy
particles are virtually standing still, the source has no need to
replenish itself in any way that would be acceptable to our
environmental sciences. It could actually create ru1d destroy matter
by mrulipulating the lower energies. It would be timeless, because it
exists beyond all time fields. It would be infnlite because it is not
confined by three-dimensional "space. "
Children figure neatly into this, ru1d they always have. The
child' s nlind, especially before tl1e so-called age of reason when the
logic circuits begin to form, is a clear instrument, open and
wlinfluenced by opinions ru1d conclusions. This is an in1portant
point in tl1e UFO mystery.

Perhaps if we were in a pure energy state, each particle of
energy would itself serve as a synapse, and infonnation could be
stored by a slight alteration in. frequency. All the memory fragments
of a rose, for example, would be recorded at one frequency, and the
whole energy form could tune into that memory by adjusting
frequencies, as we might adjust a radio receiver. In other words, no
complex circuitry would be required. No body would be necessary.
The energy pattems would not need material fom1 . It would
pem1eate the entire m1iverse. It could surround you completely at
tlus very moment and be aware of all tl1e feeble impulses of low
energy passing tlrrough your brain. If it so desired, it could control
tl1ose pulses and tlms control your tl1oughts. Man has always been
aware of tlus intelligent energy or force. He has always worslupped
it.
Our first conclusion is tl1at tl1e UFOs originate from beyond our
own time frame or time cycle. Our second conclusion is iliat ilie
source has total foreknowledge of hmnan events and even of
individual lives. Since time and space are not absolutes, tl1ese two
conclusions are compatible.
It is iliat all hmnan events occur simultaneously when viewed by
a greater intelligence. If a greater intelligence wants to cmnmm1icate
with a lower fonn, all kinds of problems are presented. The
conununication must be conducted in a mmmer which will be
meaningful and understandable to ilie lower life fonn. An acceptable
frame of reference must be found and utilized.

UFO phenomenon, especially ilie "soft" ones, are frequently
reflective; that is, ilie observed manifestations seem to be
deliberately tailored and adjusted to tl1e individual beliefs and
attitudes of ilie witnesses. Contactees are given information which,
in most cases, confonns to their beliefs. UFO researchers who
concentrate on one particular aspect or ilieory find tl1emselves
inundated with seemingly reliable reports wluch seem to
substantiate that tl1eory.
Jolm Keel ' s extensive experiences witl1 tills reflective factor led
him to carry out weird experiments wluch confmned iliat a large
part of ilie reported data is engineered and deliberately false. The
witnesses are not the perpetrators, but merely tl1e victims. The
apparent purpose of all tlus false data is multifold.
Much of it is mem1t to create confusion and diversion. Some of
it has served to support certain beliefs which were erroneous but
wluch would serve as stepping-stones to ilie lugher, more complex
truth. Whole generations have come and gone, happily believing in
the false data, m1aware that they were mere links in the chain.
If it were all understood too soon, we aught cnunble m1der tl1e
weight of the trutl1. Tlus earfu is covered witl1 windows into tl10se
otl1er unseen worlds. If we had ilie instrmnents to detect them, we
would fmd that tl1ese windows are the focal points for super
high-frequency waves-tl1e "rays" of m1cient lore. These rays might
come from Orion or tl1e Pleiades as ilie ancients claimed, or iliey
might be part of tl1e great force that emanates throughout the
universe. The UFOs have given us the evidence iliat such rays exist.
Now, slowly, we are being told why.
It is also apparent iliat some entities are having a good laugh at
our expense. As mentioned before, literature indicates tlmt tl1e
phenomenon carefully cultivated tl1e religious frmne of reference in
early times, just as tl1e modem manifestations have carefully
supported tl1e extraterrestrial fran1e of reference.

The Devil ' s enussaries of yesteryear have been replaced by ilie

mysterious "men in black." A major, but little-explored, aspect of
the UFO phenomenon is ilierefore theological and philosophical
ratl1er
than
purely
scientific. The UFO
problem can never be
untangled by physicists
and scientists m1less tl1ey
are men who also are
schooled in the otl1er
disciplines. The earfu was
occupied before man
arrived or was created.
That' s an important
point to consider. The
original occupm1ts were
paraphysical
and
possessed the power of
transmutation of matter.
Man was ilie interloper.
The inevitable conflict
arose between physical
man and ilie paraphysical
owners of ilie planet. Man
accepted tl1e interpretation
that this conflict raged
between lus creator and ilie Devil. The religious viewpoint has
always been iliat ilie Devil has been attacking man (trying to get rid
of him) by causing havoc upon him. There is historical and modem
proof that tlus may be so.
It is interesting iliat parapsychologists have long concluded iliat
ilie paralysis iliat contactees experience is a contributing cause; iliat
ilie entity may materialise by utilising energy from ilie percipient
himself.

Jolm Keel has in his files hundreds of cases, some of which have
now been investigated by qualified psychiatrists, in which young
men and women obsessed witl1 tl1e UFO phenomenon have suffered
frightening visits from apparitions, followed up by mysterious black
Cadillacs wluch appeared and disappeared suddenly, and have been
terrified into up ilieir pursuit oftl1e UFOs. The phenomenon is again
reflective in nature; tl1e more frightened tl1e victim becomes, tl1e
more ilie mmufestations are escalated. Tlllnk about it.
The Other Side of the Coin

There is a balance in nature, m1d iliere also seems to be a
balance in the UFO picture. People have actually died after exposure
to ilie gamma and UV rays from UFOs. But oilier people have
actually had ilieir ailments cured by similar rays. Occult literature is
filled with accom1ts of tl1is type.
Except for tl10se who might be specially constructed for incubussuccubus activities, it does appear iliat our "angels" and "spacemen"
come from a world, in mm1y cases, wiili sex-and very probably, a
world without an organised society; a world in which each
individual is merely a m1it in the whole and is totally controlled by
the collective intelligence or energy mass of iliat whole. In oilier
words, iliese beings, or some of iliem anyway, have no free will.
T11ey are slaves of a very high order. Often iliey try to convey tills to
percipients with tl1eir statements, "We are One," "We are in
bondage."
We face a great task in trying to isolate ilie UFO phenomenon
from tl1e larger and more important "big picture," tl1e overall
situation of which ilie UFOs are merely a small part.
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Elemental beings are anoU1er aspect of the world we live in.
Children see tl1em more U1an adults, perhaps for the reasons
described before. Historical records certainly indicate that the little
people have always existed all over this planet; tl1at they possess the
power of flight, the power of invisibility, and, to varying degrees,
tl1e power to dominate and control the human mind. Accounts of
little humanoids witl1 supernatural powers can be fotmd in almost
every culture.
The manifestations have remained the same throughout history.
Only our interpretations of those events have changed. It brought
the birth of Spiritualism, which was in its heyday in the 1850s and
1860s, and was just another fonn of communication between the
ultraterrestrials and ourselves.
UFO flaps also parallel outbreaks of poltergeist cases. It all ties
in together. Assuming tl1at each discovered historical report
represents a larger number of unpublished or undiscovered reports,
just as today' s UFO reports represent on the average 250 umeported
or unpublished sightings, we can conclude tl1at a flap condition
existed, for example, in the years 1820, 1834, 1844, 1846, and
1849. We also fmd tl1at tl1ere was an outbreak of poltergeists in
1835, 1846, and 1849.
As the 19th century progressed, reporting improved, and we are
able to make more precise correlation' s. A UFO flap took place in
1850, and tl1ere was also a series of poltergeist cases. A larger
poltergeist outbreak occurred in 1867, following flaps in 1863-64.
UFO activity became more intense beginning in 1870, and tl1ere
were notable flaps in 1872, 1877, and 1879. The 1880s produced a
major explosion of all kinds of phenomena, including tl1e sudden
disappearance of people. Poltergeist cases were in abundance in that
decade, particularly in the big flap years of 1883 and 1885.
Astrophysicist Morris K. Jessup labelled the years 1877-87 the
"Incredible Decade" after scouring astronomical journals of the
period. Astronomers made some remarkable discoveries during
tl1ose years. The previously unobserved satellites of Mars popped
into view in 1877, new craters appeared on the moon, all kinds of
strange objects flitted around the upper atmosphere.
The trance phenomenon deserves extensive study because so
many aspects of it are directly related to the contactee phenomenon.
In both, you will flnd the same contradictions. There seem to be both
good and evil forces at work. The good guys latch onto people with
particularly receptive minds and turn them into trance medimns and
the bad guys use tl1e same methods to tamper with the minds of
contactees and even to conunit murder indirectly. Since incidents of
tl1ese types can be traced throughout history, it seems probably that
these forces have always been here on this planet. do the
ultraterrestrials really care about us? There is much evidence to
suggest that they don't. They care only to tl1e extent that we can
fulfil our enigmatic use to tl1em.
There have been innumerable psychic hoaxes for the past 150
years, and many of these parallel the UFO hoaxes. In ufology we
have to contend witl1 the teenager' s hot air balloon, and in psychic
phenomenon we have to worry about youngsters firing rocks at
houses. There are, however, more UFO sightings than there are
plastic balloons, and more poltergeists dmnping rocks in living
rooms than there are wild-eyed yow1gsters with slingshots. There
are also more ultraterrestrial entities than either the occultists or tl1e
UFO researchers can dream of.
Giant winged beings, usually described as headless, are an
integral part of the UFO phenomenon. Winged hlli11an forn1s have
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been seen flying over many areas oftl1e world. Jolm A. Keel wrote a
book called the "Motlm1an Prophecies" and Gray Barker a book
called "The Silver Bridge" tlmt go into some detail. They are usually
described as having blazing red eyes set deep in tl1eir shoulders.
On May 13, 1917, three girls in Portugal were in the meadows
of a place called Cova da Iria outside of Fatima, Portugal, when they
saw a flash oflight in the clear sky. They ran for shelter m1der a tree,
thinking tl1at was lightning. When tl1ey reached tl1e tree, tl1ey
stopped in amazement, for tl1ere hovering just above a 3-foot
evergreen nearby, a brilliant globe of light hung suspended. Within
tllis globe there was an entity garbed in a lm11inous wllite robe with
a face of light wllich dazzled and hurt the eyes.
The figure stated that it was from heaven, and asked the girls to
come there on the 13th day, for six months in succession. On
October 13, 1917, an estimated 70,000 people had gathered at tl1e
site. Suddenly the crowd screamed, for something came tlrrough the
clouds: a huge silver disk which rotated rapidly as it descended
towards the crowd. It seemed to change colour, going tlrrough the
spectrmn. These gyrations continued for ten minutes. Miles from
tl1ere, otl1ers were also watching the same object.
The incident at Fatima was obviously a carefully plarmed and
deliberately executed demonstration. The major prophecies of
Fatima had been written down and sealed in an envelope, and turned
over to the Vatican. They were supposed to be revealed to the world
in 1960. The secret ofFatima? One Pope was murdered after only 30
days in office when the Vatican tl1ought he would reveal it. It is said
to be a prediction of the end of tl1e world. The demonstration was
therefore a failure as far as the ultraterrestrials were concerned.
Such demos proved llighly effective in Biblical times, but times
were changing and new metl1ods were called for.
A sinlilar event such as Fatima took place in Garabandal,
Gennany, on July 2, 1961. Even more startling, on the entity's right
side they could see "a square of red flre franling a triangle with an
eye and some writing. The lettering was in an old Oriental script."
The Third Eye. Haven't we heard of that before? Remember tl1e
Nation of the Third Eye-the MIB. etc.?
At tllis point, I will put some references and excerpts from some
volumes that I believe are relevant to all the things we've been
talking about. Where I feel it is applicable, I will conm1ent on them.
"The GQblin Universe"

(p222) The ability to materialize mental constructs is not
nnknown. Suppose one creates a field with the nlind tl1at is strong
enough to attract supercharged particles. The particles are real but
unstable in tl1eir assemblage since the stability depends on the
intermediate mental component.
(p223) Physical aspect ofUFOs and other phenomena lie in the
behavior of electromagnetic fields.
(pl24) If all UFO incidents were chance encounters, someone
would have obtained a filmed record or a series of stills years ago.
The only way that such episodes can be engineered so that they
remain total mysteries is for the entities to have advance knowledge
of any situation before it occurs.
(p117, referencing Jolm Keel) These entities labor to cultivate
belief in various fran1es of reference, and then tl1ey create new
manifestation wllich support tl1ose beliefs.
(pl20) illness is common after close contact witl1 some beings.
(p122) Guy Underwood classified primary geomagnetic
currents into three classes: water lines, aquastats, and track lines.
Some magnetic signals appear as spirals, others are linear. Gnats
and flies congregate above magnetic patterns.

"Extra-Terrestrials Among Us"

(p2-3) On several occasions after UFOs flew over missile sites,
it was found that the targeting of the missiles had changed, and the
warheads had to be replaced.
(p3) On 22 June 1980 a UFO that was 10 miles in dian1eter was
reported over the Kuwait oil fields.
(p4) On July 30, 1985, a UFO over Mongolia that was 10 km in
diameter was reported heading souti1. It was sighted by a Chinese jet
and reported in the "Japan Tin1es." 1l1e Unites States ignored tilis
report.
(p8) JANAP-146 specifies up to 10 years in prison and $10,000
in fines for anyone in government service who makes unauthorized
public statements about UFO phenomena. The British Official
Secrets Act makes similar provisions.
(p9) Many routes of UFOs take the form of an isosceles
triangle.
(pl6) On September 14, 1978, a UFO as big as an ocean liner
flew over Italy, and over Rome on the 15th and 16th.
Conunent: lllis was two weeks before Pope Jolm Paul I was
found dead m1der suspicious circmnstances. He was killed between
September 28-29. Autopsy was refused. It was rmnored he intended
to reveal the Fatima message of 1917.
(p 20) UFOs dart around in daylight at speeds which carmot be
seen.
(p22) An individual having one CE experience usually has
anoti1er.
(p24) There is no basis to support psychiatric pathology for
UFO witnesses.
(p24) Dr. BrianT. Clifford (Pentagon) armounces on October 5,
1982, ti1at contact between U.S. citizens and extraterrestrials on
their vehicles is illegal. Title 14, Section 1211 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (adopted July 16, 1969, before the first marmed
lm1ar landing) says ti1at anyone guilty of tills becomes a wanted
crin1inal to be jailed for one year and fmed $5,000. 1l1e NASA
administrator is empowered to deternline WITH OR WITHOUT A
HEARING that a person has been "ET-exposed" and impose
INDETERMINATE quarantine under arn1ed guard, which carmot be
broken even by court order.
(p89) Mars has a history of transient phenomena.
(p90) Temporary brilliant spots on Mars were reported by
astronomers in 1890, 1892, 1900, 1911 , 1924, 1937, 1952, 1954,
1967, and 1971 . 1l1e distribution was non-random. Intensely dark
spots, transient in nature, were reported on Mars in 1925, 1952, and
1954.
(p93) About 33% of abductees are able to remember the
experiences witi1out hypnotic regression. 66% of the abductees were
alone when abducted.
(p94) Some abductees did not return but vanished permanently
or were found dead after a UFO encounter.
(p25) Records ofti1e 687 B.C. battle between the Assyrians and
tl1e Hebrews indicate tl1at "a blast from heaven" reduced the bodies
of 185,000 Assyrians to ashes but left their clothes intact.
(p145) Morris K. Jessup died under mysterious circumstances
after a copy of llis book "Case for the UFO" was sent to tl1e Cllief of
tl1e Office ofNaval Research (ONR) in Wasllington.
(p 146 -- conunents from "Case for the UFO")
• Falls from ti1e sky of flesh, blood, reptiles, etc. , were due to
either spoiled food or clemling of holding tmlks.
• Conunents describe TWO different space races who share
the plm1et with us without our knowledge. 1l1ey are not
visitors-they have been here longer than we have. 1l1ey
feel more at ease in the ocem1.
• 1l1e little men were almost wiped out by a serpent race
identified only as ti1e "S-men." S-men are ravenous for red
meat, extremely materialistic, and are greedy for power.

..

CollUllent: Sounds like the Deros of Shavarian fmne.
(pl47) Thanks to Allen Dulles in partnership with Reinhard
Gehlen, the Gestapo was transplanted intact into the Utlited States
system as the CIA, without the knowledge or consent of American
citizens. Conunent: Remember Reagm1 placing wreaths on graves of
SS storn1troopers at tl1e 40th muliversary of WWTI? Roots of that
symbolic gesture go deep.
(pl47) Reference the Intelligence Identity Protection Act of
1981: Freedom to speak about anytlling but tl1e CIA. Some claim
that concentration cmnps have already been built. Activation was
sealed by Executive Order Rex 84. 1l1e next REX exercise in in
1988.
(p148) Jessup: "I believe that space structures of 5-10 miles in
dian1eter are sufficiently large to produce intelligently directed
storms."
(p150) Alleged alien conunent in mmotated edition of"Case for
tl1e UFO": "Men frozen helpless make good prey."
(p151) Dr. Jmues E. McDonald tl10ught that the Federal Power
Commission was evading the evidence concerning UFO
involvement in tl1e total power failure tl1at paralyzed New York on
July 13, 1965, and dared to say so in front of a Congressional
conmlittee.
(p152) On June 13, 1971, Jmnes E. McDonald was found dead
under mysterious circumstances, shot through the head with a pistol
by his side.
(p153) Murder disguised as suicide is one of tl1e well-known
specialties of the CIA.
(p 15 3) There is mnple docun1entation suggesting that mnong
t11e llighest-priority covert operations of the CIA are those supplying
heroin to the Mafia. The "war on drugs" is in fact a war on the
independent drug dealer who constitutes a threat to the Mafia
monopoly. Conunent: Additional ways to subdue tl1e population or
eliminate undesirables?
(pl56) Karen Silkwood's murder disguised as auto accident.
(p159) George Admnski, contactee in the 1950s had a special
govenunent passport. Possible CIA disinformation agent.
(p162) Altl1ough mutilations were reported in England as early
as 1904-1905, ("Winter of Weirdness"), tl1e large-scale operations
there began in 1973.
(p163) A rancher m1d llis sons saw a UFO as big as a hotel
wllich was accompmlied by four smaller ones. Rectm1gular in shape,
300-400 feet long, m1d 60 feet high. A helicopter approached it a11d
turned into a small UFO.
(p163) Phantom cars appear on roads, follow people, m1d
disappear.
(pl63) A rancher and his wife looked at a UFO 5/8 of a nlile
away and reported that two appendages emerged from the eggshaped object.
(p164) Apparently UFOs have tl1e capability of invisibility.
(p164) Materialization of a Bigfoot before a witness.
(p164) Dematerialization of Bigfoot before witness who shot
it with a 16-gauge shotgun at point-blank range into its stomach.
(p 166) On August 21, 197 5, a sheriff was chasing an unmarked
helicopter in his plane in southwestern Nebraska at 0430 when tl1e
lights on the helicopter went out, and the only thing seem on tl1e
grom1d was a nlissile silo.
(pl66) About the tin1e mutilations begm1 in earnest (1973
wave), a new branch of science was beginning to develop-biogeochemistry-analysis of mineral m1d oil deposits by m1alysis of
tissues of herbivorous animals.
(pl68) An elderly lady in Arkm1sas in 1979 injured herself m1d
was cut during a fall. The injuries were repaired by two aliens, who
gave her a piece of metal with pyramids m1d six-pointed stars on it.
The aliens told her they "consumed juice," but not the kind
consumed by humans. Six weeks later, she was out looking for her
dog m1d spotted a horse lying on its side, m1conscious.
Two men in wllite, dressed like surgeons, were at work on tl1e
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horse. There were two Air Force helicopters parked in the clearing,
two men in Air Force unifom1s, and the same two aliens who had
helped her after her fall. TI1e lady was spotted by the group and she
was overtaken by a helicopter which flashed a blue light on her
which burned her clothing. Help arrived as the helicopter retreated,
and she was brought to the local hospital. People having nothing to
do with the hospital staff began turning up to question her. After
release she was harassed at all hours by strangers who insisted on
questioning her, repeating the same questions over and over again.
The couple moved to a different state, only to have it start all over
again. MUFON began investigating tilis case, but as of 1986 had not
yet made public its conclusions. Research into the case began in
1980.
(p 171) Tissue samples taken from a carcass revealed the
presence of chlorpromazine, a tranquilizer.
(pl71 comment by Gabe Valdez) "Whoever is doing these
mutilations are highly orgailized and have a lot of resources."
(pl72) The theory of biogeochemical basis for the mutilations
fails to account for the fact ti1at mutilations are worldwide.
(pl74) When FBI agent Ronunel was given $50K to investigate
ti1e mutilations in one district in New Mexico, all mutilations in ti1at
district stopped during ti1e year.
(pl77) The Condon Report, Ronm1el Report, and the Warren
Report all have a resemblai1ce.
(p 177) TI1e human tendency to avoid facing unpleaSailt facts
may allow parasitic entities to " fann us."
(pl78) A seven-year-old heifer was found whose unborn calf
had been removed witi1 breaking the placental bag.
(pl81) U.S. Senate lied to by Pentagon in 1968 during Senate
hearings on UFOs.
(p200) h1 ail anonymous letter to a Denver paper on April 8,
1983, it was told ti1at ti1e mutilations are being done by a secret
govenunent group called Delta. Animal parts are used to test effects
of gem1 warfare and poison (cyatlide aild dioxin) they are testing on
civilians in America. Testing is associated wiili black helicopters.
Helicopters are also used to ferry heroin and cocaine. Delta bases
said to be all undergrow1d on mdian Reservations. HQ for
operations and where a lot of choppers are based in 28 miles east of
Albuquerque on I-40, ti1en 14 miles north on a dirt road into the
Laguna h1dian Reservation. Conunent:
Disinfonnation attempt?
(p204, UPI story, February 2, 1984) Dr. Jaines Womack at
Texas A&M University aimounced !lis discovery timt humans share
"perfect match" chromosomes with cattle. The perfect match is witi1
portions of ti1e 21st chromosome pair, a strand known to carry
characteristics of Mongolism or Down' s Syndrome, associated with
mental retardation. Dr. Womack says, "We must have more in
conunon tilail previously believed."
(p205, 1984 letter) A recent arrival on the nutritional scene is
protomorphogens, or glandulars-ground up glai1ds of cattle. If one
takes ti1ese for a year you get "hooked" on ti1em. Your own glands
stop producing hormones.
Many EBEs have no alimentary canals and no glai1ds.
h1 some cancer clinics, ti1ese glandulars are used to treat
cancer victims, and so are glands from human fetuses.
(p206) What is happening with ti1e mutilations would make
sense in human terms if the location on wllich the cattle grazed was
important, or tl1e parts taken could be used geobiologically (wllich
ti1ey aren' t).
UFOs
are:
Extraterrestrial,
ultraterrestrial,
(p208)
interdimensional, and time travelers.
(p208) Some UFOs behave as if ti1e UFO itself was a living
organism. Conunent: Refer to Trevor Jaines Constable' s book " Sky
Creatures," for a discussion of biological aerofom1s, of "Flying
Saucers at Etibi-Raa," by Wendell Stevens for a discussion of just
that subject.
(p208) Entities witi1 cyborg-like traits, having both mechailical
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aild biological features, tum up quite frequently in reports.
(p208) It is odd tl1at an1ong the viruses there are some that look
like UFOs, like T. Bacteriophage. Do some UFO have the ability to
operate in the micro-dimension of viruses? Comment: h1 the
discipline of Yoga is noted tl1e ability to become large or small.
(p209) Anyone with more access to even one more dimension
than we have access to could evade our most carefully plarmed
investigations indefinitely.
(p210) Modern brain capacity: 1300cc
Cro-magnon mail: 1400cc
Baskop man (megroid [sic] race): 1800cc
TI1e last two appeared quite suddenly.
(p21 0) Theory of Max H. Flindt attributes paradoxically rapid
development of the human brain to interbreeding between primitive
hmnaility and ETs.
According to Flindt, schizophretlia is caused by subconscious
racial memory oftl1e ET branch of the faiUily tree, longing for home.
Considerable differences between glai1dular and nervous systems
between primitive humailS aild ETs would provide a basis for
traumatic tension associated with regressed memory.
(p210) Our civilization has forgotten the existence of other
intelligent beings in tl1e mliverse.
(p211) The idea that Homo Sapiens is mlique is beconling no
longer tenable.
[conunent - i suggest you read CODE OF THE LIFEMAKER by
JaiUes P. Hogan to give you a perspective of what an invading
species would do or perceive about tl1e victim species, in a human
point of view.] Well, as if tllis weren' t enough, let' s exainine the
basic allegations ti1at were raised by Gary Stallman when he held an
empty BB gun to David Horowitz on KNBC Channel 4, Los
Angeles, in October, 1987. Gary clearly though that he was alone in
!lis knowledge, aild evidently turned to desperation to have the
public become aware of what he knew. For the sake of brevity, I will
simply sununarize the allegations, and make comments where I wish
to do so:
• His physical father is in fact a clone created by ti1e CIA and
alien forces.
• Cloning is a part of a plot to overtlrrow the U.S government.
• The CIA maintains mental-retraining hospitals.
• Phones were turned off at Rohlman Psychiatric Hospital in
Cincinnati for 48 hours after !lis arrival.
• A fom1er CIA official had ail interview on KPFK radio in
which he told a college audience that tl1e CIA has towed
barges across New York Harbor that were disease-ridden.
• The CIA may have created tl1e AIDS virus to wipe out tl1e
gay population. C01mnent: Hnmmt, where have we heard
THAT before?
• The CIA assassinated Jolm F. Kennedy and the 22 material
witnesses who died with two years. Comment:
• Hnmmtm, I have heard that as well.
• He demands t11at the Air Force release all
• infom1ation on UFOs.
• He demands that the infonnation about Hanger 18 at WrightPatterson [AFB] be released.
• He relates that he spoke to a girl at Florida Jmlior College
who told !lim tl1at seven of her friends had been "replaced."
• The CIA doesn' t trust people on computers.
• mdividuals at tl1e Optinlist Boys School in Pasadena were
recruited by others aild given false IDs and birth certificates.
• There is a secret group led by the President's own staff.
• There are beings arom1d witl1 tl1e power to teleport instantly
and do the Saine to otl1ers; who can read and control nlinds,
and transform matter into other fonns and create it at will.
• He asks for a congressional investigation and federal
protection.
• He states that he caimot harm anyone with an empty BB gm1.

. Well, what do you think? [Name deleted in original, replaced
Wltil the word "MUFON"] contacted Mr. Stallman' s lawyer in
December~ 1987, and told hin1 ti1at some of what Gary had said may
be true. His lawyer promptly made himself scarce.

•

For some of you who keep an eye on tl1e news, the President
(Reagan) has said some mighty interesting things in some speeches
of his:

•

To ti1e students of Fallston High School in Fallston, Maryland,
on December 4, 1985, he said "I couldn't but-one point in our
di~cussions with General Secretary Gorbachev-when you stop to
tlunk that we're all God's children, wherever we may live in the
world, I couldn' t help but say to him, just think how easy his task
and mine might be in these meetings tl1at we held if suddenly there
was a tlrreat to Uris world from some otl1er species from another
planet outside in tl1e universe. We' d forget all tl1e little local
differences tl1at we have between our countries and we would find
out once and for all that we really are all human beings on ti1is earth
togetl1er.
"Well, I don' t suppose we can wait for some alien race to come
dOWll and Urreaten us .... "
To the 42nd General Assembly of the United Nations,
September 21 , 1987:
"In our obsession with antagmlisms of the moment, we often
forget how much unites all ti1e members of humrulity. Perhaps we
need some outside uni versa! tlrreat to make us recognize this
common bond. I occasionally ti1ink how quickly our differences
worldwide would vanish if we were facing an alien Urreat from
outside tllis world. And yet, I ask you, is not an alien force already
among us? What could be more alien to the universal aspirations of
our peoples tl1an war and tl1e tlrreat of war?'' Comment: Apparently
Mr. Reagan doesn' t realize that war is NOT alien to the aspirations
of peace-it's always been here. Does Mr. Reagan know something
tl1at we know but the general public doesn't know about what is
happening and what will happen within the next five years?

•

Altl10ugh iliere are some 40 or more known types of aliens
visiting our world at the present time, these are tl1e most conunonly
seen types.
Extract of infom1ation from: "UFO Contact from Undersea "
Sru1chezJStevens Section I : Regression session, Filiberto Carden~s
(subject) Event date: 3 January 1979 UFO CEIII During the
regression session(s) tl1e following information came forth:
•

•
•
•

•

General Types of Entities
The Greys are known to be of tlrree types:
•

•

Grey 1: 3.5 feet tall. Large head. Large slanted eyes.
Worship
Technology and don 't care about us. Type
popularized in "Communion" by Strieber.
• Grey 2: Same general appearance, although has a different
finger arrangement and a slightly different face. More
sophisticated than Grey 1. They possess a degree of common
sense and are somewhat passive. It is not known if they
require the secretions needed by Grey 1.
• Grey 3: Same basic type. Lips thinner. Subservient to other
two types.

•

Other entities known to frequent tllis planet:

•

•

•

•
•
•

Blonds!Swedes!Nordics: Known by any of these names.
Similar to us. Blond hair, blue eyes. Will not break law of
non-inteiference to help us. Would only intervene if the
Greys' activity would affect other parts of the universe.
Interdimensional: Entities that can assume a variety of
shapes. Basically of a peaceful nature.
Short Humanoids: 1.5 to 2.5 feet tall, skin bluish in color.
Seen quite frequently in Mexico near Chihuahua.
Hairy Dwmfs: 4 feet tall. Weigh about 35 pounds. Hairy.

Neutral. Respect intelligent life.
Very Tall Race: Look like us but 7-8 feet tall. United with
the Swedes.
Nordic Clones: Appear similar to us but with grey tinge to
their skin. These are drones created by the Greys. Child-like
mentality.
Men-In-Black (lvfiB): Oriental or olive-skinned. Eyes
sensitive to light. Eyes have vertical pupils. Very pale skin
in some types. Do not confomz easily to our social patterns.
Usually wear black clothes, drive black cars, and wear
sunglasses. In groups they all dress alike. Sometimes
time-disoriented. they cannot handle a psychological
"curve-ball " or interruption to their plan. Often intimidate
UFO witnesses and impersonate government officials.
Equivalent of our CIA. From another galaxy.

•

•

1. Subject was taken to one of three pyramid bases. Two
pyramid bases are under ocean, one on land. Subject was taken
to base between Berin and Santiago of the coast ofChile. Other
underwater base is in the Atlantic in an unspecified location.
The base was entered through an underwater tunnel. The aliens
stated that they had been there 36 months at that time.
2. Aliens told the subject that there were six (6) other
individuals whom the aliens had contacted.
3. Subject stated that the aliens voiced that they were eventually
going to make themselves known to the world.
4. Aliens stated that they control the Chinese, and they have
provided the Chinese with a device that can "paralyze cities
and towns completely. "
5. Aliens stated that the device will cause a change that "is
going to be something for which the world cannot wait. " The
Chinese are to provoke certain unspecified changes, and that in
those changes, ''people who are negative will disappear. "
6. Subject remembers seeing (future) scenes ofpeople running
disoriented along roads, and that there is a disaster coming.
7. Details of underwater tunnel described as walls of" fimzed
water, " not rock. The ship evidently generated a force field
which repelled the water around it.
8. Devices were supposedly installed in subject's head by
aliens. Subsequent x-rays revealed nothing.

(Session 3)

•
•
•

•

1. First contact with these groups of aliens began 4, 000 years
ago.
2. It has been thousands ofyears since this group last
descended to earth.
3. Ifprogress on earth does not continue, aliens will use more
forceful demonstrations to get their point across that we must
have peace and progress.
4. Subject was interrogated for 15 days after the events by US
security and intelligence services.
5. Information from aliens had also to do with "an atrocity in
the plans certain forces on earth had planned."
6. Subject was seven years old when contact with aliens first
occurred.
7. Aliens have ability to dematerialize their craft.
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•

•

•

8. Aliens stated that we should beware of other alien groups
who will present themselves in a good light but if they pursue
"bad objectives against us they could do two things. They could
destroy this planet with the same arms that this planet has, or
on the contrary, transport away all our amzs in one operation,
which would take no more than 20 minutes of our time. They
can be visible or 110t, whatever they choose. "
8. [sic1 Treatise references 81 other crossbreeds from
(negative) aliens who have perfomzed duties on earth. Half
alien-half earthling = Crossbreed
9. Aliens spoke of great portions of land and whole cities will
[sic1 disappear. Mexico City and major cities in California.

History and Operations - Operation Trojan Horse
TI1e amusing little mystery of flying saucers slowly evolves into
a complicated series of coincidences and paradoxes as we plunge
deeper and deeper into the data, excluding nothing, and considering
everything as objectively as possible.
Our skies have been filled with "Trojan Horses" throughout
history, and like the original Trojan Horse, the SEEM to conceal
hostile intent. Several facts are now apparent:

•

•

•

The objects have always chosen to operate in a clandestine
manner, furtively choosing the hours of darkness for their
enigmatic activities over thinly-populated areas, where the
possibility of being detected is slight.
The hostility factor is further supported by the fact that the
objects chose, most often, to appear in fomzs which we can
readily accept and explain to our own satisfactionranging/rom dirigibles to meteors and conventionalappearing airplanes.
The objects of unusual configuration, undoubtedly
constituting a deceptive minority of all the paraphysical
objects flitting about in our atmosphere.

h1 other words, flying saucers are not at all what we have hoped
they were. They are a part of something else. Jolm A Keel called
that something else "Operation Trojan Horse."
When one really digs into UFO literature, it readily becomes
clear that the ultraterrestrials deliberately conveyed whatever
impression that would meet the available frame of reference for that
time.
Until 1848, the religious frame of reference was constantly used
by the phenomenon. As man's technology improved many of our old
beliefs were discarded and the "phenomenon" was obliged to update
its manifestations and establish new frames of reference. No more
objects were seen in 1947 than had been seen in 1847. We were
simply seeing them in a new way. A new game was being played
with us.
A new gan1e has emerged: the artifact or hardware game. TI1e
phenomenon has always obliged us by planting false evidence all
over tl1e landscape. UFO cultists trapped themselves into a hopeless
situation almost from the outset. TI1e apparent purpose of most of
the landings seems to have been to advance belief in the fran1e of
reference, not to provide absolute proof that the fran1e of reference
is autl1entic.

Physical Evidence
All kinds of junk have fallen out of the sky throughout recorded
history. Ivan T. Sanderson has in his files extensive lists that go
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back to Roman times. Ridiculous things such as stone pillars and
heavy metal wheels have come crashing out of the blue, and there
are countless cases of ice blocks, some weighing hundreds of
pounds, dropping all over this planet. TI1e flying saucers have been
spewing all kinds of trash all over the landscape. ill nearly every
instance, these materials always prove to be ordinary earthly
substances like magnesimn, almninmn, chromilUU, and even plain
old tin. Each of these incidents give the skeptics new ammunition.
Mysterious hollow spheres have also been dropping out of the
sky all over the world. Tirree such spheres were found in the
Australian desert in 1963. TI1ey were about 14 inches in diameter
and had a shiny polished surface. Efforts to open the spheres failed,
and tl1ey were turned over to the USAF. Other metal spheres have
dropped out of the sky in Mexico (1967) and Conway, Arkansas
( 1967). The Mexican steel ball was identified as titanium, the one in
Arkansas steel.
Smaller colored spheres were found scattered over the French
countryside in 1966-67, as if it had been raining balls there. Where
is all tilis stuff coming from? TI1e san1e place as ti1e stone pillars and
blocks of ice. hmlUllerable cases of contact and landings have been
flushed down the ufological drain because of ti1e deliberate
"negative factors." Sincere witnesses have actually been ruined
because the amateur UFO investigators have accused them of being
liars and worse.
Another fascinating game wllich ti1e ufonauts play with a
vengeance is ti1e "repair" gan1bit. Beginning in 1897, there has been
an endless stream of stories and reports, many from reliable
witnesses, on how they encountered a grom1ded UFO and observed
ti1e occupants making repairs of some kind. TI1e basic details in all
ti1ese stories are so sinlilar that it seems as if the ufonauts are
following a carefully rehearsed procedure. Generally speaking,
there are three (3) types of beings observed in relation to UFOs:

•
•
•

Nomzal-looking people, including females.
Oriental, dark-skinned beings.
Unidentifiable creatures, who have made a real effort to hide
from witnesses.

Oddly enough, when all the reports and the data is in, the scope
of the phenomenon and the overwhelming quantity of reports
negates its validity. An analysis of cases indicates that flying saucers
are not, in most cases, stable machines requiring fuel, maintenance,
and logistical support. Most of them are, in all probability,
transmutations of energy from other dimensions and do not exist in
the san1e way ti1at this paper exists.
The UFO phenomenon seems to be largely subjective: that is,
specific kinds of people become involved and are actually
mmlipulated by ti1e phenomenon in the same way that it mmlipulates
matter. TI1ese subjective experiences are far more in1portant to our
study ti1at the "random" superficial sightings. We are obliged to
forget about ti1e sightings and concentrate on the claims and
experiences of ti1e contactees.
TI1ousands of UFO photos have been taken since 1882. There's
just one problem. Witi1 very few exceptions, no two UFO photos are
alike. The sightings force two m1acceptable answers upon us:

•
•

All the witnesses were mistaken or lying.
Some tremendous unknown civilization is exerting an all-out
effort to manufacture thousands of different types ofUFOs and
is sending them all to our planet.
The governments of the world overtly have maintained

variations of the first proposal. UFO enthusiasts accept the second.
There is a third proposal which merits some attention: some "hard"
objects definitely exist as temporary materializations from other
dimensions. They leave indentations in the grom1d when they land.
Witnesses have touched them and even been inside them. These
"hard" objects may be decoys to cover the multitudinous activities of
the "soft" objects. The "soft" objects hold one of the keys of the
mystery. There are countless sightings of objects which changed size
and shape in front of witnesses who often get the in1pression tlmt it
was alive, tlmt it was not behaving like a mechanical object at all.
There is no question at all that there are intelligences that can

interesting to note that in Blue Book Report #14, they replaced the
phrase "Electromagnetic Phenomenon" with the word "Unknown"
in a majority of those cases. Why? There is no doubt that again, a
situation exists where we have multiple realities within the UFO
reahn as well. It is clear that we are not dealing with random ET
visitors. It has an extreme element of intention to do with all of it.
Mutilations started in April, 1897, with the abduction of
Alexander Hamilton' s calf, witnessed by several people. That is one
of the constants that has been with us that has not changed fran1e of
reference. How many people give thought to the three dark-skinned
wise men who appeared before the birth of Jesus, spread the reality
of the happening, and disappeared again. All the dark-skinned men
in threes. MIB. It makes you wonder. Hnnnnllll.
Charting the Enigma
Well, here we are again. Taking a sample of 33% of 10,000 or
so cases, or about 3,330 cases, we find that 730 are so-called Type I,
a low-level object observed and reported by reliable witnesses. It
was found that 2,600 were Type II, high-altitude objects performing
in a controlled mrumer and distinct from normal aircraft and natural
phenomena. The tin1e of the sightings depends on where you are. If
you are in a rural area, sightings conveniently begin after 10 p.m. A
populated area would have them between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m. For
some reason, in many "flaps," Wednesday had about 20.5% of the
sightings. Hmnml.

manipulate or materialize any kind of object into our dimension.
Let's take a look, for a second, at the electromagnetic spectrmn. As
you know, our visual spectrum makes up a small portion of the
whole. Look at what's involved with UFOs:

Now, if the UFO phenomenon (ru1d I dislike that word) had a
purely psychic basis then I would think there would be more
sightings on a Saturday, when people are statistically out and about
tl1ru1 on Wednesday. There are notable exceptions to everything of
course, one of which was the "flap" of August 16, 1966, which was
on a Tuesday.

UFO ENTRY FIELD

UFO DEPARTURE FIELD

If you will relate this to cases that you are familiar with, as far
as appearance, spectrun1 shift when in flight, etc., you will see the
applicability of the above diagram.
When UFO stabilize in our din1ension they radiate energy on all
frequencies atld become glowing white. Radical maneuvers require
a frequency alteration, which produces color changes. It is

Reports seem to cluster within political
boundaries of states, as if there were a
methodical exploration of states from border
to border. If the UFO were a natural
occurrence, one would expect otherwise.
Thousands of sightings can be fitted into the
"great circle" route, and often the dates are
staggered so that it appears that the
phenomenon moves systematically from
point to point.
Every state in the United States has
from two to ten "windows." These are areas
where UFOs appear repeatedly year after
year. The objects will appear in these places
and pursue courses confined to sectors with
a radius of about 200 miles. The great circle
from Canada (not to be confused witl1 the
traditional Great Circle) in the northwest
through the central states and back into
northeast Canada is a major window.
Hundreds of smaller windows lie within that
circle. Another major window is centered in
the Gulf of Mexico and encompasses much
of Mexico, Texas and the Southwest.

As mentioned previously, many windows center directly over
area of magnetic deviation. UFOs seem to congregate about the
highest available hills in these window areas. They become visible
in tl1ese centers atld tl1en radiate outward, traveling sometimes
100-200 miles before disappearing again.
Among the great heaps of neglected and ignored UFO data, we
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find hundreds of "minipeople" accow1ts. These are very rarely
published anywhere because they tend to be so w1believable. Most
of them are identical to the fairy and gnome stories of yesteryear.
Witnesses to these events can experience conjunctivitis, akinesia
(paralysis), anmesia, and the other effects often noted by witnesses
to more conventional events. One notable event is one that occurred
in Seattle, Washington, in the latter part of August, 1965. A woman
awoke around 2 a.m. and discovered she could not move a muscle or
make a sow1d. Her window was open, and suddenly a tiny, footballsized dull-grey object floated tlrrough the window and hovered over
the carpet near her bed. Three legs lowered from the object and it
settled to the floor. A small ran1p extended from it and five or six
tiny people clan1bered out and seemed to work on some kind of
repairs on the object. They wore tight-fitting clothing. When they
were fmished, they got in and the object took off and sailed out the
window. At that point, she was able to move. The case as
investigated by J. Russell Jenkins of Seattle.
You can readily see why almost none of these kinds of stories
ever appear in print, except in occult-oriented literature.
Nevertheless, if we hope to assess the true UFO situation, we must
examine all these stories. We can learn nothing by considering only
tl1ose incidents which are emotionally and intellectually acceptable
to US.
QUESTIONS ON AQUARIUS
by Christian P. Lambright

docwnent( s) concerning tl1e events at Kirtland?
William Moore has stated tl1at he was frrst given the initial
Kirtland docwnents in Washington DC in early 1982 by an UJ111amed
source and there have been several rwnors circulated concerning
heated argun1ents between Moore and Gersten over the means by
which Gersten obtained these docwnents. Rwnors aside, if Moore
received his docwnents over one year after the incidents occurred
then whoever gave him these copies must have had access to them
either from AFOSI files in Washington or from the original sender
at Kirtland. There are indica-tions that William Moore received his
copies from Richard Doty, the AFOSI Special Agent at Kirtland
AFB. Other sources have also reported that Doty was involved in an
effort to get information of this nature out to certain individuals for
purposes unknown. And so it seems possible that Doty was
responsible for the Kirtland docwnents and perhaps the "NASAtelex" being released as he would have been in a position to have
access to such infor-mation.
Regardless, it would fall to serious UFO researchers to attempt
to verify if the documents conveyed valid infom1ation, or
disinfonnation. As interest began to focus on AQUARIUS and
"MJ-12" several different FOIA requests were filed with various
government agencies to try to gam-ish information on these subjects,
but as recently as 1986 most of the leading figures in Ufology were
convinced that the docwnent was a forgery and that Project
AQUARIUS was nonexistent.

It has been said that there are three kinds of people, those who
In 1985 I had filed several different requests with govenrrnent
agencies requesting i.nfom1ation on tlrree projects: Sigma, Snowbird
make things happen, those who watch things happen, and those who
and Aquarius; as well as any i.nfonnation pertaining to MJ-12 or
wonder...what happened ... ? It seems tl1at notl1ing more true could be
Majestic-12. I specifically did not mention any connection·or interest
said of the types of people involved in the arena of UFO interest.
The recent controversy concerning the alleged project entitled
dealing with UFOs in t11ese requests. Witl1 the excep-tion of the
"AQUARIUS" and the control group labeled "MJ-12" seems a
National Security Agency every response I receive4,$ijifajij~~lial of
prime exan1ple of the confusion that results from lack of
any knowledge of any of these subjects m;Jitles. :While they sta-ted
cmmnunication between interested parties. Is there a project
tl1at Sigma and Snowbird were "not projed!~ofthl'$~gellcY:: ,!:ln9: that
AQUARIUS which deals with UFOs? Who frrst discovered tl1at such
they had no knowledge ofMJf}~, they estil'Mted illilf~td~Jor
a project existed? If the docwnentation supporting the existence of
all infonnation on Proj~(;;t AQUARIUS woJi4,be $15,000! It wQIDd
an "MJ-12" group is valid, as some contend, then why does it appear
appear t)wLJW~: is a fJ:lther ~~pansive P.#9j eeL After .. §ey&fal
full of discrepancies? These are questions that need to be addressed
subs~:qGertfreqi:ie~~§ for ¢(fu-ific~mm and to s~fuply serta:ilitFihi.tial
docti@~nt whichimhated tfu: proj~~tthe NSfo.$tated that tl1e project
before any attempt can be made to judge the validity of the issut:~.·
As any good detective can tell, motivation is a helpful key in soh·wg ,.,. did na~#e~L»iffi:wos" <414. thatM)w9li1dnot be paying tl1e fees
any crime or mystery. Who would stand to gain by t\)j:l, situatiotjat \} they w¢iWCbiichiwillgactio1(9n my re-quests. Subsequent appeals
i?.nly claj'iijed tl1at P:i'&j~t A.QUARIUS was classified Top Secret
hand? Perhaps a little oftilis line ofreasot:Ji:ng would h~!P in sol~i#g
tl1e current mystery of A.QUARIUSIMJ-12/
<))
() . :{ ~*~Jhati'~}~ase of any portion of it could pose "grave danger to the

of ·~ ui6~;Jf~t~4 Ji~~ct

n~JII ~ame ~; naHQ,®~ secUrity."

by
The revelation
AQUARTIJ.!;; first appe~(;d on the sceii¢jl1 w@~has conuri9hly ®lin
referred #? ~~ ' the ''NA$A-telex" [AQQAmU$.:pQQL ;tilis is the
allegedly getiv~~e dodijfuent wh~~h .. 4~cribes sev&t!if pieces of
photograpljic fillib::~latirili;1gincidd1W~fKi:ftland AFB and the case
of Paul ~~:tgeyyi@ f\§ mosflfugjVlecfgeable people are aware, tllis
documen(j-dates quit¢. :~ .bit of interesting infom1ation pertai11ing to
official i*terest in uFOs as well as mentioning ti1e existence of
project AQUARIUS and something called "MJ-12". However,
several key areas in tllis docwnent were deleted by either ti1e
original source or by the recipient. It is interesting to note that there
is a retyped version of tllis docwnent wllich has circulated witl1 ti1e
dele-tions filled-in, but witi1 no explanation as to who retyped it or
how the previously deleted areas were uncovered. Reportedly Peter
Gersten was shown tllis docwnent in 1983 and so it would seem that
it has been around for several years. But if Gersten was the original
recipient he has not revealed where he obtained it or from whom.
This docmnent would appear to be closely tied to tl1e events at
Kirt-land AFB in 1980 inasmuch as it mentions Bennewitz and the
Air Force inter-est in UFO sightings over nlilitary bases. Could the
release of ti1is docu-ment be related to the release of the i.J.litial
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Several individuals have considered ti1e statement by ti1e NSA
that AQUARIUS does not deal witi1 UFOs to be patently honest, and
perhaps this is tl1e truth. However I believe that to have expected the
NSA to "roll-over" and openly reveal otherwise would be naive to
say ti1e least. It seems paradoxical that some "researchers" both
expect these agencies to be deceptive but will readily accept some
statements as totally accurate. I believe ti1at there are sufficient
reasons to suspect that the NSA project 111ay actually be the project
which is indicated in ti1e ''NASA-telex" wllich originally mentioned
it and MJ-12. h1 the process of trying to verify the above docwnent I
had ad-dressed a series of letters to what was designated the 7602
Air h1tel-ligence Group (7602 AINTELG), as of 1983 known as the
Air Force Special Activities Center. A Branch of the Air Force
Intelligence Service, the 7602 AINTELG deals with hwnan resource
intelligence, much the same as the 4602 AINTELG which is known
to have aided Edward Ruppelt in his investi-gations several years
ago. This may or may not be coincidence and could be an interesting
avenue for further research. Nevertheless, in the process of trying to
get infonnation on this group I had been receiving somewhat evasive
response letters from AFIS. h1 a conversation with an Air Force

source in which I had referred to my problems in obtaining
infonnation on tins group I was infonned that perhaps tins is due to
ti1e fact that "they are a branch of ti1e NSA!" lllis was at ti1e time my
first indication that there may be some NSA involvement, and was
prior to my letters to NSA it-self. Witilin a few monti1s I was to learn
another interesting fact pointing to ti1e NSA.
With the aid of well-known research l11omas Adams I was
notified of a person who reportedly had heard a very interesting
statement concerning ti1e initial AQUARIUS/MJ-12 document.
After speaking with ti1is gentleman personally I was finnly
convinced that the infonnation he was relating was accurate as it
had been told to him. He related that he had been told per-sonally
timt tins document had been changed in two ways, and ti1at he had
been told tins by the individual who had changed it. Although both
changes were not revealed, he had been told that the reference in ti1e
document to "NASA" had originally been "NSA" ! And who was ti1e
person doing the telling .. .none oti1er tilall Willian1 Moore. In a brief
conversation witi1 Moore after tins in wllich I asked him if he had
allY knowledge of this he simply stated "No comment." l11e recent
issue of JUST CAUSE also contains ti1e statement by Larry Fawcett
and Barry Greenwood ti1at they have been told that tllis document is
actually a retyped version. This fact was reportedly revealed in 1983
to Peter Gersten by an Air Force officer alld was either forgotten or
over-looked until just recently. However, the Air Force source who
is cited is said to be none other tilall Richard Doty himself.
In light of the fact that it has recently become conunon
knowledge that Mr. Moore does (for his own reasons) delete
docmnents which he obtains, and that he is rather aggressive in his
research, I believe that Mr. Moore did in fact retype or have ti1is
docmnent retyped. But does tins negate the value of the docmnent,
or indicate timt it is a hoax? Perhaps tllis explains why no one can
verify if the document is genuine, because technically it.!! a forgery.
It would appear that it is up to Mr. Moore to reveal a clean, accurate
version and to fmally reveal the facts behind its acquisition.
According to filmproducer and director Linda Moulton Howe, she
has had independent confmnation of MJ-12 and reportedly was
shown a set of docun1ents containing much of the salne, if not
identical, infornmtion. However, ti1e actual nrune of the group in
question was not "Majestic" but another sinlilar som1ding word
containing ti1e letters M and J. Could it be ti1at ti1e tenn "Majestic"
was a substitution in a clever attempt to withhold a key bit of
infonnation which only someone with true inside infonn-ation
would be able to identify?
If ti1ere is reason to question ti1e accuracy of the infonnation
pre-sented in the original AQUARIUS/MJ-12 docun1ent as well as
the infornmtion in the recent docmnents pertaitling to MJ-12, does
ti1is logically imply that the 1980 Kirtland!Bermewitz events should
be considered questionable? Any single witness UFO sightit1g has
always been somewhat questionable, this is exactly why we look for
multiple witnesses and allY oti1er supporting evidence. If Richard
Doty, or Paul Bennewitz were alone in reporting tl1ese incidents
then the Kirtlalld events would never have become as major an issue
as ti1ey have. However ti1ere were numerous individuals itwolved
not only in the events precipitating the documents but it1 the
preparation of ti1e docun1ents ti1emselves. A brief surumary of the
incidents is as follows: Early 1980, Paul Bermewitz becomes
itwolved in observing alld fllming objects which he has sighted on
the ground and in ti1e air near Kirtland AFB and the MallZallO rallge.
Reportedly his wife was also present to witness some of the first
landings he witnessed and filmed in the Coyote Canyon area.
Subsequently he contacts Earnest Edwards of ti1e Kirtland Security
Police who, over the period of ti1e next few months, becomes
concerned and requests the guards on the Manzano Weapons
Storage Area report to hin1 any sightings of unusual aerial lights. At

ti1e begituling of August 1980 tirree guards report sighting an aerial
light which descends on ti1e Sandia Military Reservation. lllis is the
first sighting described it1 the complait1t fonn signed by Richard
Doty. Edwards reports the sighting to Doty m1aware that Doty has
already heard from Russ Curtis (Sandia Security Chief) that a
Sandia Security guard sighted a disc-shaped object near a structure
just nillmtes after the sighting by the three Manzru1o guards.
Doty includes these reports alld several others it1 his Complaint
Fonn and forwards the eport to AFOSI Headquarters it1 Wasllington.
From tins poit1t on many oti1er persons becan1e involved. Bennewitz
was called down to a meetit1g at Kirtland AFB at wllich several
major Air Force officers alld Sandia personnel were present,
includit1g a Brigadier General. Erunest Edwards has conflfl11ed that
the tlrree guards under his corrunalld re-ported what was described,
and that the meeting took place. Bem1ewitz has confmned that Doty
and Jerry Miller came to his home to view his mater-ials and there
is a document signed by Thomas A Cseh, Conm1ander of the Base
hwestigative Detachment, to confirm this. Finally there is ti1e
complete set of documents which were released by AFOSI
Headquarters w1der cover of ti1e Department of the Air Force
relating to the described events. There seem to be only two
possibilities to consider. One: ti1at tllis is one of the most profound
deceptions that has been m1dertaken with ti1e sru1ction of the USAF,
itwolving a civilian, for pwposes which can only be itnagined. l11e
oti1er: that the events appened as described and that the it1tervenit1g
years, subsequent developments, alld nlisguided researchers, have
only clouded the facts. Perhaps ti1ere was also some effort made on
an official level to defuse the sensitive nature of the events.
Would Richard Doty have perpetrated a hoax, involved oti1er
officers in his deception, sent ti1e hoax on to AFOSI Headquarters,
and then spread certait1 inforn1ation to civilian UFO researchers?
For what pwpose? And would he still be in the Air Force if he was
discovered, knowing the public relations catastrophe that could
result from AFOSI it1 Washington have perpetrated a hoax, involved
other officers in his deception, sent ti1e hoax on to AFOSI
Headquarters, and then spread certain information to civilian UFO
researchers? For what pwpose? And would he still be in the Air
Force if he was discovered, knowing the public relations catastrophe
that could result from AFOSI in Washington releasing the
subsequent docmnents? If seems inconceivable that the Base
mvestigative Detachent, and the Department of the Air Force, would
not have quickly and easily discovered the hoax and subsequently
labeled the entire matter as such, knowing their previous
predilection to do just that.
A few sitnple telephone calls have served to clarify much of the
truth of the itlitial incidents. We must avoid the temptation at titnes
to "shoot first alld ask questions later" which Call result in spreadit1g
nlis-infonnation ourselves. It is advisable to use tact it1 approachit1g
witnesses as we have no God-given right to call up strangers alld
demand that they answer questions, particularly when sensitive
matters may be involved. Is it allY surprise that some of these people
may not want to be bothered by every person who plies them with
questions? A very bizarre but intriguit1g letter was sent to APRO it1
either late 1980 or early 1981 alld is commonly referred to by the
name of the itlitial subject of the letter, a Mr. Craig Weitzel. This
letter refers to a sequence of events which occurred in the mid1980' s at both Kirtland AFB and in an area near Pecos, NM and
also makes several statements to the effect that there is a UFOitwestigation detaclunent stationed at or near Kirtland. The writer
also goes on to mention among other things that there is at least one
"object" stored it1 the Manzano storage area. That the letter was at
least legitinmtely received at APRO can be ascertained by the
vehe-ment letter which Jim Lorenzen mailed out rebuking ti1e
gentleman who re-leased tllis letter without official permission from
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APRO. However, can we detennine if this letter is a total hoax or is
there even a grain of truth to be fom1d in the infonnation it conveys?
In a conversation I had with Craig Weitzel he claimed to know
nothing of the details related in the letter, and denied that he took
any photographs. Strangely enough, however, he did state that he
and the other did see an unusual silvery object hovering high in the
sky which left the area, to use his words, "exponentially"! He had
been training in mountain rescue operations and he and the others
had spelled out S-0-S on the mom1tain side using parachutes and
were waiting for the rescue helicopters to spot them. While looking
for these helicopters they notices the silvery "UFO". If this is all that
occurred what could be the reason to fabricate such a letter and yet
give the nan1e and address of a witness who was sure to refute the
claims? Was it just a bizarre practical joke?
TI1e author of the anonymous letter claiiwUhat after Weitzel
spoke with AFOSI agent Dody (sic) he did not @@it to have anythii1g
more to do with the matter and subsequentfY''tite Dody character
denied that there had been any photographs. Was this a circmnstance that could have been expected based9A:P¢.vious experience
with Air Force handling of such m(\ttey~1 :M#.i'h%govenm1ent and
military witnesses often refuse;; ~qJ~W !!~~FTheir experiences to
strangers either because of~ffi.:~~~fpi~ihlie or simply for the sake of
their own privacy,M9!JWW.~6~gamfu\lSt be considered in efforts to
fmd the comP:l~~¥: iitffiifC In early {®\ober 1987 I had a strange
conversation w#J:i i:\1~ ~m:liyidual wh() is unknown to me except by
first name and Wt1&:®:mmM ).cp~::":' ~~solutely nothing about my
i.J.1terest i11 UFOs.
..... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,.·...·.·.·.·.·.·.
. .

.

. -. . . .

conv~;::::~~~; ~tlt~6 !ilm¥

During a telephone
place totally by
chance, the subject of nuclear weapons came ''up as this person
indicated some knowledge of tlus weaponry, being at the time a
member of the Air Force. I jokii1gly asked to @:!9w everything tl1ere
was to know about Kirtland AFB, but not ifueio my interest i.J.1
nuclear weapons per se but because of something else I thought may
be stored at Manzano that "isn ' t nuclear weapons." After a
momentary chuckle ,Jhis indivi4w:!l :AAi4, "yes ... UFOs!" As
1

~~~o~~;:s~,s i ~~lf!~~:~rtl~~i~ ~f!~:!~(tJt~:;? ~~;~;ei~~t~~~

Manzano area #@iwhat tlus pij~oh had heardij®jng conversations
by Air Fore~ ,!*rsmmel in, Q~.hnany. Thef:g :pad been some
discussion abq@);ometl1ing WJ:i~(ih was relatedhlf a UFO incident
being sinular to
widely reporte~ !Jh German l~wspapers in
something wl41~hi )hey'': Ji~d "over h~f#@!}Because of the
circumstances uii®i\vhich.tius conversatioif&curred and the fact
tl1at I had i.J.1 no ~~yWifr :Jfluded to ili,¢ ; ~trbJ~~t I believe tl1at tlus
may offer some support to some of il.1e statements made in tl1e
anonymous "Weitzel" letter.

1g$'

A fmal note ofi.J.1terest has come up in th~hmvly released book
on the "flyillg boomerang" objects reported Ill recent years in and
around New York state [NIGHT SIEGE, Ballantine 1987]. In the
process of investigating these incidents Hynek and In1brogno were

~;~:~~gyb~:Jfil~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~bt !~ N~~ie~~~
9#1§

person professed tl1at lus interest 'YM:
:personal, they were
struck by the inordinate an1ount qfi1,h#esfi.his per-son showed in
tl1eir investigations and any ,,~v~ij¢ii@ 'they uncovered. There are
even indications tl1at tllejr;#iWi):hdhes may have been tapped. While
it is unknown if tlu~ :)WUJ;, s Interest went further than personal
investigators felt there was sometlrn1g
curiosity, it is cltetliJl:iM
mmsual about ~i~ N~f~l'l:M~¢~~/h¢f'~i§Y¢~ii:i\m:h¢:tinstance in which
the National Se~hliijA:g'di.C.y
t&'liihidftepftnto the picture.

tlie

seems

Do the facts as outlined here cast reasonable suspicion on the
NSA and its part in official interest in m1identified flying objects? I
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believe that they do and that tl1ere is justifiable cause to suspect tl1at
tl1e project AQUARIUS which relates (at least in some way) to
UFOs is probably an NSA, or NSA related project. It also still seems
that in spite of tl1e argmnents and confusion concenilllg docmnents,
the designation "MJ-12" must be considered if not a certainty, tl1an
at least potentially valid. l11ose who have taken tl1e fune to contact
witnesses and obtain ilieir statements and help, have tl1e best chance
to make up tl1eir nlinds for tl1emselves, regardless of the confusion
concerning altered docun1ents which seems to be precipitating
furiously. We do not want to throw tl1e proverbial baby out witl1 tl1e
designation "MJ-12" must be considered if not a certainty, than at
least potentially valid.
TI10se who have taken the titne to contact witnesses and obtain their
statements and help, have tl1e best chance to make up their minds
for themselves, regardless of the confusion concemmg altered
docmnents which seems to be precipitating furiously. We do not
want to tlrrow tl1e proverbial baby out with the bath water sin1ply
because the facts seem confusi11g. Perhaps even the confusion is
being directed by someone somewhere. We should keep our sights
fixed fmnly on the major issues and the facts we .£!!.!! prove in our
efforts to m1cover tl1e trutl1.

THE FACTS WILL SURFACE IF AND ONLY IF WE
CONTINUE TO GATHER INFORMATION, ANY
INFORMATION, IN THIS AREA.
THE WHOLE
PICTURE WILL EMERGE SOONER OR LATER. IT
WILL BE INEVITABLE.

eIoBubker Jpottibg
I By Matthew Williams I

I

was recently surprised whilst on a visit to Dover,
via Folkestone, to have the opportunity to pass a
few underground military bunkers . These are a
very good example of the typical construction
methods used in British bunker building. The purpose of this article is to help the reader understand
the types of bunkers and how, if possible, to spot
them. Later on we will also discover the latest
infonnation on Rudloe manor and some of the
largest known bunkers in the UK.

is indeed nothing inside
the structure except a
metal grille and a deep
air-breather hole!

Always look out for
the classic slanted slope
constructions, which will
often have grass growing
on the outside. These are
a dead give away for
having structures under
the grass and soil.
Fmmily enough, the use of grass on some
of the smaller structures acts both as a
natural fonn of air conditioner in the
sunnner and provides excellent insulation
for the winter. However as you will see in
figure 3, there would hardly be room to
move in such a small bmlker so the
obvious indication is therefore that this
particular sloped bmlker, is just an
entrance point for a larger m1derground
complex.

Seats of Govenm1ent). I have observed
countless nmnbers of tl1ese masts in use at
RSG's so tllis may be possible evidence of
RAF Ash being operational as a commm1d
post for civil management after an
emergency. More often, with RSG bmlker
masts, you will see bemn aerials which
resemble TV ante1mae or folded beams
similar to tl10se in photo 5.
Next we cm1 see aerial masts wllich
seem to have a possible dual purpose, both
as transmitters and air breathers or exhaust
ports. TI1ese cm1 be seen in photo 7 and
photo 8. Many of these types of aerials Clli1
be seen near the coast in Norfolk near tl1e
Waxham area. The dual-purpose aerials
seen in Norfolk are proof of underground
facilities beneatl1 tl1em but only very small
buildings (which must house staircases to
the underground) exist. Norfolk is just
m10ther area wllich is riddled with
undergrom1d bmlker complexes.

In m10ther super bmlker under the Fort
Halstead complex in Sevenoaks, Kent, there
is rumoured to be work being carried out on
genetics m1d alien teclmology. The alien
Tilis RAF station has no runway and
teclmology claim was made by somebody
has no multi-beam aerial system so it is
not a navigation station f o r . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
RAF aircraft. This leaves
only the possibility of
conununications and radio
relay. To evidence tllis we •"'.-.find a microwave transnlitter
on
an
aerial
mast. • - - Microwave transnlitters are
m10nymous who phoned a TV live phone in
always seen to have drum type aerials witl1
an said tl1at there were UFO' s stored there.
a skin over the front to protect the
If m1ybody cm1 add substm1ce to tllis claim
apparatus from rain and dust. What most
we would like to hear from you. The Fort
people might miss here is tl1e fact tl1at the
Halstead facility is very high security
mast itself can be used as an aerial to
indeed, witl1 tl1e additional security measure
transnlit and receive signals in lower
of having Infra Red can1eras installed in tl1e
bm1ds - usually 14 - 30
meter bands. Microwave
nearby employee housing estate. Big brother
was watclling, us and it seems he watches
transnlitters of tllis type
his own too! We nearly got caught by
are usually MOULD
Mi11istry of Defence for taking these
repeaters (British nlilitary
photo' s, but it seemed quite important since
conununications system
claims had been made about the UFO' s
which makes extensive
being housed there.
use of repeater stations
and is encrypted) Anotl1er
Fort Halstead also uses sinlilar aerials to
interesting point to note
tl10se found at RAF Ash m1d even more of
about the mast is tl1at is a
tl1ese can be seen at an American
standard issue type for
undergrom1d installation of the wllite cliffs.
RSG bunkers (Regional
MOULD REPEATERS

•ililll-

The first base to look at is called RAF
Ash. This innocent looking "set-up" in fact
houses an undergrom1d conummications
station and radio centre. The whole facility
has air filtration systems which allow
operation under conditions of nuclear or
chemical attack. The air cleaner mlits and
temperature control inlets can
be clearly seen in figure 1.
TI1ere will often be a few
such alf breather holes
arotmd, but to disguise their
air-breathing purpose they
will be housed in small
structures wllich have slatted
doors. TI1ese wooden doors
offer little protection to
whatever prospective things
may be inside, and are the
obvious give away that there
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The Dover undergrmmd
complex is confinned to
be a major multi level
installation, and it's
communications traffic is
dealt with by three large
aerial masts, one of
which is a multiMOULD repeater. The
peculiar tiling about one
mast is t11at is has a very
unusual sub-mast in the
shape of a pyranud
beneatl1 it. (See photo 8).
It is not known what tl1e
purpose of tl1is structure
is and we would
appreciate
any
infom1ation possible to
help us identify what ti1is object does.
MONKTON FARLEIGH

have iliem!

TI1e trutl1 of ilie matter is tl1at bunkers can
easily be hidden. Some btmkers in ti1e
town of Gastard in Wiltshire are
completely covert, and tl1e entrance points
are found in barns on fanns.

We would like to now show you that not
all bunkers are big on the surface, nor are
easy to spot. The most sensitive ones
We are still trying to find iliese, but
probably could not be distinguished from a
are not having much luck, but will
house or fann building from ilie outside! Are
show you tl1e
photo ' s as
we kidding- no of course not. Take a look at
the bwlk:er entrance in photo 11. Tius is t11e
Monkton Farleigh bunker, which has no less •
tlum 28 nules on twmels. This was used as
the single biggest bmlk:er for TNT and
anuno in the whole of Europe. It was
constructed in 1937, towards ti1e end of ti1e
second world war. It's construction and
fw1ction matches many smaller bunkers
which are still in use today. See our later
feature on this bunker, which appears
later on in tlus magazine, to lean1 more.
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TI1e presence of a
bunker has an important
note.
All
bunkers
require power and have
to
have
backup
generators incase of a
power failure. In the
past the needs of 28
mile long bunkers
would be met via ilie
use of Diesel submarine
power-plants.
(See
photo 15) These are
noisy, messy, break
down quite often and
require massive rooms
to house and maintain
iliem. l11e 52 litre(!) diesel engines we saw
at Monkton Farleigh were enonnous and
required large fuel supplies to run iliem.
Two 50,000 gallon tanks were housed
nearby for tlris purpose and could supply ilie
two generators for a period of seven weeks.
NUCLEAR GENERATORS

Obviously today's bwlk:ers would
require just as much power, but due to ilie
cold war - long tem1 hideaway strategy - ilie
requirement for power for longer periods
would necessitate vast supplies of fuel. TI1e
rmming of such a complex would require
742800 gallons of fuel, and tlris is a major
increase in storage space underground. For
tlus reason it was decided many years ago in
botl1 Britain and the Uruted States to use
nuclear generators to supply power in
such undergrom1d bases.

Photo 88: Fort Halstead (Defence Research Agency) main entrance .....
. ·:

The teclmology for nuclear generators
had been tried and tested for military
applications such as submarines and even
some satellites (news of which is only
starting to leak at the moment), and some
new design warships. The teclmology, as far
as we know, is reliable. If there have been
any accidents with such nuclear power
sources then the problems have certainly
been covered up. The implications for using
such nuclear power sources in underground
bunkers which are very near populated areas
is probably the reason why only recently the
United States have come clean about their
use, and tl1e British are still tight lipped.
Many of the Wiltshire bunkers, and those of
Fort Halstead, RAF Ash and many others
may be using nuclear power sources. The
facts as to which are using them, and which

:·: ·:.: :.·

are not may never come out, but whilst
there are unanswered questions as to
safety around nuclear power stations, and
possible links from power stations to
diseases like Leukaemia ti1e question must
be asked if the public have a right to know
tl1at is under their feet. People of the tow
of Corsham, in Wiltshire, have no idea
that there is a nuclear generator 1mder
tl1eir feet, but Ulis have been confmned to
us by staff who worked at tl1e facility. So
when are the govemment and nlilitary
going to come clean on Ulis issue?

around the country, though this was
described as the key post. The news story
describes how tllis facility is situated 1OOft
down. Tllis would hardly suffice for any sort
of bomb or nuclear attack so one wonders if
tl1e nuclear tlrreat has disappeared or if tilis
conm1and post is just a smoke-screen!
So keep your ear to the floor and watch
out for oti1er bunkers being built in your
area.

Quarries.
Recently on British IlN News tl1ere
was a news story about a joint, RAF, Anny
and Navy conunand station under
Middlesex. The complex had satellite
video links witl1 oti1er major bunkers

Photo: American undergound base at Dover and it's repeater
aerials. Note pyranlid structure inside base of the tower.

Tl1e astute bunker spotter will always
make a connection between bwikers and
quarry sites. Any nlilitary establishment ti1at
has eitller a commercial or nlilitary quarry
site nearby nlist be suspected for having a
bunker. T11e quarry often serves as a very
good cover for deep mining operations. Tl1e
coming and going of large pieces of
equipment, such as twmel boring devices
etc. are easily concealed in ti1e quarry
workings. Tl1e removal of large mnow1ts of
earth and stone via the quarry is also
disguised. Often in the case of many
bunkers I have studied, when ti1e work of
bunker building is complete, then the quarry
will close down. Tllis has been shown time
after time.
Bear in nlind also that old quarries and
workings, such as mines, are prime targets
for nlilitary to take over. Some of the i.J.litial
boring m1d digging out will have already
been completed by the previous workforce
and all ti1e nlilitary then have to do is clean
up or extend some of the twmels, reinforce
them, and rework or refit the safety systems
such as air breathing equipment and
emergency power generators.
One way of finding out if a quarry is, or
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has been used by tile military is to try and
get ti1e plmming records from either your
main library or cow1cil plalming offices.
Any secret establishments which are rnu by
govenunent or military will have their

works and crystal fonnations would!
Local caving and mine exploration
groups, in tile area of interest, may be able
to offer you the opportwlity to explore the

Photo 11: Undergrmmd bunker systems need not be easy to spot. This small building is
the main entrm1ce to ti1e once super secret Monkton Farleigh Weapons Stores. TNT and
Anuno used to be sneaked in to this facility during World War 2. This deceptively
small building is ti1e entrance to 28 miles of turmels. Monkton Farleigh is the fati1er
urine to Rudloe Mallor which is approx. 15 nriles. Monkton was stripped alld sold off
whilst Rudloe alld oti1ers were kept on as conunalld and intelligence centres. See our
exclusive photo's ofti1e facility, which should give an idea of what it is like at ti1e Rudloe Manor tmmels.

records removed from display. This may
mean that the records are still ti1ere but
cannot be shown to the public or other
parties without strict approval. If you
happen to know employees working in a
position to be able to get hold of plmming
records ti1en you Call perhaps find out to
what extent w1dergrow1d mines m1d quarries
have been developed via ti1em. Do not be
put off by being told that records do not
exist or have been nrislaid. Even records
which have been withdrawn have to be
referenced!
A.noti1er tiling to watch for is ti1at when
new military sites or btmkers are to be built,
ti1e plalming pem1ission has to be asked for
via the local council. Every plalming
application can be seen in it's early stages.
(This means building designs too) Copies of
the textual applications Call be seen even if
ilie application is then made secret alld it's
teclmical designs withdrawn from public
view. Tlus can sometimes give a description
of the scope and purpose of requested land,
m1d who owns it.
SECRET BASES

If "front door" records do not yield any
infonnation then enquire witi1 oti1er local
quarries and mines - ti1ey sometimes have
copies of other mines details. Geological
surveys are sometin1es kept at libraries
although these are sometimes subject to
restrictions if near secret bases. You may
have to give a reasonable excuse to get
access to them. Saying you are a bwlker
hw1ter probably won't suffice as an excuse,
but a geologist with an interest in local earth
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surrounding mines near nulitary bwlkers
witi1 ti1em. In the case ofRudloe Manor, the
box mines are used as air breati1ers for ti1e
w1dergronud tmmels, Shepton Mallet coving
club go ti1ere often. This means that as you
walk through the nlines, you will eventually
come to steel grilles and infra-red security
can1eras. Attempts to try to go any furtl1er
towards ti1e grilles are usually met witi1
eiilier direct response from inside the tmmel
complex else by nrilitary police conling into
ti1e mine from outside or apprehending you
upon your egress.
Be warned that nunes are very
dm1gerous places. Rock falls are frequent in
some nlines, and in rare exmnples threats
such as gasses are present. Anybody who
wants to attempt entry to a suspect nline
should first make themselves aware of
caving and nunmg procedures via
hal1dbooks on the subject (available from
caving alld rock clin1bing shops), and get
protective items such as hard hats and
possible waterproof gear - sometimes there
are pools which have to be crossed inside
turmels! You will need lighting alld spare
batteries and bulbs to last well in excess of
4 times the expected stay (Time goes very
quickly in caves for some reason ... ). Warm
cloti1ing is essential because even on a wam1
day, mines can be very cold deep down. If
you did become trapped you would hope for
some fonn of rescue, and of course this
could not happen unless you tell people

where you are going - be sure to leave clear
details of the location of the mine and if
possible your expected route to be taken
through the mine. It always advisable to go
down mines with at least one other person.
A rock fall or accident may incapacitate one
person but not another!
Caving groups may be able to supply
you with maps of underground turmels, but
be wamed, these maps are sometimes not
very easy to read and can get confusing. One
way to help stop confhsion is by the use of a
compass and use of markers. Markers
should be removable and taken away with
you after leaving the mine.

Some people have been known to use
paint or spray cans and chalk to show ways
in and out of mines - don' t do tllis as caves
and mines are property and your marker
signs are a form of vandalism and can be
prosecuted for. Removable markers do not
damage anytl1ing and as such your trespass
is not "aggrevated" and would not be
prosecutable.
A problem with using otl1er peoples
permanent markers is that once a route
becomes disused because of a rock fall etc.

then tl1e signs will simply confuse. Too
many people making a botching signs
means tl1at otl1er peoples markers cannot
be relied on. fu tl1e case of the box turmels,
tl1ere are about 150 different signs by
various people. I would say tl1at 90% are
misleading and certainly do not represent
clear emergency exit routes. This may be
the reason tlmt a group of inexperienced
people recently went for a walk down the
mines and got lost. Luckily people knew
they were down tl1ere, but by tl1e time the
alarm was raised and rescuers sent for the
group had already spent 20 hours
underground. They were actually rescued
after 30 hours and tl1e milling team were
shocked to see tlmt tl1ey had no proper
clothing and no light, as the matches tl1ey
were using had run out! Don't get caught
out like tl1is!

particles and dust based chemical warfare
agents. The air turbines would draw outside
air il1 through air-shafts or unused turmels
and tl1is air would be moved through the
cleruling room. In tl1e cleaning room pipes
run vertically from the ceiling. Along the
pipes are injector nozzles which spray a fme
mist of water. The mist is thick enough to be
able to moisten ru1y rogue particles which
come through witl1 the air supply. These
particles now being heavy witl1 moisture
will fall to tl1e floor. fu the floor of t11e
cleru1ing room tl1ere is a drainage system
which takes the dangerous liquid away.
Provided tl1e water keeps flowi11g ilien there
is clean air for all. So tllings to look out for
are outlets and inlets - water supplies
inwards. MW.

Still, bunker huntil1g via inspection
adjacent mines can be fun. Try to get
permission for your exploration where
possible, and don' t get in to too much
trouble by breaking and enteril1g if you
crumot get permission. I don't know of
many sites that can be got to without
permission but Rudloe Manor is one to
start with. The Box freestone nlines maps
are available from Shepton Mallet caving
club (we can supply details of this and
other clubs by ringing us.) Any nlines
which you suspect or know are nlilitary
cmmected we would like to hear about.
And who knows, you may just uncover the
ilmer earth, alien bases or even tunnels to
Australia wllilst you are down tl1ere!

Air cleaning equipment.
The old fashioned type of air cleaning
equipment was sin1ple but required a
constant flow of water. This means tl1at
either a river or natural spring would have
to be tapped ill order to keep the bunkers
air supply free of dust, radioactive

Photo: Air cleaner pipes, (nozzles are
removed) and waste trough.

Photo: 52 Litre diesel engine at Monkton. Note ilie stairways.
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A conversation
between Miles
Johnston and Barry
King, revised and
written up by
Matthew Williams.

B

arry King has the most fascinating
story to tell. He says that during the
70's and 80's he was involved in an Above
Top Secret project involving aliens and
human genetic experiments. He believes
the world needs a wake up call to the truth
of alien visitation and government coverup.
"For tl1e last 18 or 19 months I have
been trying to get infonnation out about
secret base Berksllire. TI1is base is
underground a village called Peasemore but
cam10t be accessed from the village direct.
Instead tl1e only way to get to ilie base in
from Hartnell Labs (Govenunent Nuclear
Experimentation centre in Oxford) or from
Greenham Conunon Airbase. Tum1els run
from tl1ese sites many nliles to tl1e village.
99 percent of tl1e base is underground and
you can see notl1ing on tl1e surface. TI1ey
have a few social engineering progranmling
and mind control experiments tl1ere." By
tlris he means ways of changing ilie way you
think
and
react
via
information
mmlipulation or direct stimulation of ilie
nlind witl1 radio waves or electric pulses.
American science has already admitted to
experiments of tllis type witl1 Microwave
equipment. "They are also involved in
Genetic experimentation and making of
progranuned life fom1s. They are also
bellind a lot of tl1ese so called abductions,
and a lot are actually nlilitary abductions."

DEFENCE INTELLIGENCE
He clainls tl1at he was involved in tl1e
progran1 between 1972 and 1988. He claims
that with help from defence intelligence
people he was able to get out of the

program. "Certain
people in the
program don't like
what is going on
and these are the
people who are
helping me with
the infonnation. I
am only allowed to
release
this
information on a
bit by bit basis and
tllis is why it is
taking so long to

give tl1e full picture."
Barry has for quite some time involved
llimself in tl1e UFO subject but had not
told people who knew llim for ills UFO
interest iliat he was involved in such a
project. Only recently have these
disclosures come forili, and in his interest
to get ilie message out further he created a
newsletter.
"Defence
intelligence
suggested tl1e slow approach so he decided
to created 'TI1e Voice.'"

PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAM
It seems strange tl1at m1y such project
could stay secret for any mnount of tin1e
but perhaps due to tl1e excessive secrecy
m1d threats made on persmmel, leaks have
been mininlised. Barry feels iliat anybody
connected witl1 the program would deny
that iliey are a part of it, and tlrrough
hypnosic control, some do not even know
tl1e full scope of their jobs. The progrmn
still exists today and involves nlilitary
control of tl1e llighest autl10rity and even
govenunent doesn't know fully what is
going on. However Barry says, " There has
been a public education progrmn and
everyone knows tllis. They use magazines
and films and books. The govenm1ent
wants to infonn people of tl1e alien stuff
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but have to do it slowly."
TI1e progrmn seems to have been active,
altl10ugh in early stages, since tl1e 50's m1d
possibly before. Tllis may tie in wiili the
genetic experiments wllich may have been
started after tl1e Roswell crash in 1947 and
possible experiments on dead bodies of
aliens - altl10ugh tl1ese experiments, Barry
clain1s, had a head start in ilie UK. "I have
virtually been involved in a Govenunent
survey wllich started when I was a small
boy. I was chosen in t11e 50's. By ilie time I
was old enough to become involved in the
real genetic experiments in 1970's the
progrmn was ilien running in ilie United
States also and was fully operational."
Barry tells of anoilier sinister aspect to
ilie project, m1d how tl1ey fund tl1emselves.
"They are using spare body parts. It is
sinlilar to ilie scenario in ilie fihn COMA.
The rich and famous, whetl1er tl1ey know it
or not, are making use of tl1e service.
COMA was so close to the trutl1. There are
a lot of people who go into iliese secret
bases and don't come out." To back up part
of what Barry says, it has been co.nfmned
tl1at ilie Hartnell Labs have been very active
in hwnm1 experimentation projects which
have used subjects who have no knowledge
of ilieir being experimented upon. In ilie
70 's Hartnell was involved in radiation
experiments on HEALTHY people, who
after being given massive doses of cancer
giving radiation, were tl1en studied at tl1eir
labs. The project went on for many years
and was classified secret. Today leaks have
revealed the extent of tllis treachery, and
tllis ties in very much witl1 tlte type of
horrific plmts otl1er parts of Hartnell may
have been involved in hatching. (This is
100% true!) Altl10ugh it seems iliat tl1e
body parts business fonns a small part of the
funding, the money is not disclosed to
govenmtent mtd so allows tl1e project to

operate in certain aspects without restraint.
"The main aim of the project is to
manipulate the publics mind that there is a
threat from outer space", says Barry, "The
real truth is that there are real aliens and
that they have given a lot of the cloning
teclmology to the military - but it is the
military who are now using it to do the
abductions and are trying to blame the
aliens! "
WORKED WITH REAL LIVE ALIENS
Barry says that like many others who
have come forward from the States he has
worked with real live aliens. "There are
various sorts of aliens and life fornts at the
bases. I worked at the base from August and
December 79 in a security capacity. It' s
officially known as Peasemore and it is in
Berkshire. The base was 450 yards by 650
yards and going down 6 levels. It may be
double the size now. I was a security officer.
I had linlited access but I had two security
access clearances of 9 and 31 . I was allowed
to see various areas of the base and by Dec
' 79 I had seen quite a lot. "
"The nlilitary use different alien lifefonns for different tasks. Some do the
abductions and some are used as frighteners
such as the MIB ' s. In 79 they were working
on a reptilian type and when I saw it this
was the weirdest tiling. It frightened tlte hell
out of me. I didn' t know what tlte pmpose of
this type was anyway, I was never told. "
Barry King believes that tl1ere is a new
method of control wllich is being used on
people on the base and may one day be used
to control mass amounts of tl1e population.
This is tlrrough an implant which is placed
inside tl1e body and can be controlled by
radio waves. "I have had two implants, one
is bellind my sternum. When it was
implanted it crushed my chest and caused a
heart attack back in 1980. This was done on
purpose to show me tl1at tl1ey had control
over me and as a warning. The implant can
be activated anywhere in tl1e country. They
use advanced laser surgery to put the
devices in. The scale of surgery on
employees oftl1e project is vast."
Another way tl1at Barry remembers
project members being controlled and
manipulated is via the control of a device
known as tl1e "TRW SEAT". "Tllis is an
interface for you to be connected to a
powerful computer. "Tl1ey mind mmlipulate
you witl1 this device. It is similar to a
dentists chair. You are strapped into tl1e
chair. To get you to a level of acceptance of
using the seat they use drug induced
hynosis, m1d tllis prepares you for tl1e ordeal.
When you are on the chair then you are

pi.J.med by it", and tl1is has left visible
scars on Barry' s anns near the elbow.
"Tl1e device wllich pins your amlS is like a
silver strip with plastic on it. "
"T11ere are several trip seats in tl1e
area, and when you go i.J.1 tl1e seat there is
foam wllich is placed around you m1d tllis
conforn1s to tl1e body very tightly. When
the machine is turned on you forget
everything. Tl1ey can reprogram your mi.J.1d
m1d chm1ge your memories of tlte past. " It
all sounds like a plot from tl1e Prisoner,
but could any of this be true? Barry does
clai.J.n to have papers and evidence of the
base m1d Ius tenu of working, which could
expose and prove some of tl1e things he
says went on at Peasemore, but these are
held at a solicitors at1d he says tl1at he has
been tlrreatened that if ever tries to go m1d
use this evidence to prove his case, t11at he
and his fm1lily will be dealt witl1 by tl1e
authorities. The inference of the word
"dealt" seems ratlter tenui.J.1al.
"The funds from the States are rumling
on an all time high. T11e people who are
coming forward to tell on tl1e project are
disillusioned because of the human genetic
experi.J.uentation. Tl1e Nazi' s were notlling
compared to this. They are trying to create
tl1e perfect htuum1 and notlling is going to
stop tl1em. The Roswell alien may be part
of tllis genetic experimentation, but it's
only a possibility."
REGENERA TABLE LIFE-FORMS

concenling abductions so they get away with
it every time.
What else did he see? "They have these
life-forms i.J.1 jars li.J.1es up in rows m1d there
are loads of tl1em - rows and rows. To look
at them is very spooky, sometin1es
frighteni.J.1g. Tl1e situation is out of control,
m1d tl1ey seem to have this stupid policy of:
use tllis teclmology to create tllis stuff at all
costs."
THREATENED AND INTIMIDATED
Although Barry has been allowed to
speak about tllis to the public by those in
defence i.J.1telligence who oppose the project,
what has happened to him by those who are
still working at the project? "I have been
tlrreatened and intinlidated. They have said
tllings like 'You have some i.J.lformation and
tl1is itlformation shouldn' t be given to
m1ybody else' They also said ' Isn' t it funny
how many children disappear tltese days'
Once I had arranged to met a mm1 who said
he had seen a UFO. I met llim near the
sighti.J.1g location. I went up to greet him m1d
was accosted by men who cmue out of
nowhere. Tl1ese men bundled me i.J.1to the
car and took me to a suburban house in
Brentwood. And they didn't offer me tea
m1d sandwiches! In fact they gave me a good
talking to. After tl1ey failed to move me on
my opinions I was tl1en beaten up a bit."
So how does he feel now? "The more
they lean on me, tl1en the more I will squeal.
Tl1ey have said otl1er things like ' So many
hit and run accidents these days, terrible
isn' t it.' . If tl1ey could get me i.J.1to tl1e base
and reprogrmn me then it' s all over. Tl1ey
could erase my milld and I wouldn' t
remember at1ytl1ing about tllis stuff. Tl1ey
could call me and use a trigger word. Tllis
trigger word would be spoken at1d I would
tlten go into a trance and go a location at1d
be picked up by people. "

" We got the teclmology from the
aliens. Tl1ey gave it to us. It not a friendly
arrat1gement, it is more of a matlipulation
from the humans and the aliens. Our
nlilitary wm1ted to get the teclmology and
irtformation at1d tl1en wm1ted to stab the
aliens i.J.1 tl1e back. Tl1e military don' t care
for tl1e aliens because they know tl1at the
aliens are genetically generated bei.J.1gs
who are not individual life-fonus so they
will use them and feel ok about abusing
them. T11e aliens, on the otl1er hm1d, want
to abuse us because they are trying to get
genetic material from us to create fertile
and stable natmally regeneratable lifefonns m1d fonn themselves a new race. For
tllis tl1ey need humans. We are business to
tl1em. Tl1e nlilitary are letting them do tllis
to a degree but tl1ere are more nlilitary
abductions tl1an alien.

What are the Keywords? "I was first
involved in the progratn in November 1972
so tl1e first part is 1172 and then, I was first
picked up in London so the prefix is Linm,
so it's LIMA 1172 and tl1en an electronic
tone and tl1en a cue and that's how tl1e
trigger is made up. Tl1ey cm1 use the triggers
to control you in mm1y ways. These posthypnotic triggers seemed to have been
planted via the use of the 'Trip Seat' ."

Why does Barry think that people
don' t report these tllings? "T11ey know that
people who report alien abductions aren' t
really taken seriously and then there are
tl10se people tl1ey cm1 frighten with tl1e
MIB stuff m1d won' t talk anyway. Anyone
who talks is usually ridiculed and the
irtference is never towards tl1e military

Have any otl1er people come forward to
speak of tl1e project? "I have given a list of
names of people who are worki.J.1g on the
program today in the documents I have
released. Harry Reader, for instance, has
been chasing over Europe and phoned me
once or twice. He gave tl1e trigger phrase to
identify hi.J.nself to me and related
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infonnation over the phone. He was in the
program and managed to get out. There was
Robert Therwell and there were others, and
the others were picked up. One was picked
up in the Midlands and the other in
Glasgow. I have not heard from Harry
Reader since November. They could have
got him or he may still be on the nm."
Why isn' t Barry on the Run? "I am not
on the run because the defence intelligence
are looking after me. They are using me to a
degree to release the information and this
keeps me safe. They don't want to keep
everything hidden so tilis is why titey need
people like me."
PORTONDOWN

Are titere any otiter places connected
with these projects? "Parton Down is
connected to Bascombe Down via an
underground ttmnel. Stuff from Parton
Down is sllipped to Bascombe down and
then taken out via planes to America and
otiter places. The cultures and small scale
life-fonns in early stages are sllipped out of
tilis facility. Fort Mead rw1s the operation in
tite states under the NSA. There are no
holds barred witi1 them and titeir control
policies. It was their idea originally and it
started in 1947."
So shades of Roswell perhaps? "There
are shades of Jantes Forrestal. He was
admitted to a hospital Where they
experimented with a lot of dodgy stuff and
he died there. The drugs wllich titey used to
test titere were dopamines, LSD, Sodium
Penthanol (Truti1 serum). The types of drugs
which titey test titere today are a lot more
clever like Di-themerol and Di-titemerol
"C". The latter is used in the hypnotic
preparations for tite 'trip-seat'. When titey
use tile ' trip-seat' titey totally reprogram
your nlind. You can be easily controlled
from titat point onwards. The use of tite
drugs and tite electronic manipulations puts
you in a state of mind where you are totally
open to suggestion. There is no way they can
get deeper into your subconscious titan tilis.
Anybody who gets in that trip seat is
literally the property of Ute NSA. "
Barry added, "I just hope titat if one day
they do decide to get me, titen somebody
will notice that I have changed my tune. I ant
releasing this infommtion now, but one day
if they take me back inside the base and
erase my memory or put me under some
fom1 of control, I just hope titat somebody
notices that I am no longer saying the same
tilings, or that I have dropped the subject perhaps taken up temlis! This would mean
that I have been ' got' to. Titat's about the
only Uling I am scared of, that and Ute hit
and rw1 tilings and attacks on my frunily. I

ant not afraid of rutything else really - I
have seen too much."
What otiter places are involved in this
cover-up? "There are a few other places,
one ofwllich is Rudloe Manor, which at a
place called Corsham in Wiltshire. Titey
are involved in investigations to do witi1
this sort of UFO stuff. Tint Good (UFO
author)
got
involved
in
some
investigations into tilis place and got as far
as the perimeter fence before he got
nicked. I knew about tilis place in 1979,
but all tilis time - until very recently Utat
is - they have de1lied the existence of a
vast complex of tmmels there undemeati1
wllich are used by tite Military for various
tilings. Nobody can get near Ulis place.
[This facility has been discussed
many tintes in Trutitseekers magazine, and
have fully confmned the existence of a
super active covert security force around
this facility - the greatest security at a base
that we have experienced.]
Now just to be cheeky I thought I
would apply to go on the list of public
persons who are supposed to be allowed to
go down the facility each year and see the
underground complex. I got a letter back
from Liz Seracuse (sp?) from tile RA
Rudloe
Manor
Public
Relations
Department who said titat my letter had
been forwarded to Ute MOD at London to
process the request. Tite reply crune back
that the site was a nlilitary facility rutd was
covered by tite official secrets act rutd no
public could be allowed in. This was
dispite a statement to the television
program Schofields Quest saying that
public could apply for a tour of the
facility."
[We at Trutitseekers were to fmd out
titat public relations and press officers who
were based at Rudloe Manor were to deny
that public relations or press office
functions were carried out at tite facility
even ti10ugh we have spoken to them on a
few occasions rutd had tite persons nantes
and telephone extension nuntbers. TI1e lies
and deceit is not fitting with a normal
nlilitary establishments. Why should the
military be allowed to lie to us tite public.
Is it in tite interests of national security to
lie?]
ENHANCE PSYCIDC ABILITY

Barry titen goes on to say, "One of the
fuings they do at tite base is to reprogrrun
tite nlind so titat it becomes hard for
telepaUlic people to read. It is a security
procedure. People such Lisa Williruns
who are able to read minds could nonnally
pick up ru1d sense tilings from people. She
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crumot pick up anything from me because
my thought processes are different - they
have been scrrunbled. It works the otiter way
too - titey can enhance psychic ability. So
when they are looking for people to
experiment on or to process at ti1e base, if
titey get hold of somebody who is not only a
tirreat, such as a researcher , and if fuey
happen to be psychic titen titey are on to a
wilmer. It's two in one. Titat person is going
to become a very useful tool to ti1em. One
interesting tiling that I found out was titat
Lisa Williams tite psychic knew about tite
Peasemore base in Berkshire rutd she had
found it out from a Ouija board - contacting
grey aliens tirrough tilis. It is interesting
confirmation to hear about this from
somebody else who has no connections to
the base and get's it from aliens! "
"There are a few otiter bases aratmd
wllich are doing strrutge tilings, but I ant not
exactly sure what. There is an American
base at Watchfield in Oxfordshire, Railton

"The Sierra mounted
the pavement and two
men got out and
grabbed me."
in Swindon and there is also a facility near
Swindon."
"There were a series of photographs
wllich were taken at tite base. These were
taken by defence intelligence agents, some
of whom were intercepted whilst taking the
photos. I was told, in a round about way that
tltese agents were posted overseas, if you
catch my drift. Still some of the photos got
tlrrough and were delivered to me by
stopping me in my truck on a joumey to
Wales back in 1988. These photographs
showed many of the fuings I have spoken
about wllich are at the base. The idea bellind
giving me the photos was ti1at at a certain
time in tite future I would be told to release
titem to tl1e public. So for safety I had to
place tltese photos somewhere safe. I did
this by depositing them at a firm of
Solicitors in town (Chelmsford). I arranged
tl1at I could collect them on a certain
telephone cue. On a number of occasions I
made tlte cue to collect the photos and it
seems that my calls were being listened to,
and titat they knew my plans. I was followed
by a Sierra car, well out of my way, and
when I dodged away fro tl1e solicitors rutd
was in front of tl1e Essex County Cowtcil
buildings they pounced on me. The Sierra
mounted the pavement rutd two men got out
ru1d grabbed me. This was witnessed by
mru1y people, but nobody did rutytlting. TI1e
men then took me to tile library rutd found a

quiet area and sat me down. We had a
twenty minute conversation in which they
made it known to me that ifl was to try to
collect the photographs at any time I would
be stopped and there would be great
problems for me."
Barry was asked why the agents simply
didn' t go to the Solicitors and get hold ofthe
photos for themselves. Barry replied, "All I
can say is only I can get the photos, and it
seems that they don' t mind leaving the
photos there, as long as they know that I am
not going to get them. I don' t know quite
why this is, but that' s the situation. "
Barry was then asked if he was
accompanied by a force of people, would he
be prepared to get the photos. He was not
happy about the idea due to the threats that
were made. Still he stated that if he were
given pennission to get these documents and
photos, it would help prove a lot of his case.
"ll1ere are details of the base and medical
and personal infonnation on me which
stems right back to 1954, when they started
the survey and were looking at me. I am
waiting for the time that I can go and get
those photos by defence intelligence."
1l1e question was asked about the
implant situation. "Back in 1975 when I was
at the base, we were all told that there was a
new procedure taking place and that it was
quite routine and many people would be
involved in tests. They said that they wanted
to test a new piece of equipment that would
stop signals from the brain passing to parts
of the body such as the hand, and to see if
they could them control those parts of the
body with help from computers. It certainly
worked because they were able to control
my hand perfectly with this implanted
device which went in on the back of the
hand. 1l1ey did take the device out
afterwards and they left a scar behind. In
fact they made a bit of a hash of it if you ask
me. 111is was just a test, but it showed me
how the devices worked. I am sure that one
day tllis teclmology could be used to control
people en masse under the fonn of some

"The programmed life
forms had round eyes,
the real aliens had the
familiar wrap around
slanted eyes."
identity chip. I have already told you about
tl1e otl1er implant I was given"
"I tl1ink tl1at all of tllis is connected back
to tl10se who are sometimes referred to as
tl1e Elite of society. 1l1e plan is for control of
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people. 1l1ey want you to do what they say
- tllis is what it is all about - you must do
as you are told. So the mind control and
t11e implants are part of that power and
control. I an1 not sure who is at the very
top of the control system, whetl1er it is
Aliens for instance. I did meet some of tl1e
classic type greys at tl1e base - tl1ey were
not tl1e programmed life fom1 types. The
progranuned life fonns had round eyes, tl1e
real aliens had the familiar wrap around
slanted eyes. 111is is always tl1e best way
to tell them apart, look at the shape of the
eyes."
So what is the trutl1 bellind tl1e secret
underground bases? Are we indeed being
manipulated by our nlilitary in a sick lie
which makes everyone targets for
experimentation and mind control? Who
can say for certain. Perhaps Barry King is
telling tl1e truth - perhaps not. One thing is
for certain, he is not the only person who
has come forward to speak about these
horrid facts. If he is right tl1en tl1e human
race may need a wake up call - but as I
always say, do your own research and
make your opinions based on not what
otl1ers say but by what you find out
yourself. I hope that Barry is wrong, but
somehow I suspect there may be some
trutl1 in parts of what he says. Time will
tell.
[Anyone who wishes to contact Barry,
or obtain copies of his publications The
Voice, they can write to him at: 27 The
Green, Melbome, Chelmsford, Essex.
CMJ 2BQ. -ED}
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eincarnation has always been a
the
comfortable
idea
for
religious, bereaved, and dying, but is
there any substance in it. Is it possible for
a person to live and die and live again? If
your personal view is yes then does it
imply that there must be some form of
universal logic governing the goings on of
each individual. A god perhaps - a cosmic
subconscious? Fortunately for us in these
days of enlightenment, past lives can be
studied to scientific standards if required
(or if there was any money in it). Is this a
bold claim? After much research into the
subject I must say I think not!

R

TI1ere is an art which is coming to life,
and tilis art is past life regression, and this
occurs when a subject is in a moderately
deep hypnotic trance and tilen help to guide
him or her back to hidden memories - back
to a time before ti1ey were bom. You then
look for a set of memories of previous lives
from before ti1e birth date of tile subject. Do
not be surprised if a male subject regresses
to a female, as a person can regress into a
past life where ti1ey exist either as a man or
woman or vice versa.
In my experience, once hypnotised and
ti1e subject finds he is able to vividly recall
the events of his first birthday, he will ti1en
regress to a past life witi1 ease. I must stress
that the hypnotist must have a good
knowledge of llis craft before embarking on
PLR because it is quite possible for tile
person to carry back to tile present some
pains experienced in such a past life - and

alti1ough temporary tilese can sometimes
last for a few hours. For exan1ple a person
in his past life died violently in the
battlefield trenches of World War I. After
regression to iliis event, in which he was
supposed to have died due to a back injury,
tl1e subject complained of having back
pains for a few hours after re-awakening
from tl1e hypnotic trance.
TI1e first stirrings of the regressed
subject will usually indicate that tiley have
found themselves in a new situation.
Indications can be; a howl of pain, a snlile
or a passive state, etc. Usually tiley will
not be able to remember specific items of
information such as names, places etc., but
tilis amnesia decays witil persistence of
questimling, i.e.: A person being asked
about a fathers name may jolt fueir
memory of their own sumame. On tile
whole, tile subject is able to give quite a
detailed account of tileir previous
existence. I often fmd tilat tile subject's
date of birt11 in is approximately 50 years
past ti1eir deatil in tl1e previous life.
The subject can be taken back and
forth in his memories through dates and
places, names and faces, just as in present
life hypnosis. Basically he lives tile life of
a person who has existed before he was
bom. More interestingly, ti1e recollection
of lives gone by can be verified and often
regressions tend to be factually correct. I
suggest that you collect as much data on
tile regressed subject as possible, such as
nan1es of people, streets and possible
lm1guage uses and
'slm1g' of that erain general take as
much detail as
possible. There are
vast records and
arclli ves available
at places such as
libraries,
which
allow
the
opportunity for you
to verify the data
given to you.
In tile interests
of
scientific
accuracy it is
important
tilat
verification takes
place after a full
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and vigorous account of tile regressed life
has been obtained. This will avoid the
possibility of leading questions by the
hypnotist to the subject, and tilus ensuring
ti1at the information collected was not
previously known by eitiler tile hypnotist or
the subject. You can tilen rely on tile
information obtained.
TI1ese are tile ground rules.
1 Use a hypnotist who has some previous
experience ofpast life regression.
2 The subject is able to start his past life
regression only when he can remember
his first birthday in his present life.
3 Suggestion should now be made to, "Go
back, back through the mists of time ",
and to state that, "You are looking for a
set of memories of anybody or anyone
back before the time you were born. "
(Jhis procedure is nomzally complete
when you see the subject react or 'stir'
in some way).
4 Once regressed, don't be surprised if the
subject takes on a different mannerism.
This is to be expected. Also don 't be
surprised if the subject takes on the
persona of a famous historical
character, as the subconscious mind is
prone to fantasising - hence the need for
strict verification procedures. False
memories can sometimes be derived from
stories that have been read or from
portrayals in films, etc. (Note, the
subject who fantasises a past life doesn't
do so wilfully, indeed the subject is in the
dark as to whether the regression is real
or not unless verification is carried out.)
5 Collect as much verifiable data as is
possible.
Here are some questions tilat are easily
checked:
1 What is your name/ children 's names/
parents names /wife's names?
2 Where were you born?
3 What rank and number were you (if
regressed to a soldier, which I find is
pretty common).
4 Where were you or your parents
married?
5 What languages do you speak? (An
interesting one if the subject regresses to
a bilingual persona. For instance, if the
subject can speak a foreign language
have him demonstrate it, record it and

verifY this).
6 Can you play an instrument? (Have the
subject demonstrate this ability).
Basically if the subject can recall events
that he could not possibly know in this
lifetime, or can speak a language that he
does not know, then there must be
something going on that one must consider
mmsual to say the least! However, be aware
that the human mind is capable of taking in
a lot more infonnation subconsciously that
is nonnally known, or recalled; for instance,
cases have been recorded whereby in a past
life regression, different languages have
been spoken even though although the
subject did not consciously know how to
speak a foreign language. In this example
the person involved was a cleaning lady who
worked at a university. At first .tllis would
not appear to be grom1ds for suspicion. The
lady was fonnd to be able to speak Spanish
under regression. It was later fom1d out that
she cleaned the lecture room of a Professor
of Spanish who would often be teaching
students after hours wllilst she was cleaning.
Altl1ough she did not take any notice of tl1e
lessons, she inadvertently picked up the use
ofthe language subconsciously and tllis came
forth in the fantasised regression. Again t11e
need for strict verification is of paramom1t
importance.
To sununarise we can take a person
whom we will call Joe Brown, and we
hypnotise him and have !lim recall events in
!lis current life. We gradually take !lim back
year by year. If Joe can recall memories
when he was a baby tl1en he is ready to be
regressed. Once Joe Brown has tl1en
regressed to Jolm Snlith (for instance), ask
Jolm Snlith about !lis life and experiences
and get some verification data. Take as
much of tl1is data and verify it at the
appropriate library or record office. If Jolm
Smitl1 lived in Skegness tl1en you may find
records of Jolm and !lis fan1ily if you go to
Skegness library.
So Joe Brown has regressed to John
Smitl1, and Joe gives us lots of details about
Jolm Smitl1's life and we have verified these
at tl1e reference library at Skegness and
fotmd tl1at Joe has given us a very apt
description of the life and times of Jolm
Smith. So does tllis prove coincidence,
reincarnation or cosnlic memory or anotl1er
explanation? There are a nnn1ber of
tl1eories, but by defnlition us Trutl1seekers
should look for our own answers. To this
end I invite you to read a few books on tl1e
subject and then to go out into the world and
experiment. Have your own past lives
checked. Tllis is a very e1ligmatic subject, as
is hypnosis, but I believe it can help give
some reassurance to people who are puzzled
by life and it's mysteries.

By Jane McCarthy

f

or the last two years I have
spe
my spare time investigating
realig1ling and healing of ley lines in
Cardiff and surronnding areas. Most of
the energy centres are in pronlinent
locations com1ecting up with what I call
"sub-stations" usually churches and old
llistorical sites where monmnents have
been erected. In some cases where the
leys meet, our own Victorian ancestors
have erected a folly such as a made up
stone circle. Tl1ese stone circles, altl10ugh
relatively new compared with places such
as Stonehenge can still have the same
potential once healed and working.
Arom1d Cardiff I have located
approximately six energy centres and I
tllink tl1at it is no mistake tl1at Castle Coch
is built over one centre. When dousing an
energy centre it appears as tl1ough no leys
are present as lines are going constantly in
and out. These centres are very strong and
after being inside tl1em over the years I
now tingle every time I an1 near one. Tl1e
sub-stations usually have six to eight lines,
three or four going in and out. The leys
criss-cross the conntry, however, there are
certain dominant lines which meet at a
lower more central point.
For exan1ple: One donlinant line starts
on tl1e Ordnance Survey map nmnber 171
just outside Tinkinswood at Long Cair
Stones. Tllis cmmects witl1 the remains of
a Roman Villa tlrrough Pontcanna Church
on to Rhynmey Castle coming out of
Cardiff and again through the centre of
anotl1er church in Marshfield.
I have actually healed all these sites
mentioned above and the donlinant line is
now working. But what is interesting is
that another donlinant line coming down
from Y strad cutting through Rhiwbina
Wenallt also meets at Pontcarum Church.
Altl1ough Pontcarma Church is a definite
energy centre working it is up for sale. I
feel compelled to say tl1at the healing of
this church was not an easy matter. I felt
wamed off tl1e site for a long time and felt
very nneasy until completing the actual
healing.

Many dominant lines go through
Pontcanna, not only the two I have
mentioned. This is obviously an in1portant
site and I note with no surprise that there
have been a lot of UFO sightings in this
area. Tl1e energy is a natural force which at
present has not been used or husbanded for
centuries.
But it is obvious that our
ancestors knew tl1e importance of this
energy which can be used for negative or
positive purposes. At the present time tl1e
energy in many areas is negative and I do
not recommend any novice attempting
healing, as certain black/negative leys can
give very strong side effects such as
sickness, letl1argy etc. I know of one person
who was physically ill for two weeks when
being in contact with a negative energy
centre. In order to heal this type you need to
be able to spiritually protect yourself.
Tl1e sub stations as stated above are
usually churches etc. and as I feel that I
going on to a very controversial subject- I
must add tlmt most of tl1e churches needed
healing except two in the centre of Cardiff
My son and I can tell you tl1e time when a
service is taking place at our local church as
botl1 of us tingle. Tllis energy can be used in
many ways. When a person goes to church
he/she is spiritually uplifted and feels great.
The energy is being used positively.
Most of my life I have been spiritual and
psycllic and I believe that I could not
entertain the healing of leys without
spiritual guidance. There are many people
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doing this work throughout the country
without any instruction from a physical book
or person. 1l1e lines once healed can be
used positively through the sub stations
which in tum heal the people. At this
present time my work on the l-ays is being
delayed by an interest in spiritual healing
and energy balancing of individuals. I have
found that like the centres,)which can be
either positive or negative people who, if
you think about it, are part of tllis eartl1, can
also be positive or negative as every living
tiling contains energy.
A paper written by Ronald Pearson, an
engineer, has completely discarded
Einstein's outdated Theory of Relativity and
by making a couple of additions to Sir Isaac

Newton' s physical laws, has matched up
witl1 quantum mechanics wllich provides a
totally satisfactory solution of quantmn
gravitation. A paper written by R D
Pearson "Key to Consciousness Quantum Gravitation" shows that a primary
consciousness lies at a sub quantmn level
of reality: in the invisible. In simple
tenns, Einstein forgot to take into account
the energy force of the apple thrown.

In my research I have fom1d that when
more negative energy is present in anyone
there are emotional or physical problems.
1l1ese problems can be eradicated by energy
balancing and teaching a person to balance
themselves.

We carmot see radio waves with the
naked eye, but we know they exist.
Newton's t11eory of Ether proves the
invisible which opens up a new field of
research into t11e so called paranonnal
phenomena.

I have now decided to give consultations
for spiritual healing and awareness plus
energy balancing and if anyone is interested
please contact me on Cardiff 01222 522163
or if you wish to know more as obviously not
everything can fit into a small article.

In real life, we fight to obtain this energy
from each otl1er but by using the natural
earth energy there is no need.

Map: Ley Lines of Cardiff and the South ll.i
Glam area. Arrow lines continue off the ,~
page. Map compiled by Jane McC~rthy W
.·~ '
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UFO ENQUIRER
The Scientific UFO Research Association bring you the ALL NEW UfO ENQUlRER.

S.U.F.O.R.A.

The UFO Enquirer will reflect investigations and investigation issues, while a special feature wm
be tackled in each issue. All arttcles will be wriueri by investigators and witnesses and so will
bring to !he forefront witness centred investigations.

33 West Bank VVynd9

Each issue of the UFO Enquirer will build in to a complete volume after volume of UFO facts and
hard investigations, it is sure to become a regular source of information to your UFO collect ton.

Mansfield9 Nott:s,
NG19 7DQ.

The UFO Enquirer will be published quarterly and will cost £2.00 per issue. Why not take out a
year subscription for £6.00-saving £2.00.

Tel: 01623 632622

Please make all cheques\Postal Orders made payable to Mark Haywood
Return Completed form to:
Yes I would lik.e to subscribe to the UFO Enquirer

Pager: 01426 206263
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